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ABSTRACT 

Hydrogeochemical studies are generally qualitative in nature. 

The goal of this study is to investigate the possibility of 

quantitative interpretation of hydrogeochemistry by considering the 

chemical c..~acterigtics and t~...e isotopic ccmpositicr.s of oxygen, 

hydrogen. and ca,rbon of the water. 

This study eJCalllines ephemeral stream and well waters from 

Canada del Oro valley, southern Arizona. By chemical and isotopic 

considerations, th1.s study finds that the change of chemical 

composition of the wash water was mainly due to water-rock interaction. 

The cOncentrations of dissolved constituents increase between 10 to 50% 

from upstream to downstream samples, while the evaporation loss cf 

water is less than 3%. By chemical and isotopic considerations of the 

well waters, this study identifies three recharge waters in the CDO 

grolttld-water system. The chemical and water isotopic compositions of 

t,he well waters are results of mixing between these three recharge 

waters and subsequent dissolution of the aquifer. By thermodynamic 

consideration, albite, kaolinite, montmorillonite, and calcite are the 

main phases that influence the chemical characteristics of this 

grolttld-water system. Simulations with the computer program PHREEQE 

ver.ifies the above conclusions. 

The mechanisms that influence t,ha chemical and carbon isotopic 

compositions of the water are quite different in a system Opdn to a C02 

gas reservoir than in a closed system. Deines, Langmuir', and Harmon 

xiv 



xv 

(197~) derived a set of chemical-isotopic ~quations to calculate the 

caroon isotopic composi tion of water under open system condition. 

Wigley, PltJDll1er, and Pearson (1978) formulated a mass transfer equation 

to calculate the change of carbon isotopic composition of natural water 

in closed system environment. This study implements these two type of 

equations as a subroutine - CSOTOP to the computer program PHBEEQE. 

With this PHREEQE-CSOTOP package, the evolution of carbon chemical and 

isotopic composition of natural water can be conveniently modeled from 

open to closed system conditions. This study also uses this package to 

date water samples from the Tucson basin, and finds that choice of 

reaction path may cause a difference in carbon-14 age of up to a few 

thousand years. 

This study c~ncludes that it is possible to rigorously 

interpret hydrogeochemistry in a quantitative way. With sufficient 

measurements to define the reaction path, followed by thermodynamic 

consideration, chemical-isotopic evaluation, and computer modeling, one 

should be able to achieve this goal. 



CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 statement Of Problem 

Interpr"etation of hydrogeochemical data has been only qualita

ti ve for decades. Even with environmental isotopes as add! tional tool 

after the 1950's, the qualitative nature of hydrogeochemistry still 

seems to pr"evail. Although the 'Work of Helgeson et al (1970), i.e. 

computer pr"ogr"am PATRI, enables geochemists to simulate rock-water 

interaction in hydrothermal and low temperature environments and hence 

quantitatively interpret the evolution of aqueous solutions, it still 

cannot simulate other common hydrogeochemical phenomena, such as mixing 

of two waters, evaporation, and cation exchange' reactions. The 

computer pr"ogr"am pa(:ka.ge EQ3/6 (Wolery, 1979) performs essentially the 

same type of simulation as PATRI. 

The availability of computer pr"ogr"am PHREEQE (Parkhurst, 

Thorstenson, and Pltll!lIller, 1980) advanced the approach of 

aydrogeochemcal study to a ne-vi er-a. This OOiilj7llter- pr'ogr-aIli can 

simulate many common hydrogeochemical phenomena, such as mixing, 

water-rock interaction, and ion exchange reaction. Therefore, 

qualitative hypotheses can now be tested in a quantitative way by 

utilizing this progr-am. However, isotopes are not considered in this 

progroam, and its usefulness is limi ted to the interpretation of 

chem~cal composition of water. In addition, identification of the 

1 



mechanism(s) that is (are) responsible for the change in chemical 

composition of water is not always possible by considering water 

chemistry alone. Consideration of oxygen and hydrogen isotopic 

compositions of the water should he~p in differentiating the 

mechanism (s) involved in the gt'ound-water system. 

Tra main obstacle in radiocarbon dating of gt'ound water is the 

uncertainty in the evolution of carbon isotopic and che!!!ical 

2 

compos! tions. They cha.l1ge continuously as a result of rock-water-air 

interaction. The pirtial pressure and isotopic composition of C02 gas 

in the unsaturated zone are strongly influenced by the immediate 

environment, such as moisture, temperature, and type of vegetation 

cover. Uncertainties in initial chemical composition of recharge 

water, chemical and isotopic compositions of the soil and rock, and 

.reaction path add addi,tional frustration. Because of the complex!. ty of 

carbon geochemistry, all models for radiocarbon dating of gr"ound water 

invel va various assumptions to simplify the models. Assunptions that 

are valid in one case may be questionable in the other. The ideal 

model should provide flexibility so that it can be utilized in any 

circumstance with minimtm assumptions. In conjunction with good 

understanding of a gr"ound-water system, this model should make rigorous 

interpretation of carbon geochemistry and radiocarbon dating of ground 

water possible. 

1.2. Objective And Approach 

Stable isotopes of oxygen and hydrogen are very valuable tools 

in hydrogeological study. They tend to be conservati'le in low 



temperat ur-e gr'o1.md-water sys tens. ~-laters from different SO'Ul"ces 

typically have distinct oxygen and hydrogen isotopic ratios. 

Therefore, they can be used as conservative water. tracers. Minng of 

gro1.md waters is very common in nature, the conservative 

characteristics of isotopic ratios of water makes them ideal tools for 

calculating the proportions of end members in a m1xt'Ul"e. Also, 

different processee, such as minng, rock-water interaction~ or a 

combination of both·processes, can result in the same water chemical 

composition. Consideration of both chemical and isotopic compositions 

can help distinguish the processes responsible for the chemical change 

of gr'ound water, and possibly, the relative magnitude of each process 

involved. The validity of the conclusion can then be evaluated by 

computer modeling. 
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Water. molecules of different isotopic composition transfer 

across physical boundaries, such as water/air interface or 

laminar/t'Ul"bulent layer boundary, at different rates. Therefore, the 

isotopic composition of water changes as a result of evaporation. 

Fort1.mately, evaporation changes water isotopic composition in a 

predictable manner. Craig and Gordon (1965) formulated an equation to 

calculate the isotopic composition of water as a function of the water 

remaining after evaporation. Both evaporation of water and dissolution 

of rock increase the concentrations of dissolved constituents, provided 

no IX"ecipitation of solid OCC'Ul"s. The change in the water isotopic 

composition can be used to infer the extent of evaporation, and hence 

the proportion of chemical change due to evaporation. 
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Due to the complexi £y of carbon geochemistry, carbon isotopic 

ratios are not conservative and hence it cannot always be used in the 

manner of hydrogen and oxygen. However, with proper considerations, 

the evolution of chemical and isotopic compositions of dissolved 

inorganic carbon, including carbon-14, can be modeled quantitatively. 

Deines, Langmuir, and Ha..""lllon (1974) used a set of dual 

ctemical-isotopic equations to ~l{rul ate the ch:''lng'e of carbon isotopic 

ratios under systems open to soil C02 gas. Wigley; Pllm!!!H~r; and 

Pearson (1978) presented a mass transfer equation for calculating the 

evolution of carbon isotopes in natural water under systems isolated 

from the influence of gaseous C02 reservoir. The computer progroam 

PHREEQE can calculate mass transfer along the reaction path chosen by 

the user. This study will :lJnpJ.ement these two models as a subroutine 

(CSOTOP) to computer progroam PHREEQE. With the new subroutine, it will 

be possible to predict carbon isotopic composition and radiocarbon 

activity in ground water9 as it passes through open system condition 

into closed system condition, while experiencing 

dissolution-precipitation of carbonates under varying partial pressures 

and isotopic compositions of soil C02 gases, and isotopic composition 

of the dissolving phases. These simulations provide improved 

inferences of the dilution effect on carbon-14 activity for carbon-14 

ground-water dating. 

This study considers ephemeral stream and well waters from 

Canada del Oro Valley, which is a recharge area of the Tucson basin. 

This study also examines the evolution of oX']gen and hydrogen isotopic 

ompositions, and chemical composition of water by means of computer 



simulation. This study analyzes new and selected literature data from 

the Tucson basin. 

5 

The result of this research should prove the possibility of 

quanti tati ve hydrogeochemical study by dual chemical-isotopic 

consideration, with the verifi.cation of computer simulation. The 

computer program PHREEQE-CSOTOP should prove to be a very valuable tool 

for radiocarbon dating of ground-water. Researchers interested in 

carbonate diagenesis and the geochemistry of speleothems may find this 

program-subroutine useful.. 



CHAPTER 2 

HYDROGEOCHEMISTRY OF CANADA DEL ORO VALLEY 

2.1. Location And Climate 

Canada del Oro (CDO) Valley is located approximately 20 miles 

north of Tucson, between the Santa Catalina Mountains on the east and 

Arizona Highway 89 on the west (Figure 1). CDO is an ephemeral stream 

wandering down the valley from Catalina Mountains. It is one of the 

many tributaries that join the Santa Cruz River at various locations. 

Oracle station of the National Weather Service, which is the station 

closest to the CDO valley, recorded a mean annual temperature of 63.Z'F 

in 1970. The highest and the lowest monthly temperature 1n 1980 were 

80.7oF (July) and 4S.6or (January), respectively. These mean annual 

and monthly temperatures are about sor cooler than 1n Tucson. The mean 

annual precipitation at this weather station 1s about 20", ranging from 

13.2" in 1956 to 27.87" in 19410 The rainfall pattern in the valley 1s 

similar to the Tucson basin. High-intensity monsoon thunderstorms 

occur from July through October. Frontal storms produce lower 

intensity but widespread rainfall from December through March. The 

winte.r precipitation events are usually less intense but longer 

duration than the summer storms. The main source of summer rain 1s the 

Gulf of Mexico, while the source of winter precipitation is moisture 

from the Pacific Ocean. Because of the differences in the source of 

moisture, ir:tensity of preCipitation, and temperature~ the isotopic 
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composi tions of the summer and winter rainfall are e:ll.-pected to be 

different. 

2.2. Sampling And Analysis 

2.2.1. Sampling 

8 

Judging from the climatic conditions p especially the rainfall 

pattern and the source of moisture, seasonal variations 1n both 

chemical and isotopic compositions are expected, therefore, multiple 

sampling was planned. Water samples from six wells in the vicinity of 

CDO wash (Figure 1) were collected every six weeks over a period of ten 

months, from August 1980 to May 1981. Five CDO wash waters were also 

sampled during March snow-melt of the Santa Catalina Mountains. The 

sampling sites of the wash waters are also shown on Figure 1. All 

samplings and field measurements were done after the wells were pumped 

continuously for at least 10 minutes to flush out residual water in the 

storage tank. Temperature, pH, and alkalini ty were measured in the 

field. Alkalinity was measured by titrating 100 ml of water sample 

with 0.1 normal H2S04 to phenolphthalein end point (pH 8.3) and then to 

bromocresol gr-een- methyl red end point (pH 4.5). Water samples were 

fil tered through membranes of 0.4 micrometer pore size and collected in 

two 500 ml linear polyethylene bottles. - One ml of concentrated and 

distilled HN03 was added to each bottle to prevent the precipitation of 

calcium carbonate and adsorption of ions onto the container wall. 

Untreated samples were collected in glass bottles ror stable isotopic 

analyses. The glass bottles were sealed immediately with paraffin to 

prevent evaporation loss. 
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2.2.2. Chemical Analysis 

Cations (K+, Na+, Ca++, Mg++) were measured by atomic 

absorption fhmephotanatry. Nitrate was measured by Brucine method 

(colorimetric), follOwing the procedure of 11 .S. Geologtcal Survey 

(Brown and Fisbman, 1970, Skougstad at al, 1979). Chloride was 

measured with Hach kit. Sulfate was determined by barium sulfate 

turbidimetric method (American Public Health Association, 1976). The 

precisions of measurements for catiOns, aniOns, and alkalin1 ty are 

typically 1%, 5-10%, and 3%, respectively. 

2.2.3. Isotopic Analysis 

The stable isotopic ratio is generally expressed as a 0 value, 

which is defined in equation 1. For oxygen and hydrogen isotopes, the 

Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water (V-SM:lW) was adopted as international 

standard. The best values for R(oxygen) and R(hydrogen) of V-SMJW are 

0.0020052 (Baertschi,1976) and 0.00015576 (Hageman, et al, 1970), 

respectively. 

R(sample) 
o = (------------- - 1) * 10000/00 (1) 

R(standard) 

18 
where R = ( 0 / 

16 
0) or (D/H) 

The C02 gas/water equilibrium method (Epstein and Mayeda, 1953) 

was enployed for oxygen isotopic analysis of water sample. Three ml of 

each water sample was kept in an glass ampoule with a bout 60 ml of C02 

gas at a pressure of about 580 mm Hg. The ampoule was left in a water 

bath of 25 +1 °c to equilibrate for at least 40 hours. The oxygen 
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isotopic ratios of the C02 gas before and after equilibrating with the 

water sample were then measured with VG 602C Mass Spectrometer. 

Because the oxygen isotopic ratio of the finite quantity of water 

sample changes as a result of isotopic exchange with the C02 gas, the 

oxygen isotopic ratio of the C02 gas after equilibration does not 

reflect the oxygen isotopic ratio of the original wat.er. However, 

based on mass balance and isotopic equilibrium between C02 gas and 

water, the oxygen isotopic ratio (0) that the equilibrated C02 gas 

would have if the quantity of the water is infinite can be calculated 

from equation 2. 

o = 0 'x(q+a)/q - (a/q)XcS" 

18 
where 0', 15" = 0 0 of C02 gas after and 

before equilibrium, respectively 

( 2) 

q = ratio of moles of oxygen atoms in water 
to moles of oxygen atoms in C02 gas 

a = equilibrium fractionation factor of oxygen 
= R(C02 gas)/R(water) = 1.041 at 25°C 

For analysis of hydrogen isotopic ratio of water sample, about 

5 microliters of water is reduced to hydrogen gas by hot (750°C) 

uranium turnings. T~.e water is always passed over the u.-anit:ll furnace 

twice to increase the yield of hydrogen gas. The hydrogen gas is then 

collected onto charcoal beads at liquid nitrogen temperature. The 

sample vial containing the charcoal beads is warmed to room temperature 

and attached to the mass spectrometer for isotopic analysis. 

The IX'ecisions of oX'/gen and hydrogen isotopic analyses are 0.2 

0/00 and 2 0100, respectively. 
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2.3. Data And Data Prooessing 

2.3.1. The Data 

Tables 1-1 through 1-6 list the results of chemical and 

isotopic compositionS of ~ters from CDO valley. The activities of 

dissolved constituents are calculated with the computer program WATEQF' 

(Plummer, Jones, and Truesdell, 1976). The following section will 

discuss the calculation in detail. 

2.3.2. Calculation Of Ion Activity 

The measurement of single ion activity requires the measurement 

of finite change in the free energy due to the finite change in single 

ion concentration. Because this measurement also requires constant 

concentrations of all other aqueous species and electrical potential, 

the activity of single ion cannot be measured exactly. However, it can 

be evaluated by a non-thermodynamic approach. 

The most widely used method to calculate single ion activity is 

the Debye-Huckel theory, which considers the effect of electrical 

interactions between ions of opposite charge. This theory can be 

summarized as equation (3). 

2 1/2 
log(r) = C-AZ (I) 

1/2 
) 1 (1 +Ba ( I) ) 

where I" = activity coefficient 
Z = Ionic charge 

(3) 

I = ionic strength of the solution 
=E(1/2) mZxZ, m = molality of ion 

a = size of hydrated ion 
a, B = constants depending on the dielectric 

constant, dens1 ty, and temper-at ure 
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Table 1. Ct'..amical and isotopic c-omposi tions of well waters fran the 
Canada del Oro valley. 

1-1. Well no. 1 

------------------~--------------------------------------------------1980 1981 
Date Aug. Oct. Nov. Dec. Feb. Mar. May 

Temperat UI"e( °C) 19.2 19.7 14.2 15.0 12.8 14.8 18.5 

pH 7.1 7.2 7.0 7.1 6.9 6.6 6.9 

Alkalinity{meq/lj 1.25 1.35 1 •. 30 1.30 1.35 1.95 1.25 

Na (ppmj i i .Oi 10.81 10.5:3 10.39 9.77 15.25 10.48 

K (ppm) 1.69 1.69 1.66 1.66 1.64 2.02 1.68 

Ca (ppm) 23.46 23.68 23.40 23.73 23.99 37.34 24.28 

Mg (ppm) 5.70 5.75 5.71 5.71 5.90 7.97 6.36 

SiO (ppm) 23.7 22.3 23.2 22.5 22.4 23.3 22.3 
2 

SO - (ppm) 36.7 36.4 35.3 37.3 34.1 50.1 38.5 
4 

Cl- (ppm) 6.9 7.7 6.7 6.7 6.7 14.6 8.1 

NO - (ppm) 0.3 1.1 0.4 0.4 0.4 5.1 1.0 
3 

+2 + 2 
log(Ca )1 (H ) 10.84 11.0 10.7 10.81 10.41 10.08 10.49 

+2 + 2 
10g(Mg )1 (H ) 10.45 10.61 10.31 10.41 10.02 9.63 10.13 

+ + 
log(Na )/(H ) 3.75 3.82 3.66 3.71 3.48 3.42 3.55 

+ + 
loge K )1 (H ) 2.71 2.79 2.63 2.68 2.48 2.23 2.53 

10g(H SiO ) -3.4 -3.43 -3.41 -3.43 -3.43 -3.41 -3.43 
4 4 

18 
a 0 (0/00) -10.7 -11.1 -10.4 -10.8 -10.4 

aD (0/00) -84 -83 -78 -87 -80 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 1, continued. 
Chemical and isotopic composi tions of well waters from the 
Caiiada del Oro valley. 

1-2. Well no. 2 
---------------------------------------------------------------------

1980 1981 
Date Aug. Oct. Nov. Dec. Feb. Mar. May 

Temperature(oC) 24.8 23.7 18.5 22.5 22.5 25.0 23.3 

pH 8.0 8.2 7.8 7.9 7.6 7.5 7.6 

Alkalinity(meqll) 1.80 1.70 1.90 1.90 1.90 1.80 1.80 

Na (ppm) 14.77 14.80 15.02 14.72 14.72 14.75 14.46 

K (ppm) 1.61 1.69 1.65 1.63 1.66 1.66 1.68 

Ca (ppm) 19.93 21.10 22.52 21.61 20.86 20.56 21.20 

Mg (ppm) 4.36 4.52 4.84 4.56 4.54 4.54 4.53 

SiO (ppm) 36.5 36.6 35.4 36.0 37.5 36.5 37.0 
2 

SO - (ppm) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 

Cl- (ppm) 7.5 5.5 7.1 7.2 7.0 5.9 

NO - (ppm) 5.5 4.0 6.8 5.0 6.2 4.4 4.1 
3 

+2 + 2 
log(Ca )1 (H ) 12.59 12.93 12.32 12.46 11.85 11.60 11.86 

+2 + 2 
log(Mg )1 (R ) 12.15 12.48 11.87 12.01 11.40 11.17 11.40 

+ + 
log(Na )1 (R ) 4.78 4.94 4.63 4.70 4.40 4.28 4.39 

+ + 
loge K )/(R ) 3.59 3.77 3.44 3.51 3.22 3.10 3.23 

log(R SiO ) -3.22 -3.22 -3.23 -3.23 -3.21 -3.22 -3.21 
4 4 

18 
c5 0 (0/00) -7.1 -7.3 -7.4 -7.3 -6.1 

80 (0/00 ) -61 -59 -58 -61 -61 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 1, continued. 
Chemical and isotopic compos 1 tions of well waters f'rom the 
Catlada del Oro vall ey • 

1-3. Well r.o. 3 
---------------------------------------------------------------------

1980 1981 
Date Aug. Oct. Nov. Dec. Feb. Mar. May 

Temperature(OC) 21.5 21.0 20.5 21.0 20.0 20.5 22.0 

pH 7.8 8.2 7.6 7.6 7.3 7.4 7.3 

Alkal1n1ty(meq/l) 2.00 1.90 1.95 2.05 1.90 2.30 2.00 

Na (ppm) 13.60 13.40 13.45 13.63 13.12 13.21 12.91 

K (ppm) 1.63 1.67 1.56 1.59 1.64 1.58 1.58 

Ca (ppm) 30.33 29.40 29.75 30.35 29.51 29.18 27.47 

Mg (ppm) 8.61 8.13 8.04 8.41 8.29 7.89 7.62 

S10 (ppm) 32.3 31.4 32.8 32.4 32.8 32.1 32.3 
2 

SO - (ppm) 20.7 20.9 21.0 24.1 22.4 19.9 18.2 
4 

Cl- (ppm) 5.8 6.1 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.4 5.8 

NO - (ppm) 11.9 11.3 13.4 13.9 12.5 13.3 13.3 
3 

+2 + 2 
log(Ca )1 (H ) 12.30 13.21 11 e 94 11.88 11.42 11.51 11.39 

+2 + 2 
log(Mg )/ (H ) 11.95 12.87 11.56 11.55 11.08 11.16 11.05 

+ + 
log(Na )1 (H ) 4.52 4.97 4.34 4.31 4.07 4.12 4.06 

+ + 
loge K )/(H ) 3.37 3.84 3.17 3.15 2.93 2.97 2.92 

log(H SiO ) -3.27 -3.29 -3.26 -3.27 -3.26 -3.27 -3.27 
4 4 

18 
0 0 (0/00 ) -9.1 -9.0 -9.3 -9.1 -9.0 -9.5 

6D (0/00) -74 -74 -71 -70 -68 -69 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 1 p continued. 
Chemical and isotopic compositions of well waters from the 
Canada del Oro valley. 

1-4. Well no. 4 
---------------------------------------------------------------------

1980 1981 
Date Aug. Oct. Nov. Deo. Feb. Mar. May 

TemperatUl"e( °C) 21.8 11.2 13.7 14.0 21.5 

pH 7.0 7.2 7.2 6.7 6.S 7.0 

Alkal1n1ty(meq/l) 1.50 1.50 1.15 1.50 1.20 1.35 

Na (ppm) 10.56 10.36 9.26 9.70 8.68 9.19 

[{ (ppm) 1.82 1.81 1.63 1.70 1.63 1.67 

Ca (ppm) 27.66 26.22 23.53 25.30 23.62 25.78 

Mg (ppm) 6.90 6.80 6.13 6.79 6.41 6.80 

S10 (ppm) 21.2 20.9 21.7 21.9- 21.8 22.0 
2 

SO - (ppm) 39.2 38.4 35.4 35.7 33.5 34.2 
4 

Cl- (ppm) 7.5 8.2 7.1 7.8 6.4 6.4 

NO - (ppm) 2.9 0.1 1.0 2.7 1.3 1.4 
3 

+2 + 2 
log(Ca )1 (H ) 10.74 11. 16 10.99 10.15 10.31 10.76 

+2 + 2 
log(Mg )1 (H ) 10.36 10.80 10.62 9.80 9.96 10.40 

+ + 
log(Na )/(R ) 3.65 3.87 3.75 3.34 3.38 3.61 

+ + 
loge [{ )1 (R ) 2.66 2.88 2.76 2.35 2.42 2.64 

log(H S10 ) -3.45 -3.46 -3.44 -3.44 -3.44 -3.44 
4 4 

18 
a a (0/00 ) -10.1 -10.3 -10.0 -9.8 -9.6 -10.1 

aD (0/00 ) -78 -76 -78 -77 -78 -75 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 1, continued. 
Chemical and isotopic composi tiona of well waters from the 
Canada del Oro valley. 

1-5. Well no. 5 

------------------------------------------------~--------------------1980 1981 
Date Aug. Oct. Nov. Dec. Feb. Mar. May 

Temperature(oC) 25.3 20.6 17.0 19.0 16.5 20.2 

pH 7.0 8.4 7.2 7.1 7.0 7.0 

Alkalinity(meq/l) 2.20 2.50 2.05 2.20 2.00 2.20 

Na (ppm) 14.48 14.84 14.11 14.21 13.98 13.75 

It (ppm) 1.50 1.61 1.40 , .41 1.41 1.45 

Ca (ppm) 39.65 37.65 31.84 42.47 37.88 38.21 

Mg (ppm) 10.17 10.56 9.32 9.36 10.26 10.0 

S10 (ppm) 28.1 29.4 27.7 28.9 27.1 27.1 
2 

SO - (ppm) 29.5 31.3 31.2 32.9 31.0 30.6 
4 

Cl- (ppm) 8.6 7.7 9.7 9.7 9.2 

NO - (ppm) 14.0 18.3 20.2 19.0 19.3 18.6 
3 

+2 + 2 
log(Ca )1 (H ) 10.89 13.58 11.24 11.00 10.81 10.89 

+2 + 2 
log(Mg )1 (H ) 10.52 13.25 10.93 10.35 10.46 10.53 

+ + 
log(Na )/ (H ) 3.79 5.16 1.1-.00 3.82 3.74 3.77 

+ + 
loge K )/ (H ) 2.57 3.96 2.76 2.58 2.51 2.57 

log(R SiO ) -3.33 -3.32 -3.34 -3.32 -3.35 -3.35 
4 4 

18 
0 0 (0/00 ) -8.2 -8.2 -8.7 -8.5 

cD (0/00 ) -64 -61 -65 -63 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 1, continued. 
Chemical and isotopic compositions of well waters from the 
Canada del Oro valley. 

1-6. Well no. 6 
---------------------------------------------------------------------

1980 1981 
Date Aug. Oct. Nov. Dec. Feb. Mar. ~lay 

Temperaturoe(lC) 22.5 19.5 18.5 20.0 20.5 19.0 20.0 

pH 7.2 7.3 7.2 7.1 7.0 7.0 7.2 

Alkalinity(meq/l) 2.50 2.40 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.35 2.40 

Na (ppm) 14.80 14.26 14.39 14.31 14.14 14.04 13.89 

K (ppm) 1.85 1.78 . 1.63 1.62 1.65 1.63 1.67 

Ca (ppm) 40.35 39.22 41.11 38.56 39.74 38.92 39.69 

Mg (ppm) 10.39 9.94 10.57 9.77 10.13 9.87 9.88 

SiO (ppm) 31.2 29.8 30.4 29.9 29.3 29.2 29.8 
2 

SO - (ppm) . 25.7 27.7 26.0 28.7 27.1 27.5 28.3 
4 

CI- (ppm) 7.5 9.8 8.2 8.7 8.2 8.1 8.2 

NO - (ppm) 13.1 16.4 14.7 13.9 16.0 15.1 15.3 
3 

+2 + 2 
10g(Ca )/ (H ) 11.18 11.48 11.31 11.00 10.83 10.80 11.19 

+2 + 2 
log(Mg )/ (H ) 10.81 11.11 10.93 10.60 10.45 10.43 10.80 

+ + 
logeNa )/ (H ) 3.94 4.08 3.98 3.84 3.75 3.73 3.92 

+ + 
loge K )/ (H ) 2.80 2.94 2.81 2.66 2.58 2.57 2.77 

10g(H SiO ) -3.28 -3.30 -3.30 -3.30 -3.31 -3.31 -3.30 
4 4 

18 
:5 0 (0/00) ~8.7 ~8.8 =8.7 =8.7 

cD (0/00) -69 -69 -66 -68 
---------------------------------------------------------------------



. The above equation is only good for a solution with ionic 

strength of 0.1 molal or less. In more concentrated solutions, the 

effect of decrease in the concentration of sol vent becomes important. 

A parameter "b" is then included in the equation to account for this 

effect (equation (4». The activity (a) of ion can be calculated by 

a = rxm, where m is the molality of the ion. 

1/2 2 1/2 
logro = (-AZ (I) ) 1 (1+Ba(I) ) + bI ( 4) 

In a multi-component system, to find the solutions to a large 

set of equations of mass balance, charge balance, and mass action 

reactions would require a tremendous nunber of calculations, and a 

computer Jrogroam is therefore an indispensable tool. Many computer 

programs are available for- calculating 10n speciation in a solution. 

Among them, the WATEQ family 1s probably most commonly used in 

hydrogeochemical investigation. WATEQ was written by Truesdell and 

Jones (1973) in PL/1 computer language for speciation calculation of 

major and some minor ions 1n natural water. The progroam is based on 
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the Debye-Huckel theory and ion association model. It was translated 

into FORTRAN with modification and additional aqueous species by 

Plummer, Jones, and Truesdell (1976) and was renamed as WATEQF. In 

this study, the program WATEQF was used to calculate ion activities and 

ion distribution. 
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2.4. Thermodynamic data 

2.4.1. Thermodynamic Data And Mineral Stability Diagrams 

Thermodynamic properties of minerals and related substances 

haW) been evaluated and compiled by Robie, Hemingway, and Fisher 

(1978), and Helgeson and his coworkers (Helgeson et al, 1978, Helgeson, 

Kirkham, and Flowers, 1981, Walter and Helgeson, 1917, Helgeson and 

Kirkham, 1974a, 1974b). Table 2 lists the free energy of formation of 

minerals and aqueous species pertinent to this study from these 

compilations. Although the agreement between these two compilations is 

excellent in most cases, significant discrepancies do exist for many 

minerals, notably., kaOlinite, pyrophyllite, and talc. The choice of 

thermodynamic data will affect the mineral stability diagram and hence 

the interpretation of hydrogeochemical data. 

The {ilase boundary between gibbsite and kaolinite can be 

constructed from the equilibrium constant of the following reaction : 

Al Si 0 (OH) 
2 2 5 4 

kaolinite 

+ 5H 0 = 
2 

2Al(OH) 
3 

gibbsite 

+ 2H SiO 
4 4(aq) 

A.t 25°C and 1 bar of pressure, the free energy of reaction is 14.17 

kcal/mole if Robie et al' s data are used, 11.59 kcal/mole if Helgeson 

and his coworkers' compilation is employed. The corresponding 

kaolinite/gibbsite phase boundary lies at log(H4Si04) = -5.19 and 

-4.25, respectively. Judging from Hawaii (Patterson and Roberson, 

19(1) a.'ld Jamaica (Hill and Ellington, 1961) grotmd-waters, which 

coexist with kaolinite and/or gibbsite and have log(H4Si04) values in 
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Table 2. Gibbs free energies of formations (6G , Kcal./mole) of ions 

and phases at 298.15 oK and 1 bar. Data are taken from the 
compilations of Robie et al (1978) and of Helgeson and his 
coworkers (see text). 

Robie et al Helgeson and coworkers 

+ 
H (aq) 0 0 

OH (aq) -37.586 -37.604 

+ 
Na (aq) -62.568 -62.622 

+ 
K (aq) -67.487 -67.575 

++ 
Ca (aq) -132.241 -132.155 

++ 
Mg (aq) ~108.652 -108.700 

+++ 
AI (aq) -116.918 -116.969 

H S10 (aq) -312.481 -312.564 
4 4 

SiO (aq) -199.190 
2 

CO (aq) -126.115 -126.11 
3 

CO gas -94.216 -94.262 
2 

H 0 (aq) -56.653 -56.681 
2 

SiO quartz -204.567 -204.646 
2 

Continued to next page. 
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Table 2, continued. 

Robie et al 

SiO 
2 

amorphous silica -202.892 

Al(OR) gibbsite. -275.903 
3 

Al Si a (OH) kaolinite -907.668 
2 2 5 4 

Ai 3i 0 (OB) pyrophyllite -i258.86 
2 q 10 2 

Mg Si a (OR) chrysotile 
3 2 5 4 

Mg Si a (OH) talc 
3 q 10' 2 

Mg S1 a (OR) (OR) .(OR ) 
4 6 15 2 2 2 2 4 

NaAlS1 a 
3 8 

KAlSiO 
3 8 

sepiolite 

low albite 

microeline 

KAl (AlSi a )(OH) 
2 3 10 2 

CaCO 
3 

CaMg(CO ) 
3 2 

muscovite 

calcite 

dolomite 

NaAl (AlSi O· )(OH) 
2 3 10 2 

Fe 0 
2 3 

paragonite 

hematite 

-963.73 

-1322.56 

-886.730 

-894.043 

-1338.000 

-269.680 

-516.423 
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Helgeson and coworkers 

-202.892 

-276.168 

-905.614 

-i255.997 

-964.871 

-1320.188 

-2211.192 

-886.308 

-895.374 

-1336.301 

-270.100 

-517.980 

-1326.012 

-178.155 



the vicinity of -4.3 (Figure 2), Helgeson and his coworkers' 

compilation seems more acourate. 
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Haas and Holdaway (1914) assessed the tmcertainty of 

thermodynamic properUes of pyrophyllite and concluded that the best 

free energy of formation of pyrophyllite was -1258.6 .:!:. 2.4 koal/mole. 

The mean val us is about ths same as that of Robie at al' s, however, the 

extent of tmcertainty can severely affect the stability field of 

kaol1nite. Since kaolinite is a common mineral in the study area 

(McFadden, 1918), kaolinite is expeoted to be a stable phase as related 

to the chemical composition of water. The CDO waters are also plotted 

on Figure 2 as a shaded area. All CDO waters lie outside the stability 

field of kaolinite of Robie et al (dashed line), while most of them 

locate within the kaolinite field of Helgeson and coworkers (solid 

line) • 

From the above considerations, Helgeson and coworkers' 

compilation of thermodynamic data is adapted for construction of 

mineral stability diagrams. A portion of the COO waters plot wi thin 

the microeline field. They will be discussed later in section 2.5 •• 

2.4.2. Estimation Of Gibbs Free Energy Of Formation Of M ontmori 11 ani te 

Montmorillonite is another common clay mineral fotmd in the 

study area (McFadden, 1978). Its free energy of formation is strongly 

dependent on the chemical composition. Without analyzing the chemical 

composition in various sites of the crystal st::-ucture, the uncertainty 

in thermodynamic data will be too high to warrant a convincing 

interpretation of aqueous chemistry. However, the free energy of ion 
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Figure 2. Mineral stability diagram (log(K+)/(H+)) vs. log(H4Si04)) of 
the system K20-Si02-H20-A1203 at 25 °c, 1 bar, constructed 
from thermodynamic data compiled by Robie et al (dashed 
line) and by Helgeson and coworkers (solid line). 
Ground waters from Jamaica, Hawaii, and Canada del Oro 
valley are also plotted on the diagram. 



exchange reaction between various montmori11 oni te minerals can be 

estimated with reasonably good results. 
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Tardy and Garrels (1974) proposed a method to estimate the 

Gibbs energies of formation of layer silicates. As stated by the 

authors : "The method of calculation is based on the assumption that 

each silicate can be represented by oxide and hydroxide components 

possessing Gibbs energies of formation within the silicate structures 

that are constant but may differ rran the Gibbs energies assigned to 

the components as separate phases.". Hence, tha free energy of 

formation of a phase can be wri tten as the sm of the free energies of' 

formations of oxide and hydroxide comp.)nents in the silicate structure 

(t.G(f,sil». The values of t.G(f,sil) can be calculated by solving a 

set of simultaneous linear equations of phases of known Gibbs free 

energy of formation (t.G (f» • The detailed calculation will be shown 

next in this section. The Gibbs free energies of formation of layer 

silicates are taken from compilations of Helgeson and coworkers (Table 

2). 

2.4.2.1. MgSiOH System. 

chrysotile: 2t.G(f,sil)Mg(OH)2 + t.G(f,sil)MgO 

+ ~G(f,sil)Si02 = -964.871 keal/mol 

talc t.G(f,sil)Mg(OH)2 + 2AG(f,sil)MgO 

+ 4t.G(f,sil)Si02 = -1320.188 keal/mol 

sepiolite t.G(f,sil)Mg(OH)2 + 6t.G(f,sil)Si02 

+ 3~G(f,sil)H20 = -2211.192 keal/mol 

since the bound water is loosely held in the sepiolite lattice, 

~G(f), instead of LG(f,sil), of water (-56.653 keel/mol) is used. The 
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solution of' the simultaneous equations yield the following results: 

~G(f,sil)Mg(OH)2 = -203.185 kcal/mol 

~G (f ,sil )MgO 

~G(f ,s11 )S102 

= -149.003 kcal/mol 

= -204.749 kcal/mol 

2.4.2.2. ALSiOH System. 

kaolinite : ~G(f',sil)Al203 + 2~G(f',sil)Si02 

+ 2~G(fisll)H20 = -905.614 keel/mol 

pyrophyllite : ~G{f~sil)A1203 + 46G(f,s11)S!02 

+ ~G(f,sil)H20 = -1255.997 kcal/mol 

Substi tute ~G (f ,sil )Si02 calculated f'rom pr-evious section and 

sol ve the equations yield : 

~G{f,sil)Al203 = -377.886 kcal/mol 

~G(f,sil)H20 = -59.115 kcal/mol 

2.4.2.3. Micas. 

muscovite : O.5~G(f,s11)K20 + 3/2~G(f',s11)A1203 

+ 3~G(f,sil)Si02 + ~G(f',sil)H20 = -1336.301 kcal/mol 

paragonite: 0.5 G(f,sil)Na20 + 3/2 G(f,sil)Al203 

+ 3~G(f,sil)Si02 + ~G(f',sil)H20 = -11326.012 kcal/mol 

Substitute the values obtained before and solve the equations 

yield the following resul ts : 

~G(f,sil)K20 = -192.22 kcal/mol 

~G(f,sil)Na20 = -171.642 kcal/mol 

2.4.2.4. Fe203. Judging from the linear relationship between 

~G(f,sil) and electronegativity of cation and t~~t Fe+3 has the same 
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electronegaUvity as Si+~, the silification energy of Fe203 can be 

assuned as zero (Tardy and Garrels, 1974). Therefore, 

~G(f,sil)Fe203 = ~G(f)Fe203 = -178.155 kcal/mol 

2.4.2.5. Exchange Site •. The differences in standard free 

energy of formation can be estimated from data of ion exchange 

equilihri tim. Considering the following exchange reaction : 

+ + 
I{ X + 2Na = Na X + 2K (5) 

2 2 

where X = exchange framework 

The free energy of reaction can be calculated as follows 

~G(reaction) = 2AG(f)(K+) - 2~G(f)(Na+) 

+ ~G(ex)(Na20) - ~G(ex)(K20) (6) 

where ~G (ex) = free energy of formation of 

exchangeable oxide 

The free energy of reaction can also be estimated from 

equilibriun constant of ion exchange reaction 

6G(reaction) = -2.303RTlog(K) 

Equilibriun constants of exchange reactions are available in the 

literature. Tardy and Garrels (1974) reviewed ion exchange data and 

adopted the following equilibrium constants: 

+ + 
loge (K )/ (H » = 2.2 

+ + 
loge (K )1 (Ra » = -0.8 

+ 2 ++ 
loge (K ) / (Ca » = -1.45 

+ 2 ++ 
loge (K ) / (Mg » = -1.45 



For reaction (5), logk = 2log(K+)/~Na+) = 2*(-0.8) = -1.6. 

Therefore, AG(reaction) = -2.303RTlogK = 2.18 Kcal/mol. 

Based on a small free energy of reaction for reaction (7), 

Tardy and Garrels (1~7!O assUiiled that AG (ex)(K20) is identical to 

A G (f ,sil )(K2O) deri ved from mus co vi te. 

+ + 
K (silicate framework) = K (silicate framework) 
hydrated dry 

+ II 0 (7) 
2 

AG(ex)(Na20) can I::e calculated by substituting AG(f)(K+), 

M(f)(Na+), AG(ex)(K20), and AG(reaction) into equation (6) : 

tlG(ex)(Na20) = -180.134 kcal/mol 
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Free energies of formation of various oxides at exchange sites 

(AG (ex» can be calculated in the same manner. The results of these 

cal cul ati ons are sunmarized as following: 

AG(ex)(K20) = -192.22 kcal/mol 

tlG(ex)(H20) = -65. 08 kcal/mol 

tlG(ex)(Na20) = -180.34 kcal/mol 

tlG(ex)(MgO) = -163. 79 kcal/mol 

G(ex)(Cao ) = -187.25 kcal/mol 

2.~. 2. 6. Conclusions. The Gibbs free energy of reaction of 

the following ion exchange reaction between Ca- and Mg- montmorilloni te 

is found to be 0 Kcal/mol by substituting the free energies of 

formation of ions and exchange oxides. 

++ ++ 
Cao-ex + Mg = MgO-ex + Ca 
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2.5. Geochemistry Of CDO Well Waters 

2.5.1. General Consideration 

The isotopio values are quite constant' for any well over a 

period of 10 months (Table 1), while seasonal variation is expeoted as 

disoussed in section 2.2.1.. This discrepanoy can be exp1a5:ned by 

homogenization of stable isotopes in the unsaturated zone. Brinkman et 

al (1963) and Eichler (1965) showed that the stable isotopio 

composition of soil water is rather constant in space and time. They 

attributed the constanoy to the smoothing out of seasonal variation in 

the tnsaturated zone. Dispersion is probably the main driving force 

for the homogenization. 

However, significant variation does exist in ohemical 

composi tion. The best example 1s the March sample of well no. 1. 

Exoept silica, the concentratians of all other ions are significantly 

higher than samples colleoted at other time. The stable isotopio 

oomposition of this sample excludes the possibility of evaporation 

during or after sampling. Low iii of this sample strongly indicates a 

more aggressive water was attaoldng the rook. Noticeably, the ion 

acti vi ty ratios and silica aoti vi ty of this sample does not differ much 

from all other samples of this well. The necessity to use activity and 

activity ratio of aqueous constituents in studying water-rook system 

will become obvious in the following paragraph. 

The water-rock interaction should be viewed from activities, 

rather than concentrations, of the components in the system. For 
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example, dissolution of albite is written as Eq. (S), and ion activity 

product of this reaction is expressed as Eq. (9) or Eq. (10) : 

+ 3+ + 
NaAlSi 0 + qH + qH 0 = Al 

3 S 2 
+ Na + 3H SiD 

4 q 

3+ + 3 + q 
Q = {AI HNa)(H SiD ) / (H ) 

4 4 

3+ -:- 3 {o.;, 

(S) 

( 9) 

logQ = log(Al )/ (H) + 10g{Na )/ (H ) + 31og{H SiD) (10) 
4 /.!. 

The saturation state of the water with respect to albite can 

then be examined by comparing Q to equilibrium constant K at the same 

temperature. It is generally expressed as saturation index (SI), which 

is defined and interpreted as following: 

SI = log(Q/K) 
< ° unders at uration _ ° equilibrium 
> ° supersaturation 

In reality, due to analytical error and uncertainty in thermodynamic 

data, it is considered equilibrium if SI is in the close vicinity of 

zero. An arbitrary range of ::..0.1 is generally accepted as equilibrium. 

SI values may help identify the minerals that interact with the ground 

water. 

Equations S to 10 clearly show that high sodium and silica 

concentrations in water do not necessarily mean albite is stable. 

Water of low pH, i.e. high hydrogen ion activity, will attack albite 

and release more sodium and silica to the water. The low pH of the 

March sample of well no. 1 explains the high concentrations of 

dissolved constituents. 
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2.5.2. Consideration of ·Water-Rock Interation 

The chemistry of CDO well waters are plotted on Fig ... qoes 3 to 5. 

Because of the uncertainty in the crystal-chemistry of montmorillonite, 

pyrophyllite is asS1.med to be the stable phase when constructing these 

mineral stability diagrams. The trend of the data points on these 

figures strongly indicate that the water chemistry of the CDO well 

waters is controlled by water-rock interaction. 

The activity of H4Si04 can be interpreted as a result of 

kaolini te- pyro phyll i te equil i bri 1.111. However, since montmorilloni te , 

instead of pyrophyllite, is the mineral commonly present in the study 

area, it is more likely that kaolinite-montmorillonite equilibril.1l1 is 

responsible for the activity of H4Si04. 

On Figure 3, atout one third of CDO well waters plot within the 

mi croeline stability fiel d. However, all data points lie well wi thin 

the kaolinite stability field on Figure 4. This situation can be 

interpreted from the sequence of mineral phases that are in equilibril.1l1 

with the water. The water reached miaroeline ~quilibriun while still 

undersaturated with respect to albite (Figure 4) ~ Continuous 

incongruent dissolution of albite will precipitate kaolinite, CO!lSt::lS 

hydrogen ions, and force the activity ratio «K+)/(H+)) into the 

microcline stability field, while the water remains in the kaolinite 

stability field on the log(Na+)/(H+) vs.log(H4Si04) plot (Figure 4). 

Difficulty of nucleation or other kinetic limitations may inhibit the 

water from re-equilibrating with microcline. Furthermore, the CDO wash 

waters (Table 7, Figure 3) plot well wi thin the microcline stability 

field and have about the same potassium content as CDO well waters. 



Figure 3. Well and wash waters of the Canada del Oro valley plotted 
on the mineral stability diagram (log(K+)/log(H+» of the 
system K20-3i02-H20-Al203 at 25 0 C, 1bar. 
Figure 3-b enlarges a portion of Figure 3-a around the CDO 
well waters to plot the well numbers. 
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The main source of potassium must come from the soil, hence, albite is 

the feldspar mineral active in water-rock interaction. 

As stated before, uncertainty in crystal-chemistry of 

montmorillonite make~ it difficult to assess its Gibbs free energy of 

formation. However, equilibrium between various montmorillonite 

species can ba e ... -aluated with much improved accuracy. Helgeson (1969) 

reported hyri...rolysis constants for Ca.- and Mg-montmorillon!te of the 

following compositions .! 

6 Ca Al S1 0 (OH) 
0.167 2.33 3.67 10 2 

+ 
+ 44H + 16H 0 

2 

++ +++ 
= Ca + 14Al + 22H SiO 

6 Mg Al Si' 0 (OH) 
0.167 2.33 3.67 10 2 

4 4 

+ 
+ 44H + 16H 0 

2 

+++ ++ 
= Mg + 14Al + 22H SiO 

4 4 

log[{ = 37.10 

log[{ = 36.60 

Equilibrium reaction between the above two montmorillonite 

minerals can be wri tten as 

++ ++ 
6 Ca-liiofit. + Hg = 6 t-1g-liiOfit. + Ca logK = 0.50 

b.G(reaction) = -0.68 Kcallmol 

If the appr.oach of Tardy and Garrels (section 2.4.2.) is used, 

the above equilibrium reaction can be written as : 

++ ++ 
CaO-EX + Mg :: MgO-EX + Ca logK :: 0.0 

:'G(reaction):: 0.0 Kcallmol 
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The agroeement in the free energy of reaction between these two 

methods is rather good. The Ca- and Mg-montmorillonite boundary based 

on these two approaches are plotted as lines A-B (hydrolysis) and C-D 

(exchange reaction) on Figure 5. 

Kaolinite-montmorillonite boundaries are constructed from 

hydrolysis reactions of Helgeson (1969) with log(H4Si04) of -3.35 (mean 

value of COO well waters). The calcite-dolan1te phase boundary 

(Helgeson et al, 1978) is also plotted on Figure 5. All COO well 

waters 11e between lines A-B and C-D. It is obvious that the 

acti vities of Ca++ and Mg++ are strongly influenced by equilibrium 

between Ca- and Mg-montmorillonites. Sample A1411 is supersaturated 

with respect to calcite, re-equilibration of this sample with calcite 

will move the point A1411 to A1418 (Figure 5). Dissolution and/or 

precipitation of calcite will relocate the data points up/down within 

the narrow region between lines A-B and C-D (Fig. 5). All COO well 

waters also plot within this region. It is concluded that Ca++ and 

Mg++ activities were initially controlled by Ca- and Mg-montmorillonite 

equilibrium and subsequently modified by dissolution/precipitation of 

calcite. Dolc::mite probably did not play any t'ole in contr-olling the 

chemical composition of ground water in the COO valley. 

Although mineral phases do influence the chemical composition 

of CDO well waters, the apparent reaction trend on the above mineral 

stability diagrams can also be generated by mixing of various end 

menbers. This possibility will be examined in the next section. 
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2.5.3. Chemical-Isotopic Considerations. 

Other than water-rock interaction, mixLng of groound waters fran 

different sour,ces is another common mechanism that changes chemical and 

isotopic composition .of water. Oxygen isotope shift due to progressi va 

equilibrium of oxygen isotopes between water and rock has been observed 

in many hydrothermal areas (Craig? 1963), however, stable isotopes of 

oxygen and hydrogen in water of low temperature environments are 

consi dered conservative, i.e., they will not change as a resui t of 

water-rock interaction. In addition, waters fran different sources 

typically have distinct oxygen and hydrogen isotopic ratios. 

Therefore, the stable isotopes of water are particularly useful for 

evaluating mixing in groound-water systems. 

In reality, it is likely that both water-rock interaction and 

mixLng of waters from different sources take place simultaneously to 

various degroees. Dual chemical-isotopic consideration should reveal 

the pr-oportion of each mechanism involved in a groound-water system and 

make rigorous interpretation of chemical composition of ground-water 

possible., 

Figures 6-a and 6-b are plots of sulfate and silica 

concentrations vs. oxygen isotopic compositions, respectively. Because 

of the conservative nature of stable oxygen isotopic composition, these 

patterns strongly indicate mixing. Three end members, shown as A, B, 

and C, seem to be involved in this systen. On Figure 6-b, intermediate 

mixture D and the third end manter C are located by the correspondent 

oxygen isotopic values inferred from Figure 6-a. Three intermediate 

waters have higher silica concentration than the mixing line CD (Figure 
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intermediate mixture, respectively, in the gr'ound-water 
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Table 3. Chemical and isotopic composi tions of the end manbers. 
The mits of alkalinity, dissolved solid, and isotopic 
composi tion are meq/l, ppm, and 0/00 (SM)W), respectively. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
pH alk e Na K Ca Mg SiO SO Cl NO 18 

2 4 3 a 0 aD 
---------------------------------------------------------------------

I 7.0 1.30 11.2 1.7 23.8 5.9 22.8 36.5 7.4 0.6 -10.8 -83.1 
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II 7.8 1.84 14.8 1.7 21.1 4.6 36.5 0 7.0 5.2 - 7.2 -59.9 

III 6.6 1.66 9.0 1.7 32.0 7.6 20.0 36.0 6.0 5.0 - 8.2 -60.0 



6-b} ~ It is tentatively interpreted as post-mixing dissolution of 

silicate minerals. The existence of three end members in this system 

is also supported by stable isotopic composition of water (Figure 7). 
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The above graphical extrapolations show that the third end 

member should have sulfate and silica concentrations of approximately 

36 ppm and 20 ppm, respactivaly. Conc-entrations of other chemical 

constituents and stable isotopic compositions of the third end member 

can be re-constructed by the same manner. Average compositions of 

wells DO. 1 and 2 are taken as the first and second end member in this 

ground-water system. The compositions of these three end members are 

listed in Table 3. 

From previous diSCUSSiOns, it is tentatively conal uded that the 

chemical composition of the CDO well waters are the result of three end 

members mixing with additional water-rock interaction. Canputer 

simulations (section 2.5.3.) will verify this conclusion. 

2.5.4. Canputer Simulations Of CDO Well Waters 

Because stable isotopes of water are conservative in low 

temperature enviroIlIllents, they can be used to calculate the proportion 

of end members in a mixture. Table 4 lists the proportion of each end 

member in each mixture as estimated from stable isotopic compositions 

of waters. 

As discussed before in section 2.5.1., incongruent dissolution 

of albite to kaolinite is one of the active reactions in the CDO 

ground-water system. This reaction will release silica a.'ld sodium. in 

2:1 mole ratios to the solution (equation 11). 
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+ + 
2NaAlSi 0 + 2H + 9H 0 = Al Si 0 (OH) + 2Na + 4H SiO (11) 

38 2 225 4 4 4 
al bi te kaolini te 

Dissolution of calcite·will not only increase alkalinity, but also the 

ratio «Ca++)1 (Mg++»". If this ratio is buffered by Ca- and 

Mg-montmorillonite equilibritm, then a portion of Ca++ in the water 

will exchange Mg++ on the exchange sites of montmorilloni te to maintain 

a constant ratio of «Ca++)1 (Mg++» in the water. To simplify the 

simulation, CaC03 and CaMg(C03)2 are added to the mixture as reactants 

when simulating calcite dissolution. Hence, the presence of CaMg(C03)2 

in the reactant does not imply the dissolution of dolan1te, rather, it 

simply represents dissolution of calc! te followed by Ca++/Mg++ exchange 

reaction. The initial compositions of reactants are estimated from the 

difference between the measured values and the mixture that is 

calculated from stable isotopic composition of water (Table 4). The 

relative amount of components in the initial reactants, especially 

soditm and silica, is then adjusted according to the active reactions 

that may take place in this gr-ound-water system. The chemical 

comIX>sit1ons of the reactants added to various mixtures during computer 

simulations are listed in Table 5. 

Table 6 lists the chemical and isotopic composi tions of the 

simulated and measured CDO well waters. Taking the analytical errors, 

uncertainty in the composition of the third end member and mixing ratio 

into account, the agr'eement between the simulated and the measured 

values are remarkable. Noticeably, wells no. 5 and 6 have almost 

identical chemical composition, except alkalinity. The computer 



Table 4. Mixing pr"oportions of end members in the well waters as 
estimated from the stable isotopic compositions of well 
waters. 

Well <:::::::: End i 
member I A B C 

3 0.506 0.404 0.09 

4 0.72 0.0 0.28 

5 0.158 0.126 0.716 

6 0.334 0.266 0.400 

Table 5. Chemical compositions of the reactants (mmoles/l). 

Well 
Na Ca Mg S10 Cl NO CO 

2 3 3 

3 0.035 0.i~9 0.i05 0.07 o. i60 0.254 

5 0.115 0.215 0.123 0.09 0.07 0.226 0.338 

6 0.086 0.332 0.159 0.077 0.047 0.183 0.491 
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Table 6. Chemical and isotopic compositions of the simulated (S) 
and the measured (M) well waters. 

Alk. in meq/l, dissolved solids in ppm, isotopic 
compositi.ons in 0/00 (SMJW). 

Well pH Alk. Na k Ca Mg SiD SO Cl NO 18 
Number 2 4 3 15 0 cD 

3 : 

4 : 

5 : 

6 : 

(S) 7.6 1.93 13.2 1.6 29.4 8.0 32.3 21.7 7.1 12.8 -9.1 -71.6 

(M) 7.62.03 13.4 1.629.4 8.132.321.0 6.5 12.8 -9.2 -71.0 

(S) 6.7 1.40 10.6 1.7 26.1 6.422.0 36.3 7.0 1.8 -10. -76.6 

(M) 6.9 1.37 9.6 1.725.4 6.6 21.6 36.1 7.2 1.6 -10. -77.0 

(s) 6.9 2.12 12.7 1.1 38.0 9.9 27.9 31.5 8.8 18.3 -B.4 -63.6 

(M) 7.12.1914.2 1.538.010.028.131.1 9.018.2 -B.4 -63.3 

(S) 7.6 2.49 13.2 1.739.6 10.1 29.826.1 8.4 14.9 -8.8 -67.7 

(M) 7.2 2.45 14.3 1.139.7 10.1 29.9 27.3 8.4 14.9 -B.7 -68.0 
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simulations clearly interpret the cause as the result of variations in 

mixing proportion and composition of reactant. These simulations 

further support the existence of three end members in the COO 

ground-water system ~d adequately interpret the chemical composition 

of water as a resul t of mixing and reaction. 

2.6. COO Wash Water 

Table 7 lists the chemical and isotopic compositions of the COO 

wash waters collected during snow-melt season (March 21/22, 1981). The 

locations of the sampling sites are shown on Figure 1. The 

concentrations of dissolved constituents increase, and the isotopic 

contents become 0-18 and deuterium-enriched downstream. This indicates 

that evaporation of the water should affect, at least in part, the 

chemical composition of water of the wash water. On the other hand, 

interaction between wash water and the river bed may also change the 

chemical composition of water. Because of the conservative nature of 

oxygen and hydrogen isotopic ratios of water during water-rock 

interaction at low temperature environment, it is possible to estimate 

the extent of evaporation by evaluating the change of stable isotopic 

composition of water. 

2.6.1. Evaporation Of Wash Water. 

Modification of stable isotopic composition of water as a 

resul t of evaporation has been modeled by Craig and Gordon (1965). In 

this ;nodel, the air and water system is considered to consist of a 

series of discrete turbulent and laminar layers. Water molecules of 
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Table 7. Chemical and 1sotop10 oompos1 t10ns of wash waters from Canada 
del Oro. 

Sampling date (1981) 

Temperature (OC) 

pH 

Alkalinity (meq/l). 

Na 

K 

Ca 

Mg 

S10 
2 

SO 
!l

Cl 

NO 
3 

(ppm) 

(ppm) 

(ppm) 

(ppm) 

(ppm) 

(ppm) 

(ppm) 

(ppm) 

++ + 2 
10g(CA )/(H) 

++ + 2 
log(Mg )1 (H ) 

+ + 
10g(Na )/(H ) 

+ + 
10g(K )/(R ) 

10g(H S10 ) 
4 4 

18 
o 0 (0/00, SMOW) 

oD (0/00, SMOW) 

a 

3-22 

20.0 

8.0 

1.55 

9.7 

1.6 

23.7 

6.5 

18.7 

22 

6.0 

(0.1 

12.65 

12.31 

4.60 

3.58 

-3.51 

-10.7 

-83.5 

Sample Number 
bed e 

3-22 3-21 3-21 3-21 

20.0 20.5 25.0 

8.23 8.39 8.07 

1.70 1.75 1.70 

9.9 11.1 

1.6 1.7 

24.3 27.9 

6.6 7.4 

19.1 19.2 

26 28 

6.3 7.8 

(0.1 [0.1 

11.5 

1.8 

28.8 

7.5 

20.0 

28 

8.2 

[ 0.1 

11.6 

1.8 

29.0 

7.6 

21.8 

31 

9.2 

[0.1 

12.71 13.50 12.92 

12.35 13.14 12.56 

4.65 5.06 4.77 

3.61 4.02 3.73 

-3.50 -3.49 -3.44 

-10.4 -10.1 -10.1 -10.0 

-82.0 -82.0 -81.0 -81.0 
-~-------------------------------------------------------------------



different isotopic composition transport in each layer and across layer 

boundaries and the air/water interface in a simple analogy to Ohm's 

law. Isotopes of water fractionate as a result of difference in flux 

of water molecules ~ v.arious isotopic composition across the 

, boundaries. Based on this model, Gat (1980) gave equation 12 to 

account for the change in isotopic composition of water as a result of 

evaporation from an isolated water body without inflow. Since the wash 

waters were collect,ed during a time when there was no surface runoff or 

water from tributaries of CDO, this equation should be adequate to 

interpret the isotopic composition of the wash water. 

dlnB (h(R(s) - R(a»/R(S» _ e 

------ = ---------------------------- (12) 
dlnN , - h + ~e 

where, R(s), R(a) = isotopic ratios of surface wat er and air. 
h = relative humidity of the air 

6e = kinetic excess separation factor 
= 15 x (1-h) 0/00 for or/gen isotopes 
= 13 x (1-h) 0/00 for hydrogen isotopes 

(Merl1vat, 1978). 
e = 1 - 1/0 (e) + LlE 

aCe) = R(s)/R(a) at equilibrium 
N = number of moles of water molecules 

Equilibrium fractionation factor aCe) is a function of 

temperature and it can be estimated from the following equations 

(Majoube,1971) : 

1.137 3 0.4156 -3 
lna(e) = ------x10 - -------- - 2.0667x10 for oxygen 

TxT T 

24.844 3 76.248 -3 
Ina(e) = --------x10 - -------- + 52.612x10 for hydrogen 

TxT T 

,.here T 1s absolute temperature. 
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Equation (12) can be re-arranged to equation (13). Integration 

of equation (13) results in equation (14), which is the form that can 

be used to predict the stable isotopic composition of water as a resul t 

of evaporation. The. constant c in equation (14) can be calculat~d by 

substituting f and R with the initial values of 1 and R(initial), 

res pecti vely. 

dlnR h - € hR(a) 

dlnN 1-h+Llc: 1-h+Llc: 

= K - K IR(s) 
1 2 

(dR/R)/dlnN = K - K IR 
1 2 

dR/dlnN = K R - K 
1 2 

(11K )lnlK R - K I = In(NIN(initial)) + c = Inf + C (14) 
1 1 2 

where f = fraction of original amo1.mt of water remaining. 

It is clear from equation (14) that the extent of isotopic 

enrichment depends on many parameters, namely, relative humidity and 

isotopic composition of the air, temperatUZ"e, and the fraction of' the 

water remains after evaporation. The temperatUZ"e of the wash water was 

a bout 20 0 C. Unfort unately, all the other parameters are not 

available. However, based on the prevailing climatic conditions, the 

air humidity is assumed to be about 20%. Oxygen and hydrogen isotopic 

composi tion of the air moistUZ"e are taken as -20 0100 and -160 0/00, 

respecti vely, which are about the isotopic compositions of air moistUZ"e 

in equilibrium with the wash water. Wash water ~ is taken as the 

initial water. Isotopic compositions of wash waters and calculated 
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evaporation lines are plotted on Figure 8. The evaporation line OA 

asstmes the values of parameters discussed earlier in this paragraph. 

The effect of humidity on the slope of line OA is also shown in this 

figure. Air moistur~ with lighter oxygen and heavier hydrogen isotopic 

compositions will incr-ease the slope of the evaporation line. This is 

illustrated by the evaporation line OB. The oxygen and hydrogen 

isotopic oomposition of the air moisture are -24 0/00 and -120 0/00, 

respecti vely, for the evaporation line OB. 

As shown on Figure 8, humidity and stable isotopic compositions 

of the air moisture can change the slope of the evaporation line 

considerably. Temperature can contribute additional effects on the 

slope. However, the evaporation line calculated at 2SoC (not shown) is 

only tarely distinguishable from line OA. Although line OB fits the 

wash water better than line OA, error in isotopic analysis and 

uncertainties in the values of parameters suggest that line OA is not 

worse than line OB in representing the evaporation path of the CDO wash 

water. In any case, the wash water does not lose more than 3% of water 

from si.te a to site..=.. Since the concentrations of dissolved 

constitucnts iner-ease between 10 to 50% fr-om site.! to site ~, the main 

mechanism responsible for the change in chemistry of the wash water is 

water-rock interaction. 

2.6.2. Water-Rock Interaction Of The CDO Vlash Water. 

It is clear from the chemical composi tion of water that a 

sudden increase in concentration of dissol'led constituents occurs in 

sample ~, collected from a breached dam site (Golder dam). The water 
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Figure 8. Fractionations of hydrogen and oxygen isotopes during 
evaporation of water at 20°C and various air relatifs 
humidities (h) and isotopic compositions (oAD and 0A 0). 
f = fraction of water remaining. 

18 
OA : 0AD = -160 0/00, 0A 0 = -20 0/00. 

18 
OB : 0AD = -120 0/00, 0A 0 = -24 0/00. 

-6 
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composition is quite constant beyond this site. The difference in 

water composition between sample!. and sample .£ suggests dissolution of 

0.05 mmoles each of Racl, Cac03, and CaMg(C03)2. The source of 

magnesitm may be the exchangeable Mg++ on Mg-montmorillon1te as 

discussed before in sections 2.5.2. and 2.5.4.. Evaporation on the dam 

site before the dam was breached Illight have pz>ec1pitated carbonate and 

Racl, which are readily soluble in fresh wash water. 

Samples '!. and ~ are from above and below the intersection of 

CDO and one of its tributaries. This tributary runs through Copper 

HUI mine and may have carried sulfide minerals to CDO. Oxidation of 

sulfide will release sulfate ion to the water. This may be the reason 

for the sudden increase of sulfate in sample ~. 

2.7. Evolution Of CDO Wash Water To End Member A 

The lighter stable isotopic ratios of 'water of end member A 

suggests the likely source of this end member is prec1pi tation on the 

Santa Catalina Mountains. The precipitation, in the form of r-ainfall 

or snowfall, may recharge the CDO ground water through the CDO river 

bed. Wash water!. ' which is snow-melt, has stable isotopic 

compositions of water almost identical to end member A. Although the 

stable isotopic compositions of snow may vary from one snowfall to the 

next, the snow-melt represents an "average snow" of the snowfalls 

collected on the ground before melting, therefore it may bear the 

isotopic compositions of the water that act1.Blly recharged the ground 

water. It is therefore concluded that wash water ~ represents the 

recharge water for the end member A. Unfol'tunately, precipitation on 



the Santa Catalina Mountains during the summer monsoon season was not 

collected during this study, the role of summer precipitation as 

recharge water is not olear. 
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. The chemical. aomposi tion of wash water a resembles end member 

A, except: for sulfate content and pH (Tables 3 and 7). If wash water a 

indeed represents the recharge water of end member A, then the major 

chemical change during recharge is the oxidation of sulfide minerals, 

probably pyrite. A computer simulation was carried out to add reactant 

.:: (Table 8) to wash water ~, while maintaining the oxidation potential 

at 200 mV, which is the mean oxidation potential of end member A. The 

reactant is equivalent to the sun of dissolution of 0.033 mmoles of 

albite (incongruently), 0.03 mmoles of NBCl, and oxidation of 0.075 

mmoles of pyrite in one liter of water. The water is kept in 

equilibrium with goethite during simulation. 

Table 9 lists the chemical composition of the simulated and 

measured end member A. The agreement between them is excellent. 

Analytical error and fluctuation of chemical composition of recharge 

water in the past may be the reason for any discrepancy, especially, 

the Mg content. In any case, the abov"e isotopic consideration and 

computer simulation seem to be adequately interpreting the reaction 

path between recharge water (wash water a) and ground-water (end member 

A). 



Table 8. Chemical composition of the reactant .t (in mmoles/l). 

NA Cl 

0.063 0.03 

SiD 
2 

0.066 

FeS 
2 

0.075 

Table 9. Chemical and isotopic compositions of the wash water a . 
and the simulated and measured end member A. -

The units of alkalinity, dissolved solids, and isotopic 
compositions are m.eq/l, ppm, and 0/00 <SM:)W), respectiveiy. 

pH Alk. Na K Ca Mg SiD SO Cl NO 18 
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2 4 3 0 0 oD 

Wash water ~ 8.0 1.55 9.7 1.623.76.5 18.722.0 6.0 rO.1 -10.7 -83.5 

End member A: 

simulated 7.0 1.29 11.2 1.6 23.76.5 22.6 36.4 7.0' - -10.8 -83.1 

measured 7.0 1.30 '1.2 1.7 23.8 5.9 22.8 36.4 7.4 0.6 -10.8 -83.1 
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2.8. Recharg~ Areas Of The CDO Well Waters. 

The three end members recognized in this study show distinct 

characteristics. End member A has much lighter stable isotopic 

compositions of water than the other two end menbers. These stable 

isotopic compositions of end menber A are identical to wash water a. 

As discussed before in the last section (2.7.), the chemical 

composition of this end member could have evolved from wash water.! by 

oxidation of pyrite and dissolution of albite and NaCI. Therefore, it 

is concluded that the recharge area of end member A is the Santa 

Catalina Mountains, with CDO river bed as the infll tration pathway. 

Figure 9 is a geolog:l.cal cross section modified after Mcfadden 

(1978). The traverse of this cross section is not shown in Mcfadden's 

thesis, however, based on the elevation and the distance between CDO 

and the Pirate fault, it should be located in close proximity to the 

study area, probably, near the Pima/Pinal county line (Figure 1). The 

Twin Lakes and Cata1ina deposits (Figure 9) consist of calcareous silty 

clay, with about 20% CaCo3 (Mcfadden. 1978). As discussed before in 

section 2.5.4., wells no. 5 and 6 contain 72% and 40% end menber C, 

respect! vely. High Ca and Mg contents of end menber C and location of 

wells no. 5 and 6, suggest the recharge source of end menber C to be 

the general area covered by Twin Lakes surface and Catalina terrace to 

the west of CDO. 

By the location of well no. 2, the recharge area of end menber 

B is probably the Pirate fault zone (Figure 9). The most distinct 

features of end member Bare i t.s high silica and very low sulfate 

contents. The Fort Lowell formation is one of the major aquifers in 
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the Tucson 1:a.sin. It was shown overlying Tanaja bed an a geological 

cross section (Davidson, 1973), however, it was anitted on Figure 9. 

The Fort Lowell formation consists of granitic gneiss detritus set in a 

montmorillonite silty clay matrix. The Tanaja bad is made up of 

detritus derived from surrounding mountains with gypsiferous mudstone 

in places. If end member B migroated tm-ough the Fort Lowell formation, 

high silica and low sulfate contents could result. 

Figure 9 shows that the ground-water level in the study area 

dips toward the west. The ground-water level contours in the same area 

prepared by Matlock and Davis (1972) also show the same trend. 

2.9. Summary Of The eno Ground-Water System. 

The Jrevious discussions may be summarized as the following 

scenario: 

1. End member A recharged the CDO ground water from the Santa 

Catalina Mountains, with the CDO stream bed as the inf'll tration 

pathway. Pyrite oxidation and albite and NaCl dissolution accompanied 

the r-echarge water under-ground migroation. 

2. End member B ran down the Sant3. Catalina Mountain slope, and 

r-echarged the ground-water through the Pirate fault zone. It dissolved 

albite as it moved under-ground. 

3. End member e 1s local preCipitation and it dissolved local 

calcareous deposits as it r-echarged the ground water fr-om the west. 

4. End member- may be str-atified in the aquifer and only 

partially mix. Therefor-e the depth and interval of perforation in each 

well ·.rould affect the chemical composition of the well water-. 



CHAPTER 3 

REVIEW OF CARBON-14 GROOND-t-IATER DATING 

3.1. Introduction. 

The age of ground water 1s defined as the length of time that 

the water has been isolated from the atmosphere. This age can provide 

information about groound-water movement in the past. This knowledge is 

helpful in evaluating the rate of future migroation. Safety assessment 

of waste depository sites is one direct application. In addition, when 

this age is used .in conjunction with other hydrologLcal parameters, it 

helps model the recharge rate of the groound water. Knowledge of re

charge rates facilitates proper, non-depletive ground-water management. 

Various models lead to age estimates of groound water. Darcy's 

law combined with a continuity expression deseri bes the rate of 

ground-water movement, hence, the age of groound water can be deduced 

from the distance to the recharge area. Decay of radionuclides and the 

accumulation of radioactive decay products are time-dependent, and 

therefore, the age can be calculated from the decay law and the 

accumulation rate of radioactive decay products. Many radioacti ve 

decay series (such as uranitm series), chemical reactions (such as 

racemization of amino acids), and isotope exchange reactions (such as 

oxygen isotope exchange reaction between sulfate ion and water), take a 

rather long period of time to reach equilibrium. Thus, it is possible 

to calculate an age by the degree of disequilibrium. The presence or 
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absence of certain anthropogenic products, such as the trititm puLSe 

produced by thermonuclear bomb testing from 1952 through the 

mid-1960's, may classify the age of the water in terms of younger or 

older than the time the product first existed in nattn'"e. Each dating 

system has its own advantages, disadvantages, and limi tations, and a 

detailed discussion and compar-ison of these dating schemes is outside 

the scope of this research. Davis and Bentley (1982) presented a much 

more detailed revieW of ground-water dating. 

Among those dating methods, the systematics of carbon-1 ~ are 

the most commonly used and the most intensively studied t9C)1 for dating 

ground water. In this chapter, the production and decay of carbon-1 ~ 

and carbon geochemistry will be discussed. Several existing car bon- 1 ~ 

ground-water dating models w~ll be evaluated. 

3.2. Carbon-14 Geophysics. 

Carbon-14 is produced in the upper atmosphere by various 

nuclear interactions. Table 10 lists the most important reactions that 

produce radiocarbon. It is clear from this table that the interaction 

between stable nitrogen-1~ and cosmic-ray thermal neutrons (equation 

13) accounts for almost the entire radiocarbon production in the upper 

atmos phere. Radiocarbon decays through emission of a negati va beta 

particle (equation 14). The half life of carbon 1~ was estimated as 

5730 ~ 40 years (GodWin, 1962), however, for the purpose of comparison, 

an old value of 5568 ~ 30 years is still being used. The carbon-14 

atom is incorporated into atmospheric CO or C02 by either oxidation 



Table 10. Nuclear interactions that produce car bon- 1 4 in the 
atmosphere (after Lingenfelter, 1963). 
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relati~ isotopic relative reaction relative reaction 
reactions abundance, N-14=1 rate per nucleus rate in atmosphere 

14 14 
N(n,p) C 

16 3 14 
O(n, He) C 0.269 [0.01 [0.003 

17 14 
O(n,(1) C 0.000099 0.23 0.000023 

15 14 
N(n,D) C 0.0037 [0.01 [0.00004 

13 14 
C(n,y) C 0.0000023 0.0005 [0.0000001 

20,21,22 
Ne spallation 0.000012 [ 0.01 [0.0000001 
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or through isotopic exchange with existing CO or C02, and enters the 

geochemi cal cycle of carbon. 

14 14 1 
n + N -> C + H ( 13) 

0 7 6 1 

14 14 
C -> N + S + \) + 0.156 MeV ( 14) 

6 7 

If the production rate of carbon- 14 in the atmosphere is 

constant through time and space, then a constant level of carbon .. 14 

act! vity in the atmosphere should be maintained by equilibrium 

production and decay of carbon-14. However, many investigations have 

shown that this is not the case. Since nitrogen-14 is abundant in the 

atmosphere', the production of carbon-14 (equation 13) is limited by the 

supply of neutrons. Fluet uation in cosmic-ray intensity, strength of 

the terrestrial magnetic field, and S1.mspot activity can cause 

variations of neutron production, and hence carbon-14 production. 

The magnetic field of the earth diverts the flux of cosmic rays 

toward polar regions. Lingenfelter (1963) found that the neutron flux 

is about four times higher at the polar regions than it is at the 

equator (Lingsr..felter, 1963). Tl"..sr-efor-e, tr..e pr-oduction of car-bon-14 

at the poles is much gr-eater than at the equator. However, Libby 

(1955) found that the specific activity of contemporary plant tissue 

taken from different geomagnetic lat! tudes on the earth has a rather 

constant value of 15.3 .!. 0.5 dpn/gm carbon (A more recent and accurate 

value is 13.56.!. 0.07 dpn/gm carbon, Karlen et al, 1966). This 

constancy is due to the rapid miring of C02 in the atmosphere. Walton, 

Erg:l.n~ and Harkness (1970) took advantage of large scale atmospheric 



nuclear tests in 1962 to assess the mixing rate of C02 gas between 

various reservoirs. They found that the exchange time for C02 is about 

four years. between the stratosphere and the troposphere, and probably 

less than two years ~or interhemispheric mixing in the stratosphere. 

Several studies have reconstructed the atmospheric carbon-14 

activity during the past 7350 years from the carbon-14 activity of 

dendI'ocbr-onolog:!.oally dated wood (Daiiion, Lerman, and Long, i978, Damon, 

Fe!'g"olSon, and Long, 197~, Ralph cu"ld rUCl'1ael, i974, Ralph, i-iicllael, and 

Han, 1973, Damon, Long, and Wallick, 1972, Michael and Ralph, 1970). 

nein et al (1980) and Suess (1980) extended the record to 8000 years. 

Tables and groaphs allow carbon-14 age corrections by adjusting the raw 

carbon-14 age to a dendrochronological age. The carbon-14 activity in 

the earlier time (up to 12500 B.P.) can be deduced with less confidence 

from varve chronology in a manner similar to dendrochronology. The 

carbon-14 activity between 10000 and 12500 B.P., as deduced from varve 

chronology, was aoout 4% higher than during the 19th Century 

(Stui ver, 1970). Faure (1977) reviewed existing evidence and concluded 

that the radiocarbon content of the atmosphere has varied by about 10% 

or more around the 19th Century value during the past 30000 years. 

Hence, without proper correction, the accuracy of tmcalibrated 

carbon-14 age is probablyarotmd 10%, excluding analytical and 

interpretational errors. 

3.3. Carbon Geochemistry. 

Caroon exists mainly as C02 gas in the atmosphere and soil air 

in most environments. Methane (CH4) may be present in fairly reducing 



environments. Inorganic carbon species, such as H2C03, (HC03)-, and 

(C03)--, in fresh and sea water have their origin in both the 
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atmosphere and lithosphere. Dissolution of C02 gas in water generates 

hydrogen ions, Which. may dissolve carbonate minerals in contact with 

the water. Aqueous inorganic carton may be lost to the lithosphere by 

precipitation of carbonate minerals. Those dissolved inorganic carton 

(DIC) species buffer the pH of the aqueous solution by redistributing 

their relative concentrations and hence play an important role in 

controlling water chemistry. Typical concentrations of total dissolved 

carbon in various types of water and partial pressures of atmospheric 

C02 gas are listed in Table 11. 

In a system consisting of C02 gas, water, and cartonate mineral 

(calcite, for example), the following equations symtolize reactions 

among the phases: 

CaCO 
3(s) 

+ H CO 
2 3 

= 

where H CO 
2 3 

++ 
Ca + 2HCO 

3 

= H CO 
2 3 

+ CO 
2(aq) 

The mechanisms that influence the chemistry and carton isotopic 

compos! tion of the water are quite different in a system open to a C02 

gas reservoir than in a closed system, and therefore, it is necessary 

to examine the two systems separately. 
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Table 11. Typical ranges of inorganic carbon concentrations in 
various natural waters and partial pressures of atmospheric 
C"02 gas (condensed from stunm and Morgan, ;98;, fable 4. n. 

sea water 

river water 

ground-water (0 .S.A.) 

rain water 

atmospheric C02 gas 

current 

pre-industrial 

2.3 

0.1 

0.5 

0.01 

0.00033 

0.00029 

5 

8 

0.05 

mmole/liter 

mmole/liter 

mmole/liter 

mmole/liter-

atm. 

atm. 
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CO2 gas d:l.ssol ves in water as C02{aq). About 0.3 or 0.4% of 

the aqueous C02 assoaiates with water molecules to form carbonic acid 

(H2C03). Additional carbonate species form as a result of subsequent 

diSSOciation of carbonic aaid. Because it is difficult to separate 

aqueous carbon dioxide from carbonic aaid, they are normally treated as 

one species and are represented as H2C03;;. The equilibriun constants 

at 25 C together with their corresponding reactions are listed below 

(st1.lllll1 and Morgan, 1981). 

R20 
CO --- CO 

2(gas) 2(aq) 

CO + R 0 = RCO 
2{aq) 2 2 

+ 
RCO = R + RCO 

2 3 3 

* + 
RCO = R + RCO 

2 3 3 

+ 
RCO = R +CO 

3 3 

3 

log[{ = -1.5 
R 

log[{ = -2.8 

log[{ = -3.5 
H2C03 

log[{ = -6.3 
1 

log[{ = -10.3 
2 

The above equations clearly indicate that the relative 

concentrations of DIC species are controlled by the partial pressure of 

CO2 gas and the pH of the solution. Any reaction that changes the pH 

of the solution will change the carbon speaiation in the solution as 

well. In a system open to a C02 gas reservoir, the activity of 

carbonic acid and aqueous C02 are controlled solely by the partial 

pressure of C02 gas and are independent of the solution pH, while in a 

closed system, they are ftmction of solution pH and concentration of 
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total dissovad inorganic carbon. This diff'erenc-e in open and closed 

system affects not only the DIC species distribution and 

concentrations, but also the carbon isotopic composi tion of the water. 

Tr.a next chapter co~iders the isotopic aspect. Therefore, it is 

concluded that identification of the type of system is indispensable in 

understanding the carbon geochemistry of water, as well as in dating 

ground water by radiocarbon systematiCS. 

3.4. Review Of Carbon-14 Ground-Water Dating Models. 

When recharge water migrates into the ground and is isolated 

fI'ODl the influence of atmospheric C02 gas, it no longer acquires 

radiocarbon from the atmosphere, and therefore, the radiocarbon 

activity of the water declines. It is well known that all radioactive 

decay processes can be deseri bed by the decay law. Hence, in 

principle, the C-14 decay age of ground water can be calculated from 

the radiocarbon concentration of the water (A) by asst.m1ng intial 

radiocarbon concentration (Ao) as 100 pmc (percent modern carbon). 

However, the concentration of' radiocarbon in dissolved inorganic carbon 

may change as a result of physicochemical processes in naturoe even 

without any appreciable radioactive decay, and therefore, an adjustment 

factor "Q" is included in the age equation 

-At 
A : QAo(e ) 

where "A" and "tit are the decay constant and of' I'adiocarbon and the age 

of the water, respectively. 

Due to the complexity of carbon geochemistry, various models 

have been proposed to account for this adjustment factor "0". Since 
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the publication of the first radiocarbon ground-water dating model 

(Munn1ch, 1957), accumulation of knowledge and sharing of new ideas in 

the sc:i:entific community have increased the quality of these dating 

systenatics. More phases, components, and parameters are considered 

and/or utilized to interpret the carbon geochemistry of ground water. 

Ths modals evol vad from simple dilution, through mass balance, to 

mass-balance-mass-transfer approaches. However, there is still room 

for improvement. To facilitate discussion, the major exi.sting models 

will be classified and reviewed according to the fundamental reactions 

upon which each model is based. 

3.4.1. Simple Dissolution Models. 

3.4.1.1. Chemical Models. The utilization of ca.rl:on 14 to date 

ground-water was initiated by Munn1ch in 1957. He recognized the 

contribution of radiocarbon-free carbon in ground-water systen. The 

dilution effect of fossil carl:onate, i.e. radiocarbon-free carbonate, 

can ~ summarized by the following reaction: 

XCaCO 
3 

+ (X+Y)CO 
2 

++ 
+ XlI 0 -> 2XHCO + YCO + XCa 

2 3 2 

In the al:ove reaction, X and Y are the numbers of moles of various 

carl:on sources involved in the reaction. According to this reaction, 

the adjustment factor (commonly designated as Q) for correcting 

dilution effect, i.e. the ratio of carl:on originating from biogenic C02 

to total carl:on in the water, is equal to (X+Y)/(2X+Y). The dilution 

of radiocarl:on activity per unit weight of total dissolved caroon will 

be limited to 50%, i.e. Y equals zero. 
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Wendt et al (1967) expanded the above. model to include calcite 

dissolution in the unsaturated zone and the solubility of C02 gas in 

water. Their model can be illustrated by the following reaction : 

xcaco 
3 

+ (X+Y+Z)CO 
2 

+ Xli a -> 2XHCO + Yea 
2 3 2(aq) 

+ ZCO + XCa 
2(g) 

++ 

The quantity Y is calculated from the solubility of C02 gas in water 

and the partial pressure of' C02 gas in the soil air. When this water 

mo"Y-es duwuwards below the water table and is isolated from the soil 

air, the adjustment factor Q is equal to the ratio (X+Y)/ (2X+Y). 

Although the purpose of this model is to include dissolution of calcite 

in the open system, according to their reaction equation, calcite is 

not dissolved in the closed system. Hence, the difference between 

Mtmnich's and Wendt et al's models is the sequence of events: In 

Munnich's model, water dissolves soil C02 gas and then dissolves 

calcite in the closed system, while in Wendt et al' s model, water 

dissolves C02 gas and calcite in the unsaturated zone without further 

dissolution of calcite in the closed system. Because re-equilibrium 

between C02 gas and the dissolved inorganic carbon after the 

dissolution of calcite is not considered in Wendt et al' s model, the 

calculation of Q factor is identical to that of Munnich's model, 

al though the reaction paths of these two models are different. 

Furthermore, the dissolution of C02 gas in water is not a simple 

function of solubility, dissociation of carbonic acid and Iii of the 

solution all affect the amount of C02 gas that can be dissolved by 

water (section 3.3). Nevertheless, Wendt et al' s model initiated the 
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consideration of C02 partial pressure effect in racii.ocarbon 

ground-water dating. 

The above models oversimplify the reaction path in a C02-water-

calcite system. In reality, calcite is likely to di~solve in water in 

both open and closed system conditions. In addition, any chemical 

reaction that generates or constmes hydrogen ions will re-distri but a 

the relative concentrations of aqueous carbonate species (section 3.3), 

and the measured molal concentrations of bicarbonate and carbonic acid 

will differ from the model values of 2X and Y, respectively. The 

carbonic acid may also attack non-carbonate minerals, such as 

silicates, in the aquifer and generate bicarbonate totally originated 

fran carbonic acid (equation 15). Many reactions, such as oxidation of 

pyrite or organic debris, generates hydrogen ions. These hydrogen ions 

not only change the speciation of aqueous carbonate, but may also 

attack calcite and release inactive (contain no ca.rbon-14) bicarbonate 

ions (equation 16). 

* 
NaAlSi 0 + 2H CO 

3 8 2 3 

+ ++ 
CaCO + H -> Ca 

3 

+ +3 
-> Na + Al 

+ HCO 
3 

+ 3310 
2(aq) 

+ 2HCO 
3 

(15) 

( 16) 

3.4.1.2. Isotopic Models. Brinkmann, Munnich, and Vogel 

(1959) introduced the use of stable carbon isotopes as a measure of 

dilution of radiocarbon in grotmd-water. Their method was based on the 

approximation that the limestone contains no radiocarbon and has a 

oC-13 of 0 0/00, and that the OC-13 of limestone is about 20 0/00 and 8 

0/00 r.eavier tha..1'1 that of plant and atmospheriC C02 gas, r'espectively. 
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For instance, if there is no contribution of atmospheric C02 gas in the 

deep soil zone, then gt"ound-water ~d.th a oC=13 \~lue of -10 0/00 would 

indicate 50% dilution of radiocarbon activity by dissolution of 

inacti va limestone •. Mathematically, the use of stable carbon to 

correct the dilution effect due to the contribution of dead carbon can 

be expressed as equation 17 (Tamers g 1967a). In this equation, the 

stable carbon isotopic compositions of: C02 gas fran plant roots 

(oC-i3(plant» and limestone may be d:1f'ferent fran the values of 

Brinkmann et al's. Because not all solid carbonates are void of 

carlxm-14, Ingerson and Pearson (1964) derived a similar equation but 

also included the contribution of radiocarbon from solid carbonate to 

calculate initial radiocarbon activity in the aqueous carbonate: 

13 
o C 

measured 

13 
= Qxo C 

plant 

A = QxA + (l-Qh:A 

13 
+ (1-Q)xo C 

o C02 gas carbonate 

where' A = activity of radiocarbon 

subscript 0 = initial 

( 17) 
limestone 

( 18) 

Q = (6 - 6 )1 (6 - <5 ) = adjustment factor 
m 1m pl 1m 

m, 1m, pI = measured, limestone or carbonate, and plant or 
CO2 gas, respectively 

In the above models, the isotopic fractionation between soil 

CO2 gas and dissolved carbonate is not considered. The isotopic 

approach avoids the unc-ertainty in aqueous chemistry as discussed in 

the !X'evious section, however, it raises more problems than it solves. 
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Tamers (1975) sunmarized carbon isotopic c-oiilpositions in 

nature, which are shown here with additional data as Table 12. It is 

obvious that the carbon isotopic compositions in nature vary 

considerably. The ~- 13 of limestone can vary considerably from 0 

0/00. The C-13 of so11 C02 gas is dependent on the type of vegetation 

cover. The extent of carbon isotopic fractionation in plants depends 

on the type of metabolism. In tropical regLons and warm grass land 

aI'eas, a gt"eat t'iliiiOer of plants follow the Hatch-Slack metabolism 

cycle. In temperate region, plants of Calvin metabolism cycle are 

common. Much desert vegetation is composed of Crassulacean acid 

metabolism (CAM) plants. Table 12 lists the mean value and typical 

range of carbon .isotopic composition of each class. 

In addition to the above complications, significant seasonal 

and spacial variations of both stable isotopic composition and partial 

pressure of C02 gas in soil air have been observed in the same 

locality. Parada, Long, and Davis (1983) studied the stable isotopiC 

composition and partial pressure of soil C02 gas in the semi-arid 

Tucson msin. At site 1 of their study, the C-13 values and 

concentration of soil C02 gas ranged from -17.9 0/00 to -13.4 0/00, and 

from 0.08% to 0.46%, respectively, over a period of one year. Higher 

concentration of C02 gas accompL~ied by lighter isotopic rati~ 

occurred at greater depth. Although the correlation is not very clear, 

higher ooncentration of C02 gas and lighter isotopic ratio seemed to 

follow the rainy season. Since the vegetation cover around this site 

is a mixttIr'e of saguaro (CAM plant), creosote (C3 plant), and palo 

verde (C3 plant), tha seasonal trend could be caused by the seasonal 
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Table 12. Mean and typical range of stable carbon isotopic composition 
in nat ure (oC-13 relati ve to standard PDB). 

mean t ypi cal range ( 0/00, PDB) 

--~-----------------------------------------------------------------marine limes tone 0 +2.8 -> -2.8 

fresh water limestone +9.8 -> -14.1 (Craig, 1953) 

atmospheric C02 gas - 7 -6.6 -> -7.4 

plant, Calvin oycle (C-3) -25 -20 -> -36 

plant, Hatch-Slack cycle (C4) -12 -9 -> -18 

plant, Crassulacean Acid 
Metabolism (CAM) -20 -11 -> -34 (Deines, 1980) 

ground-water +9 -> -20 
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variation in relative acti vi ty of each plant variety and species around 

this site. 

The characteristics of root systems also affect the composition 

of so11 air. Ninety~nine percent of the root system of the common, dry 

environment locoweed is below 10 em fran the surface, whereas 99 % of 

,the roots of pric!dy pear cactus are within 10 em from the suzoface 

(Epstein, 1973). Because of the differences in root system and the 

type of: metabolism, variation in the relative activities of plants 

responding to enviroIllDental stress will affect the distribution of C02 

content and hence the carbon isotopic composition of the soil air. 

Pearson and Hanshaw (1970) discussed the possible souzoces of 

dissolved carbonate and their effects on carbon-14 ground-water dating. 

They con91uded that in add! tion to soil C02 gas and carbonate minerals, 

non-mineral sources, such as lisni te or peat, can change the carbon 

isotopic compoSition, including radiocarbon, of ~ound water. Plant 

material can be oxidized in many ways. Oxidation by oxygen dissolved 

in the water is the most commonly quoted reaction (equation 19). Even 

in reducing enviroIllDents, organic material can be oxldized by other 

oxidation agents ~ such as sulfate and n1 trate ions. Oxidation of old 

or~nic material in the aquifer will release aqueous carbonate of light 

isotopic composition and low radiocarbon c-ontent. Water with 

a1:normally light 6C-13 (-190/00) and low radiocarbon content (11.7 

pmc) has been reported from Germany (Mattess et al, 1959). 

+ 
50 + C H 0 + H 0 - > 5HCO + 6H 

2 6 10 5 2 3 
( 19) 
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Wendt et al (1967) recognized the isotopic fractionation 

between soil C02 gas and aqueous C02 and (HC03)-, and noted that 

precipitation and redissolution processes affect the carbon isotopic 

composition of the W':ater. They concluded that: "A correction for the 

initial 
13 

C-activity by means of the 0 C-value is no longer poSSible, 

11+ 
and the reliability of the C-dating method becomes questionable.". 

Howevel', if sU£f'icient basic chemical and isotopic data are available, 

it is u::i'W possible to COrrect f'or the change of both stable and 

radioactive carbon by by modeling within physiochemical limits set by 

the system. The next chapter lays out the principles and procedures. 

3.4.1.3. Chemical-Isotopic Models. Wendt at al (1967) also 

developed a very complicated chemical-isotopic model for radiocarbon 

ground-water dating. Because t~s model der! ved from their chemical 

model, it ioberi ts all the short Com! ngs of the chem! cal model as 

discussed. before. Mook (1976) proposed a dissol uti on-exchange model to 

account f'or the change of' chemical and isotopic composition of aqueous 

carbonate. The reaction path of this model can be sumnarized as 

following: 

1. The soil carbonate reacts with aqueous C02 and releases bicarbonate. 

2. C02 gas exchanges isotopically with bicarbonate ions in the 

unsaturated zone. 

3. C02 gas dissolves in water to chemically stabilize bicarbonate. 

4. Water enters saturated zone. Isotopic equilibriun is established 

between aqueous C02 and bicarbonate. 

This model assunes no dissolution or precipitation of carbonate in the 

closed system. The reaction path of this model is essentially the same 
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as Wendt at all s simple dissolution model, except that this model 

considers the role of' soil C02 gas in regulating the chemical and 

isotopic composition of aqueous carbonate in an open system. 

The chemical-isotopic model of Wa:).lick (1973) takes the same 

reaction path as Munnich's simple dissolution model. However, the 

mathematical approach is diff'erent. In the first step of this model, 

pure water equilibrates, both chemically and isotopically, with soil 

CO2 gas, then, the water dissolves calcite without the influence of 

soil C02 gas. The second step of' this model is equivalent to the 

dissolution of' calcite in closed system. There is one major conceptual 

£'law in this model: the carbon isotopic composition of' calcite in the 

aquifer has nothing to do with soil C02 gas, however, the carbon 

isotopic composition of dissolving calcite is written as a funtion of 

isotopic composition of' soil C02 gas. In this model, the adjustment 

f'actor "Q" is calculated by chemical equilibritm only. The isotopic 

model is used only for checking the reliability of' the chemical model. 

Based on the fact that the dissolution of' calcite will release equal 

molal amount of' carbonate ion and calciun, the concentration of' calciun 

in the water is \.!Sed in the model to estimate the cont!'!bution of 

calcite-carbon. However, other calciun sources must be considered as 

well (equation 20) 

Ca(calcite) = Ca(total) - Ca(gypsum) - Ca(anorthite) 

- Ca (montmorill oni te ) ( 20) 

= Ca(total) - SO (total) - O.S(H+) - (1/S)(H SiO ) 
4 4 4 

The method used in this model to find the amount of calcitm originating 



from anorthite and montmorillonite is theoretically questionable. 

However, this indirect approach represents an advance in the field of 

radiocarbon. ground-water dating. Similar correction methodology was 

used later in many newer models. 
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In the previous models, the concepts of open and closed systems 

are not clearly defined. Deines, Lanegnuir, and HaFIilon (1974) proposed 

thA first ran'i ocarbon dating madel that con!!iders carbon geoche!!listry 

under open and closed system conditions. Physicochemical processes in 

nature may change the pH of the water and hence the speciation of 

aqueous carbonate (section 3.3). Since each of the aqueous carbonate 

species fractionates carbon isotopes relative to C02 gas reservoir to a 

different degree, the carbon isotopic composition of the total aqueous 

carbonate may change as a result of the reactions. These authors used 

a set of dual chemical-isotopic equations, which deseri ~ the 

equilibrium reaction between a C02 gas reservoir and each aqueous 

carbonate species, to calculate the isotopic and chemical compositions 

of water in an open systelllo One thing has to be emphasized: in an open 

system, under equilibrium conditions, the isotopic composition and 

radiocarbon content of the dissolving carbonate mineral has no effect 

on the isotopic composition and radiocarbon activity of the water, 

however, dissolution of calcite influences the carbon isotopic 

composition of the water by changing the pH and hence the speciation of 

aqueous carbonate. Details of their mathematical treatment of open 

system equilibrium will be discussed in the next chapter. Under 

conditions closed to a C02 gas reservoir, i.e. closed system 

conditions, initial solution pH and pC02 are assumed, calcite and 



dolomite are dissolved until calcite satUl"ation is reached. No . 

precipitation of carbonate minerals was modeled. 

3.4.2. Dissolution-Precipitation Models. 
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The over simplicity of simple dissolution. models is mainly due 

to the complexity of carbon geochemistry and the difficulty of 

calculating precipitation. Precipitation of a carbonate mineral will 

not only re-distribute aqueous carbonate species, but also fractionate 

carbon isotopic composition. The complexity of carbon chemistry 

hinders rigorous consideration and forces one to take a simplified 

approach. With the aid of a computer, it has been possible to tackle 

the complicated problem of carbonate dissolution-precipitation in a 

multi-component, multi-phase system. 

3.4.2.1. Simple Mass Balance Approach. Reardon and Fritz 

(1978) implemented an isotopic subroutine, named ISorOP, to computer 

program WATEQF (Plummer et al, 1976) to calculate the carbon isotopic 

composition of the water. In the case of Simple dissolution, initial 

chemical and isotopic compositions of aqueous carbonate is calculated 

by water-C02 gas equilibrium at various pH's and C02 partial pressUl"es. 

Thsy change as a result of subsequent dissolutiOn of rock car-bonate in 

the closed system condition. The amotmt of r-ock carbonate dissolved in 

the closed system condition is estimated from the difference between 

total dissolved inor-ganic carbon of the water sample and the postulated 

total initial aqueous car-bon, or the excess calcium and magnesium after 

correcting for contribution of gypsum dissolution and loss through ion 

exchange r-eaction (equation 21) from total dissolved calcium and 
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magnesium. Mathematically, the above mass balance consideration "can be 

expressed as equation 22. Since this model assumes no dissolution of 

oarbonate minerals in the open system condition, the reaction path is 

the same as Munnich's model. 

++ + 
2Na-clay + Ca -> Ca-clay + 2Na (21 ) 

calcite dissolved = total molality of 
(Ca + Mg - S04 + O.5Na - 0.5e1) (22) 

\w'tJeii there is chemical and geological evidence for t~ 

precipitation of secondary calcite, the amount of secondary oalcite 

precipitated from a parent water is estimated from the difference in 

chemical composition before and af'ter precipitation. After correction 

for the contribution of gypsum (ilS04) and dolanite (LlMg) dissolution, 

loss through ion exchange reaction (O.5L\Na-O. 5ilCl), it is possible to 

caloulate the amolmt of calcium lost through precipitation of secondary 

calcite from the following mass balance expressions: 

oalcium balance = moles of secondary oalci te 

= ilSO - L\Ca + L\Mg - O.5L\(Na - Cl) 
4 

oarbon balance = moles of secondary oalci te 

= 2LlMg - L\C 

It 1s obvious that the main shortcoming of this model lies in 

the assumption that no carbonate dissolved in the open system 

condition. The reaction paths chosen by this model impose further 

limi tations for broad application. However, t his model clearly 

demonstrated the open system effect on carbon geochemistry in 

grolmd-water systems. This approach to correction for various 
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oontributions and losses of calcium stresses the importance of geologic 

study in radiocarbon ground-water dating. 

Fontes and Garnier (1979) proposed a mass balance expression 

(equation 23) similar to that of the Reardon and Fritz's model 

(equation 22). The charge balance of the major ions can be written as 

equation 24. By re-arranging equations 23 and 24~ Fontes and Garnier 

found that the molality of mineral carbon (mC) is equal to half of the 

carbonate alkalinity (e.quation 25). The adj ustment . factor (Q) for the 

initial biogenic carbon can be written as equation 26. 

mC = lICa + DMg - mSo + O.5(mNA + InK - IICI - mNO ) (23) 
4 3 

ZmCa + 2mMg + mNa + InK = 2mSO + maco + Zmco 
433 

+ IICI + mNO (24) 
3 

mC = o.s(anCO + mHCO ) (25) 
3 3 

Q = 1 - (mC/total dissol vad inorganic carbon) 

= (mH CD + O. SmHCO )/ (mH CD + mHCO + meo ) (26) 
23 323 3 3 

If the concentration of carbonate ion (mC03) is negligible, then 

equation 26 is exactly same as Munnich's model. If' the dissociation of 

bicarbonate to hydrogen and carbonate ions were considered in Munnich' s 

model, it would be identical to equation 26. From the derivation of 

mass talance equation 23 and the resulting adjustment factor (equation 

26), it is clear that no carbonate mineral dissol vas under open system 

conditions and that the reaction pa.th of this model is same as 

Munnich's simple dissolution model. However, as in the case of Reardon 
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and Friz's model, the mass balance approach has the advantage of being 

able to account for ona step incongruent dissolution of dolomite. 

3.4.2.2. Mass-Balance-Mass-Transfer Approach. Previous models 

either consider only simple dissolution of carbonate minerals or handle 

precipitation of carbonate minerals in a very restricted way. As 

evidenced fran the common occurrenca of saconda.. ... y calcite, 

precipitation of calcite 1s very common in natu.re. Smith et ;;1 (1975) 

studied the Chalk aquifer of the London basin and concluded that the 

heavy carbon isotopic composition is due to the probable concurrent 

dissolution and precipitation of calcite. However, a simple 

dissolution model was used to adjust radiocarbon age of the ground 

water. Wigley (1976) formulated an one-input-one-output 

mass-balance-mass-transfer equation to calculate carbon isotopic 

composition of water as a result of concurrent dissolution and 

precipitation of carbonate minerals. He applied this model to the 

Chalk aquifer of the London basin and found that the age of the gr-otmd 

ater may be up to 10000 years younger than Smith et al reported. 

Wigley concluded that: !'Ignoring mineral precipitation, or neglecting 

isotopic fractionation during precipitation, may lead to estimates of 

14C ages which are many thousands of years too old.". 

Wigley, P11.lllmer, and Pearson (1978) derived a general mass

balance-mass-transfer equation to calculate the evolution of carbon 

isotopes, including radiocarbon, in natural water under system closed 

to C02 gas reservoir. Unlike Wigley's one-input-one-ouput model, 

Wigley-Plummer-Pearson's equation can handle one or mOI'e than one input 

and output Simultaneously. The amount of m~s transfer has to be 
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supplied by the user, and it is a function of reaction path defined by 

the taer based on his/her knowledge about a particular aquifer. 

However, the calculation of concurrent dissolution and precipitation in 

a multi-component, multi-phase system is a very complicated matter. 

One goal of radiocarbon gr"ound-water dating models is to 

estimate tr.e initial condition, Le. the c.'lamioal and oazooon isotopic 

composition, including radiocarbon content, of the water in the aquifer 

at the onset of closed system conditiQns. These initial compositions 

are affected by many variables in the open system, especially, partial 

pressure and isotopic composition of C02 gas and IiI of the water. Many 

other variables also influence the initial condition of the gr"ound 

water, they will be examined in Chapter 5. Ignoring the open system 

effects may lead to an unjustified estimation of the adjustment factor 

Q in radiocarbon gr"ound-water dating. Since the application of 

Wigley-Plummer-Pearson's equation is limited to system closed to C02 

gas reserVOir, the open system effect has to be taken care of by 

another means. 

Despite the limitations of the mass-balance-mass-transfer 

approach, it is considered the most rigorous method for radiocarbon 

ground-water dating. Incorporation of Deines et al' s (1914) dual 

chemical-isotopic equations for the open system condition, and 

Wigley-Plummer-Pearson's equation for the closed system condition into 

a suitable computer program would be an ideal tool for dating 

ground-water by radiocarbon systematics. 



3 • 5. Summary 

The rrogr-ess or radiocarbon gr-ouncl-water dating since the 

pioneer work of Munnich can be sumnarized as follows: 
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,. M~ch (1957) proposed a simple dissolution model. The 

dilution effect of calcite dissolution in the aquifer was corrected by 

the relative amount of bicarbonate and carbonic acid originating from 

radioacti va C02 gas to total dissolved inorganic carbon. Munnich 

assuned that all calcite dissolution occurred in the saturated zone. 

2. Wendt et al (1967) recognized the possible dissolution of 

calcite in the soil zone, and considered the solubility of C02 gas in 

the water. However, their model assumed that all the calcite dissolved 

in the soil zone. Chemical-isotopic equllibriun between C02 gas and 

water was not considered. 

3. Based on the assumption that OC-13 values of plant and 

limestone are -20 0/00 and 0 0/00, respectively, Brinkmann et at (1959) 

introduced carbon isotopic composition as a tool to correct the 

contribution of dead carbon from dissolution of limestone. 

q. More carbon isotopic models were developed (Ingerson and 

Pearson, 1964, Tamers 1967A). These models can use carbon isotopic 

values other than those of Brinkmann. 

5. Mook (1976) proposed a dissolution-exchange model. This 

model c.'Onsiders partial chemical and isotopic equilibrium between C02 

gas and water. However, the reaction path of this model is identical 

to that of Wendt et al (1967). 

6. Deines et al (1974) clearly illustrated that different 

mechanisms operate under systems open and closed to the C02 gas 



reservoir. They proposed a set of dual chemiCal-isotopic equilibrium 

equations to calulate open system effects. Their model considers No 

precipitation of carbonate minerals. 

8i 

7. Through simple mass balance, chemical composition of the 

water bas been utilized to reconstruot the quantity of Carbonate 

dissolution in the closed system. Typically~ the molality of ca.lcitm 

and magnesium, after correation for contribution of non-carbonate 

minerals an,d loss through ion exchange, have been considered as the 

amount of carbonate minerals dissolved in the water (Wallick, 1973, 

Reardon and Fritz, 1978, Fontes and Garnier, 1979). The first model 

only accounts for simple dissolution. The later two models also allow 

single step precipitation of calcite. Reardon and Fritz's model also 

considers the open system effects in case of simple dissolution. 

8. Wigley (1976) proposed a mass-blance-mass-~ransfer equation 

to calculate carbon isotopic values in aqueous solution as a result of 

concurrent dissolution and precipitation. This equation handles only 

one input and one output. 

9 Wigleyet al (1978) formulated a general mass-balance-mass

transfer equation to calculate the evolution of the carbon isotopic 

composi tion in water under closed system conditions. As an improvement 

to TN'igley's model, this equation can handle multi-phase concurrent 

dissolution and precipitation. 

3.6. Conclusions. 

The complexity of carbon geochemistry hinders rigorous modeling 

of radiocarbon dating of gl'"ol.md-water in the earlier stages of 
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model-developnent. Many reactions that. may be important under certain 

circumstances have been either assumed to be negligtble or ignored in 

the literature. Most models do not consider dissolution of silicate 

minerals, oxidation of organic matter, and sulfate reduction. 

Dissolution of silicate minerals consumes hydrogen ion and 

re-distributes aqueous carbon species. It is a common reaction in the 

ground-water environment. Custidio (in discussion section of Tamers, 

1967b) found sulfate reduction coupled with bicarbonate build-Up in 

Llobregat delta. Pearson and Hanshaw (1970), and Mattess et al (1969) 

reported oxidation of organic material. Fractionation of carbon 

isotopes, including radiocarbon, between precipitate and the water is a 

function of temperature, pH and chemical composition of the water. 

Without computer programs, it is difficult, if not impossible, to model 

the carbon geochemistry in a multi-component, multi-phase system. One 

common restriction of most radiocarbon ground-water dating models is 

that a model can incorporate just one or few reaction paths. An ideal 

model should allow the user to choose a reaction path that best 

describes the actual ground-water system. 

As discussed before in section 3.4.2.2., the mass-balance-

mass-=tra."lsfer approach is probably the most rigorous method for 

calculating evolution of carbon isotopes in natural water under systems 

closed to C02 gas reservoir. However, the amount of mass transfer must 

be modeled independently. The entire procedure is tedious. Also, the 

open system effects are not considered in this method. 

Fortunately, the open system effect can be modeled by a set of 

dual chemical-isotopic equations formulated by Deines et al (1914). A 
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computer program for modeling mass transfer in ground-water environment 

is also available. PHREEQE is a FORTRAN IV program written by 

Parkhurst, Thor~tenson, and Plummer in 1980. This program ·can simulate 

most hydrogeochemical reactions, such as dissolution, precipitation, 

mixing, redox reaction, and a combination of these reactions. By 

implementing Deines et al's equations for the open system, and 

Wigley-Plummer-Pearson's equation for the closed system as a subroutine 

to PHHEEQE, it will be poss! ble to simulate the hydrogeochemistry and 

carbon isotope evolution of natural water from open to closed systems. 

This program-subroutine will allow the researcher to model the 

evolution of hydrogeochemistry and carbon isotopes of water along 

probable reaction paths without the unnecessary restriction of most 

radiocarbon ground-water dating models. Rigorous interpretation of 

carbon hydrogeochemistry and more precise adjustment for radiocarbon 

age of ground water will be possible. The implementation of this . 

subroutine and its application will be discussed in the later chapters. 



CHAPTER 4 

IMPLEMENTATION OF CARBON ISO!OPE SUBROUTINE - csarop 

4.1. Introduction. 

The evolution of chemical and isotopic composition (including 

carbon-14) of aqueous carbon is strongly reaction-path dependent. The 

characteristics of a system open to a C02 gas reservoir, such as 

partial pressure and carbon isotopic composition of C02 gas, and soil 

composi tion, infl uence the im tial condi tion of a recharge water at the 

beginning of the closed system condition. This initial composition may 

also affect the subsequent reaction path. Most radiocarbon 

ground-water dating models take simplified reaction path(s), which may 

not represent a particular grotmd-water system. Hydrogeochemistry of 

ground water varies from aquifer to aquifer. A reaction that is 

negligible in one ~quifer could be an important reaction in another 

ground-water system. 

As concluded from the last chapter, an ideal model for 

radiocarbon ground-wa.ter dating should provide the flexibility to allow 

the user to define the reacton path, which would require the 

convenience and speed of a computer program. This model should also 

consider the open system effect. Mixing is a common mechanism in many 

ground-water systems. Besides the mixing ratiO, the carbon isotopic 

composition of the mixture is not only a function of the carbon 

isotopic compositions of the end members in the mixture, it is also a 
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function of carbon concentrations of the a.nd members as well. This 

chapter discusses the implementation of both open and closed systems 

together with mixing equations. 

4.2. The Computer Programs. 
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Many computerized aqueous models are available (Nordstrom et 

aI, 1979). Among them, the programs of U.S. Geological Survey are 

probably the most commonly used and cited. Based on ion association 

theory, Truesdell and Jones (1973) wrote the computer program WATEQ in 

PL/1 language for calculating chemical equilibria between aqueous 

species in natural waters. Plummer, Jones, and Truesdell (1976) 

modified and translated WATEQ to FORTRAN language and named the program 

as WATEQF. Since these programs were designed only for speciation 

calculation, they can not model mass-transfer reaction between phases. 

MIX2 (Plummer, Parkhurst, and Kosiur, 1975) was the first mass-transfer 

program of the U.S. Geological Survey. It can simulate 

hydrogeochemical reactions, such as mixing, titration, and 

addition/subtraction of a net stoichiometric reaction, in the closed 

system: CaO-MgJ-Na20-K20-H2S04-HCl-H20. Silica is not included in 

this model. Based on the same ion association model, Parkhurst, 

Thorstenson, and Plummer (1980) developed a highly advanced computer 

program, PHREEQE, for hydrogeochemical calculation. This program can 

simulate common hydrogeochemical reactions in surface and ground-water 

environments. It can model various combinations of the following 

reactions: 

1. Mixing of two waters, or titration of one water to the other. 
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2. Addition/subtraction of a net stoichiometric reaction. 

3. Addition of a net stoichiometric reaction until the solution reaches 

equilibrium with a specified mineral. 

4. Equilibration wit~ minerals and/or gas phases. 

5. Changing temperat UI'e. 

This program can also simulate Redox reaction, evaporation, and ion 

excJ:t.ange reaction. Ths thei.Uicd~;nawic data base can inel ucle up to 27 

elem.ents and 250 aq'..!ec~ species. The data case is 6Aternal to the 

computer code of PHREEQE. The user can define Both data base and 

reaction path. The flexibility and great variety of reactions that 

this program can model make it an excellent tool for hydrogeochemical 

study. Unlike "path-finding" programs, such as PATH! (Helgeson et al, 

1970), and EQ3/6 (Wolery, 1979), PHREEQE is cumbersome for finding the 

reaction path of an irreversible reaction, such as weathering of 

silicate rock. However, this is not necessarily bad. As stated by the 

authors : "it forces a careful consideration of the chemistry of the 

system under consideration during the path simulation.". Since every 

computerized model is designed for a specific purpose, the versatility 

and goal of this program justify its candidacy as the main computer 

program, to which the carbon isotope subroutine will be implemented. 

4.3. The Carbon Isotope Subroutine - CSOTOP. 

The subroutine utilizes the result of mass transfer and 

speciation of solutes calculated by the main progr-am PHREEQE to 

calculate the carbon isotopic composi.tion of the final solution and the 

precipitation/outgassing phases. As discussed in the last chapter, 
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different me'chanisms operate in systems open and closed to a C02 gas 

reservoir. In the open system conditions, the C02 gas controls the 

carbon isotopic composition of aqueous solution, while in the closed 

system conditions, tl1a carbon isotopiC composition of aqueous solution 

changes as a result of' dissolution and preCipitation/outgassing of 

carbon !ilases. In addition~ the carbon isotopic composition of the 

mi~ure is not only a i'\mction of the carbon isotopic composit1ons of 

the end ~embers, but also a i'tm.ction of the concentrations of: aqueous 

carbon of the end menbers. The open and closed system condi tiona and 

mixing will be discussed in this chapter. 

4.3.1. The Open System. 

When C02 gas dissol vas in water, hydration and subsequent 

polyprotic dissociation resul t in many aqueous carbon species : aqueous 

CO2, H2C03, (Htl)3)-, (C03)--. The equilibrium relationship between CO2 

gas and the aqueous inorganic carbons are listed below. 

H2O -1.5 
CO --- CO K = 10 

2(gas) 2(aq) 
-2.8 

CO + H 0 = HCO K = 10 
2(aq) 2 2 3 

+ -3.5 
HCD = H + HCO I{ = 10 
2 3 3 

it + -6.3 
HCD = H + HCO K = 10 

2 3 3 

+ -10.3 
Ho) = H + CO K = 10 

3 3 
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Each of these aqueous inorganic carbon species has a different 

carbon isotope fractionation factor with respect to C02 gas. In an 

open system, the carbon isotopj.c ratio (R) of the C02 gas will not 

change as a result ~ isotopic exchange with the aqueous carbon 

species. If a carbonate mineral precipitates from water tmder open 

system conditions, the carbon isotopic composition of the carbonate 

mineral ~~ll Os controlled by the ~bcn isotopic c-ompositioli or the 

CO2 gas. The oaroon isotope fractionation factor (a) of aQ"ueous 

inorganic carbon species and calcite with respect to C02 gas are 

expressed as the following equations : 

ex 
o 

ex 
1 

ex 
2 

ex 
c 

= R 
(H2C03*) 

I R 
(C02 gas) 

= R 
(HC03-) 

I R 

= R 
(C03-) 

I R 

(C02 gas) 

(C02 gas) 

= R 
(calcite) 

I R 
(C02 gas) 

13 12 
where, R = ( C) / ( C) 

The isotope fractionation factor is a function of temperature. 

Deines, Lan~ui.r, and Harmon (1914) applied linear regroession technique 

to analyze both the measured and computed fractionation factors 

reported in the literature. They found the follOWing 

temperature-dependent expressions for the above 'carbon fractionation 

factors: 



1000xllll 
o 

1000xlna 
1 

6 2 
= (0.0063x10 IT ) - 0.91 

6 2 
= (1.099 xl0 IT ) - 4.54 

6 2 
1000xlna = (0.87 xl0 IT ) - 3.4 

2 

6 2 
1000xlna = (1.194 xl0 IT ) - 3.63 

c 

where T = temperature in degree Kelvin. 
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Because of lack of data, the carbon isotopic composition of 

carbonat"e species "in ion pairs are asstmed to be the same as the 

corresponding bare ions. By simple mass balance, the carbon isotope 

fractionation factor between the total dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) 

and the C02 gas can be calculated by equation 27. 

(l 

DIC/C02 gas 
= (r(mC 

i 
x (l »/ (total DIC) 

i/C02 gas 

where, me = molal concentration of aqueous 
i 

inorganic carbon species i. 

(27) 

Because the pH of the solution affects the speciation of DIC, 

and sach aqueous carbon species fI"actionates carbon isotopes to a 

different degroee, any reaction that changes the pH of the solution may 

change the carbon isotopic composition of the aqueous solution as well. 

Dissolution of carbonate mineral in the open system affects the carbon 

isotopic composition of the water by consuming hydrogen ions. The 

carbonate's carbon isotopic composition, including carbon-14, has no 

effect on the carbon isotopic composition of t.he water. 
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Based on the approximate relationship between isotopic 

fractionation and the mass difference, the fractionation factor of 

carbon-14 is estimated as the square of carbon-13 (Craig, 1954), i.e. 

2 
a = (A )i (A ) = «R )/ (R » 
i,14 i C02 gas i C02 gas 

where, A , A = radioactivities of carbon-14 in 
i C02 

spacies ~ p..~as6 i, and C02 ~i:ls. 

a = carbon-14 fractionation factor of 
i,14 

species or phase 1 relative to C02 gas 

This relationship allows one to calculate carbon-14 activity 1n the 

water in a manner similar to isotopic ratio of stable carbon (Eq. 27). 

Once the fractionation factor between solution or carbonate 

mineral to C02 gas is known, by the definition of 0 notation (Eq. 28), , 
the 15 values of water and precipitating carbonate mineral can be 

calculated from equations 29 and 30, respectively. 

13 
o C = (R(sampte)/R(standard) - 1)x1000 

13 12 
where R = ( C) / ( C) 

13 
o C 

water 

13 
= (a )x15 C 

total DIe/CO2 gas C02 gas 

(28) 

+ 1000x(a - 1000 (29) 

13 
o C 

min. 

total DIC/C02 gas 

13 
= (a )xo C 

min./C02 gas C02 gas 

+ 1000x(a - 1000 (30) 
min./C02 gas 



4.3.2. The Closed System. 

When the water is isolated from the direct influence of a C02 

gas r:eservoir, the carbon- 14 clock starts ticldng, and different 

physicochemical pro~sses operate in the closed system environment. 

The ePs-water equilibritlll. reaction, which is dominant 1n the open 
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system conditions, 1s replaced by mineral dissolution-precipitation as 

tJ:-.a oar'bcn isotopic cviilposi tiOil of the 

wa.ter • 

Wigley-Plumner-Pearson's ( Wigley et al, 1978) 

mass-balance-mass-transfer equation CEq. 31) is the most rigorous and 

general mathematical treatment for the evolution of both stable and 

radioactive carbon isotopes in natural water. The researcher can 

define the reaction path. The computer program PHREEQE (section 4.2.) 

can be used to model the amount of mass transfer along the reaction 

path. This study will not duplicate their derivation of this equation. 

Figure 10 illustrates the relationship among the input and output 

phases, and the aqueous solution. Equation 31 is the general form for 

N inputs and M outputs. For simple dissolution (N=1, M=O) and simple 

precipitation (N=O, M=1) of carbon phase, Equation 31 is condensed to 

Equations 32 and 33 (Wigleyet al, 1978), respectively. 

Equation 31 is adequate for most cases. However, two special 

situations require modification of the equation. First, if "0" equals 

"I", Equation 34 should be used instead of Equation 31. Second, if "I" 

1s zero; i.e. no input car-bon, "B" cannot be calculated, and a general 

equation for 0 input, M outputs is needed. Equation 35 is the form for 

this case. This study derives this equation (Appendix A). 



9 * ( BII (0 - I» 
BR - R = (BRo - R )(mC/mCo) (3" 

• 
where R = average carbon isotopic ratio of inputs. 

mCo, Ro = initial total DIC and carbon 

isotopic ratio of the solution. 

me, R = final total DIC and carbon 

isotopic ratio of the !olution. 

0= E(o ) = tot"., carbon output rate relative 
j 

to reference output rate p • 
1 
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I = E (i ) = total carbon input rate relative to 
k 

reference output rate p • 
1 

B = 1 + «Ii - 0 )/I) 

a = composite fractionation factor of 

the total output phases relative to 

the solution 

= Ea o. 
js j 

• • 
R - R = (Ro - R )(mCo/mC) 

(a-1) 
it = Ro(mC/mCo) 

* * 
BR - R = (BRo - R )exp(-BQ/mCo) 

where Q = total carbon input. 

(k-1) 
R/Ro = (mC/mCo) 

-where k = alOe 

(34) 

OS) 



Q a qk ~ Total molal 12C input 

qk = molal 12C input of phase k 

• Rk = isotopic ratio of input phase k 

i k = dQJ!dP1 

= molal 12C input of phase k 

relative to reference output 

phase "1" 

AQUEOUS SOLUTION 

InC o --> me 

ajs = Output fractionation factor 

of phase j relative to solution 

OJ = dP/dP1 

= molal 12c output of phase j 

relative to reference output 

phase "1" 

Pj = :nolal 12c output ot phase 
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Figure 10. Diagroammatic illustration of the carbon isotopic evolution 
of a,queous solution in a closed system condition. 
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To derive the general form (Eq. 31)? these authors asstmed that 

the relative amount of input and output phases, the fractionation 

factor, and the carbon isotopic ratio of the input phases are constant. 

As discussed by the ~uthors : "In general? the appropriateness of this 

assunption must be considered separately for each case: although it 

will certainly be reasonable whenever the total reaction progroess is 

:::::211.". Hence, when in doubt, cne should simulate t116 reaction path 

with many small steps, which is possible 0-; the comp-wter pro~aiii. 

PHREECE. The carbon isotope subroutine, CSOTOP, uses the mean values 

of the initial and final carbon isotopic fractionation factors between 

phases in each step. 

4.3.3. The Carbon Isotopic Canposition Of A Mixture. 

Other than carbon isotopic compositions of end members and the 

mixing ratios, the carbon isotopic composition of the mixture is also a 

fmction of carbon concentrations of the end members. For example, a 

1:1 mixing of end m.ember A (OC-13=-10 0/00) and end member B (oC-13=O 

0/00) may not be -5 0/00. The stable isotopic composition and the 

acti vity of radiocarbon in the mixture can be calculated from Equations 

36 and 37, respectively. Equation 38 shows the relationship between 

stable and radioactive carbons in the mixture. It clearly indicates a 

linear relationship betweeen them. The derivations of these equations 

are g1 ven in Appendix B. 



13 13 13 
C f(CAb) xC /W ) + C1-f)«Ab ) xC /W ) 
M AAA BBB 

R = ----- = 
M 12 

14 
(A C) 

M 

C 
M 

12 12 
f«Ab ) xC /W ) + C1-f)«Ab ) xC IW ) 

A A A B B B 

14 14 
f(A C) xC + (l-f)(A C) xC 

A A B B 
= ---------------------------------

rc + (1-f)C 
A B 

14 14 14 
R = «R - R )/C(A C) - (A C) »x(A C) -
MBA BAM 

14 14 14 14 
( (A C) R - (A C) R )/«A C) - (A C» 

A B B A B A 

where, subscripts A, B, M 
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(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

= e'nd members A and B, and the mixture. 
14 

A C, R = carbon-14 activity and stable carbon 

isotopic ratio. 

12 13 
Ab ,Ab = isotopic abundances of carbon-12 and 

carbon-13. 

f = fraction of end member A in the mi xt1..!!"e. 

C = carbon concentration. 

W = atomic weight of carbon. 
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The carbon isotope subroutine CSOTOP calculates isotopic change 

during mass transfer between phases. It does not calculate mixing of 

two waters. The subroutine STEP of the main program PHREEQE calculates 

elemental conCentrations in the final solution after mixing or 

titration. Because these mixing equations are not too complicated, 

additional statements, i!'l.stead of a new subroutine, will be implemented 

to the subroutine STEP. 

4.4. Conclusions. 

The carbon isotopic subroutine is named CSOTOP. With the 

PHREEQE-CSOTOP package, it is now possible to simulate the evolution of 

carbon chemistry and isotopic composition, including radiocarbon, from 

a system open to a C02 gas reservoir to closed system conditions. 

Therefore, the PHREEQE-CSorOP package can properly correct the open 

system effects at the onset of closed system conditions. The 

concurrent multi-phase precipitation/outgassing and dissolution can be 

modeled. The carbon isotopic change as a result of mixing can also be 

simulated. The user's instruction and the program codes relevant 

directly to carbon isotopic simulation are given in Appendices C and D, 

res pect! vely. 



CHAPTER 5 

THE REACTION PATH AND THE EVOLUTION OF 
CARBON ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION m NATURAL WATER 

5.1. General Consideration Along The Reaction Path. 

As water percolates through the nnsat1l!'ated z.one and mig!'ates 

into the aquifer, it experiences var1o~ physiQchemical processes. The 

high llU'tial pressure of the so11 C02 gas has the first impact on the 

chemical composition of the water. Dissociation of H2C03 fran 

hydration of dissolved C02 generates H+, which attacks minerals in 

contact with the water and further changes the chemical composition of 

the water. Precipitation, dissolution, ion exchange reactions, and 

redox reactions all modify the chemic;:ll composition of the water. but 

in different ways. These hydrogeochemical reactions affect not only 

the chemical composition of the water, but also the carbon isotopic 

composition of the water as well. 

The values of variables in a reaction determine the extent of 

influence the reaction may impose on the chemical and carbon isotopic 

composi tions of the water. The major variables that affect the 

chemical and carbon isotopic compostions of the water are : partial 

pressure and carbon isotopiC composition of the soil C02 gas, pH of the 

water, chemical composition of infiltration water before equilibrating 

with soil C02 gas, and chemical and isotopic compositions of the 

reactants. Kinetic and pressure effects are rarely considered in 
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hydrogeochemical investigations. Supersaturation of water with respect 

to mineral solubility is not uncommon. Kinetic effects on isotopic 

equilibrium have previously been reported (Turner, 1982, 1979, 

Usdowsld, .Hoefs, and Menschel, 1979). The pressure effect on chemical 

equilibrium in a low temperature environment is generally assumed 

negligible. This chapter will investigate the impacts of these 

.... "alo""iablas and the kluetie aud presstlt"e effects on radiocarbon 

~Ol.Ald-¥iater • 

It is not practical to examine the influences of various 

combinations of reactions and values of variables on chemical and 

carbon isotopic compositions of the water. However, this chapter will 

use a common reaction path to study how these variables influence the 

chemical and carron isotopic compositions, including radiocarbon, of 

the water.. The reaction path chosen for this purpose is as follows 

river water equilibrates with soil C02 gas and dissolves calcite in the 

open system conditions, it then migrates into the aquifer and is 

isolated from the influence of the soil C02 gas reservoir. In the 

aquifer and under closed system conditiOns, it reacts with the 

reactants (calCite, dolomite, alkali feldspar) to reach calcite 

equilibrium, and then to dolomite saturation, while maintaining calcite 

equilibrium. The water is kept in equilibrium w.l.th kaolinite at all 

time. The purpose of including silica as a member of the reactants is 

to examine how non-carbonate minerals affect the carbon isotopic 

composition of the water. In order to facilitate diSCUSSion, one set 

of variables (listed in Table 13) will be used as reference, and one or 

more variables will be changed at one time to study the extent of 



Table 13. 

p(pC02) 

2.0 

a 
Values of variables of the reference reaction path. 

13 S.I. b 13 relative rate c 
C(C02 gas) (calcite) C(reactant) of dissolution 

-20.2 -0.5 -3.6 2.5 : 2.5 : 1 

a. CDO wash water "a" is taken as the initial water and is listed in 
Table 14. 

b. The satur'ation index of calcite at the onset of closed system 
condition. 

c. calcite: dolomite feldspar (Ie Na AlSi 0 ). 
0.25 0.75 3 8 
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effect. Stable carbon isotopic composition and dolomite saturation 

index of the solution should increase steadily along the reaction path. 

Therefore, they will be used as indicators of reaction progroess. The 

carbon-14 activities of soil air and carbonate minerals are assumed 100 

pmc and 0 pmc, respectively. 

5.2. Effects Of PC02 And pH In The System Open To C02 Gas. 

The IBrtial pressure of soil C02 gas is generally much higher 

than in the atmos phere (0.00033 atm). The typical partial pressure of 

soil C02 gas is about 0.01 atm. Parada (1981) and Parada et al (1983) 

measured the C02 content in soil zones in various recharge areas of the 

Tucson tasin. The mean and standard deviation of 15 measurements from. 

nine s1 tes at different times of the day and season are 1.414 .!. 1.27 % 

C02 at a total gas pressure of 1 atm. Deletion of two measurements 

higher than one standard deviation from the mean <3.78% and 4.77%) 

brings the mean and standard deviation down to 0.97 + 0.52 %. Despite 

the multitude of factors controlling soil gas PC02, such as season, 

soil depth, and vegetation cover (section 3.4.1.2.), the value 1.::.0.5% 

of C02 gas seems to be a good range for recharge areas of the semi-arid 

Tucson 'casin. (Central basin values appear to be significantly lower 

CA. Long, personal communication». 

The changes of carbon isotopic compositiOns, including 

radiocarbon, of the waters evolve from various . partial pressures of 

soil C02 gas (1 .::. 0.5 %) were simulated and the results are shown as 

Figures 11-a, -b, and -c. The uncertainty caused by .::. 0.5 % of soil 

CO2 gas results in error in estimation of initial radiocaroon content 
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Figure 11-a. The evolution of radioactive and stable carbon isotopic 
compositions of the water initially equilibrated with 
soil air of various ~02 (1+0.5% of C02 gas in 1 atm. 
of soil air). -
The reaction path is described in the text. The starting 
point of each curve is the onset of closed system 
condition. 
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Figure '1-b. The evolution of radiocarbon activity and the saturation 
index of dolomite of the water initially equilibrated 
with soil air of various r:C02 (1+0.5% of C02 gas in 
1 atm. of soil air). -
The reaction path is described in the text. The starting 
pbint of each curve is the onset of closed system 
condition. 
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Figure 11-c. The evolution of stable carbon isotopic composition and 
the satUI'ation index of dolomite of the water initially 
equilibrated with soil ail' of various pC02 (1+0.5% of 
C02 gas in 1 atm. of soil air). -
The reaction path is 'descri bed in the text. The starting 
point of each CUI've is the onset of closed system 
condition. Isotopic equilibrium between calcite and 
water is assumed. 
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by up to !. 4 pmc (Figure 11-b). When the water reaches calcite 

equilibrium, concurrent dissolution of carbon-bearing reactants and 

precipitation of calcite accelerates the dilution effect of stable and 

r-adioacti ve carbon ~ heavier and i~cti ve carbon from the reactants, 

and results in higher slopes on Figures 11-b and -c. 

The Iii of the water under open system conditions will not only 

affect the amomt of C02 gas dissolving 1n the water, but it also 

changes the re1ati ve concentrations or aqueous inorganic carbon 

species, and therefore modifies the carbon isotopic composition of the 

water (section 4.3. )0. Because of the lim1 tation of the computer 

progr-am PHHEECE, In the following simulations, the saturation index of 

calcite is used to manipulate the Iii of the water at the onset of the 

closed system condition. Figures 12-a and 12-b show the result of the 

simulation. Water wi th higher pH is isotopically heavier than the 

water with lower Iii (Figure 12-a). Even though the d1ffer-ence in pH 

among these waters are less than 0.2 pH mits fr-an the reference water 

(S.I. (calcite) = -0.5), the carbon isotopic composition varies 

considerably (almost 0.5 0/00) (Figure 12-a). The reason for the 

difference in carbon isotopic composition will be explained later in 

this section. A lower calcite saturation index at the beginning of the 

closed system condition would require more r-eactant to dissolve to 

r-each calcite equilibrium, and hence a higher dilution effect fr-om dead 

carbon. However, when the water reaches calcite saturation, the 

reaction path is essentially independent of the initial calcite 

saturation index at the onset of the closed system condition (Figure 

12- b) • 
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The following interpretations SUll up the results of the al::ove 

simulations. Dissolution of many minerals, such as calcite and 

felds~, consumes hydrogen ions and therefore redistrlb'..ttes the 

speciation of aqueous inorganic carbon. Because of the difference in 

carl::on fractionation factor of these carbon speCies,· variation in ~ 

will change the carbon isotopic fr-actionation factor of the water. For 

example, at 20 C, the carbon isotope fractionation factors r:£ H2C03. 

(HC03)-, and (C03)--~ relative to C02 gas; are about 0.999. 1.008. and 

1.007, respectively. Higher Iii will increase the concentrations of 

(HC03)- and (C03)--, while the concentration of H2C03 remains constant 

and is controlled by the pC02 of the so11 air (section 3.3). 

Therefore, higher pH will result in a higher carbon isotope 

fractionation factor of the water and therefore isotopically heavier 

dissolved inorganic carbon (DrC) (Figure 12-a). On,the other hand, 

higher pC02 at constant Iii will increase the relative concentration of 

H2C03, which is isotopically lighter than (HC03)- and (C03)--, and 

hence results in DIC of lighter carbon isotopic composition. Also, 

higher Ii! will increase the solubility of C02 gas. The combination of 

pH and pC02 determines the concentration of aqueous inorganic carbon in 

the open system condition. The first step of radiocarbon ground-water 

dating is to find out this inorganiC carbon concentration at the end of 

the open system condition. The importance of these open system effects 

should be clear from the above simulations. 
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Figure 12-a. The evolution of radioactive and stable carbon isotopic 
compositions of the water with various initial saturation 
indices of calcite at the onset of closed system 
condition. 
The reaction path is deseri bed in the text. The starting 
point of each curve is the onset of closed system 
condition. 
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Figure 12-b. The evolution of radiocarbon activity and the saturation 
index of dolanite of the water with various initial 
saturation indices of calcite at the onset of the closed 
system condition. 

- The reaction path is descri bed in the text. The starting 
point of each curve is the onset of closed system 
condition. 



5.3. Effectss Of Chemical Composition Of Initial Water Relative 
Rates Of Dissolution, And Supersaturation Of Calcite. 
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Table 14 lists the chemical compositions of the river and rain 

ytater used in the simulations. The composition of the river water is 

taken from Canada del Oro wash water "a" adjusted for electrical 

neutrality. The rain-water composition is the best estimated average 

value. The reactants in the hypothetical aquifer consists of dolomite, 

calcite, and alkali feldspar (Table 13). The solution chemistry, grain 

size distribution, and temperature all affect the rate of mineral 

dissolution. Without thorough geologic study, these factors are 

difficult to assess. The relative dissolution rates of calcite, 

dolanite, and feldspar of the reference reaction path are assumed to be 

2.5:2.5:1.0. 

Figures 13-a and -b stmlmarize the results of the simulations. 

Because the pC02' s in the soil zone are identical and the pH's are 

similar, the carbon isotopic compositions, including carbon-14, of 

these simulations are about the same. The evolution paths of river 

water and rain water are barely distinguishable on Figure 13-a (the 

evolution of rain water is not shown and is less than 0.5 pmc balow 

that of riv"er water at the same OC-13). Howevel", the differences in 

the chemical composition of the initial water and relative rate of 

mineral dissolution may induce significant displacement in the initial 

carbon-14 activity vs. S.I. (dolomite) curve (Figure 13-b). 

Supersaturation of calcite is very common in natural water. It 

is probably due to the difficulty of nucleation of calcite. However, 

some reported supersaturation of calcite may simply be analytical 
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Table 14. The chemical compositions of r:f.. ver and rain waters used in 
the computer simulations. 

The 1.Ilits of the dissolved constituents are in mmole/l. 

Ca Mg Na K Cl 3i02 S04- HC03 pH Temp.(OC) 

River 0.591 0.267 0.422 0.041 0.169 0.311 0.229 1.552 8.0 20 

Rain 0.002 0.011 0.086 0.008 0.1070.0 0.0060.002 5.7 20 
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Figure 13-a. The evolution of radioactive and stable carbon isotopic 
compositions of the water with various relative rates of 
mineral dissolution. 
The reaction path and the composition of the reactants 
are described in the text. The starting point of each 
curve is the onset of closed system condition. 
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Figure 13-b. The evolution of radiocarbon content and the saturation 
index of dolomite of the water with various relative 
rates of mineral dissolution. 
The reaction path and the composition of the reactants 
are described in the text. The starting point of each 
curve is the onset of closed system condition. 
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error. Pearson, Fisher, and Plummer (1978) investigated the effeot of 

CO2 degassing during pH measurement. Loss of C02 gas may lead to 

considerable increase in pH of the water, corisequently,the calculated 

saturation indices of calcite and dolanite will be in error. They 

fotmd that if the pC02 calculated from IiJ and alka.lini ty is lower than 

the measured pC02, the calcite saturation index is commonly positive, 

i.e. supersaturation. Figures 13-a and 13-b show that 1£ the 

supersatUl"a~ed solution is allowed to re-equilibrate with calcite, the 

evolution !lith will be brought back to nearly the track of the path 

without supersaturation. 

5.4. Carbon Isotopic Compositions Of Reactants And Soil C02 Gas. 

In the early carbon-14 models for gr-otmd-water dating, the 

carbonate rock is commonly assumed to have a OC- 13 value of 0 0/00, 

while the typical range of marine limestones is 0 .:!:. 2.8 0/00. 

Furthermore, the fresh-water limestones are generally lighter and have 

wider range of stable carbon isotopic composition then marine 

limestones. Wallick (1973) studied the stable carbon isotopic 

composition of a few carbonate minerals in the Tucson basin and fotmd a 

mean and standard deviation of -3.6.:. 1.70/00. He also found the soil 

carbonates near or within the stream channel have a very wide spread of 

oC-13 values and are not devoid of radiocarbon. However., by plotting 

carbon-14 activity vs. oC-13 of these soil carbonates (Fig. 14), this 

study found that they may represent mixing products between a core of 

"dead" calcite and the radioactive calcite precipitating from soil 

'Nater. By extrapolation, the "dead" carbonate core and the radioactive 
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Figure 14. The radioactive and stable carbon isotopic compositions 
of the soil calcite in the Tucson basin (data taken from 
Wallick, 1973) 
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crust should have a OC-13 value of' -20/00 and -8.4 0/.00, respectively, 

because proecipitaUng calcite that is in equilibrium with soil C02 gas 

of 100 pmc should have a C-14 content of about 102 plnC. The high C-14 

content in sample A1381 (Figure 14) (151 pmc) indicates that bomb 

radiocarbon may be present in the soil C02 gas. If the carbonate crust 

contains bomb radiocarbon, then this end menber should have a C~14 

content between iOz and about 150 plnc. Therefore, the CC-13 value of 

the carbonate crust should be between -8.4 0/00 (corresponding to C-14-

content of 102 pmc) and -11.4 0/00 (corresponding to C-14 content of 

150 pmc). Consequently, by assuming equilibrium fractionation, the 

soil C02 gas should have a oC-13 value between -18.4 0/00 and -21.4 

0/00. Parada et al (1983) measured the stable carbon isotopic 

c0ptposi tion of soil C02 gas in many recharge areas of the Tucson basin 

and found a mean 15 C-13 val Ue of -20.2 0/00, ranging from -16.6 0/ 00 to 

-23.3 0/00. The agreement between these measured values and the values 

deduced from Figure 14 are excellent. Samples A 1397 and A 1381 may 

represent end members of different OC-13, possibly, carbonate cores 

from different sources and carbonate crusts precipitated fr-om soil 

water of different vegetation covers. 

From these studies, the best carbon isotopic composi tiona of 

the aquifer and the soil C02 gas of r-echar-ge zone are -3.6 .:!:. 1.7 0/00 

and -20.2 .:. 2 0/00, respectively. Figures 15-a and -b show the 

evolution path of ground water-s with r-eactants of different car-bon 

isotopic compositions in the closed system conditions. The 1.6 0/00 to 

1.7 0/00 differ-ence in the a C-13 of the r-eactants in the closed system 

condition can cause consider-able error in estimating the initial 
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Figure 15-a. The evolution of radioactive and stable carbon isotopic 
compositions of the water with reactants of various 
stable carbon isotopic compositions. 
The reaction path is described in the text. The starting 
point of each curve'is the onset of closed system 
condition. 
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Figure 1;-b. The evolution of stable carbon isotopic composition and 
the saturation index of dolomite of the water with 
reactants of various stable carbon isotopic composition. 
The reaction path is described in the text. The starting 
point of each curve is the onset of closed system 
condition. 
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radiocarbon acU vi ty of the water by the stable carbon isotopic 

composition of the water (Figure 15-a). At a oC.13 of -11 0/00, this 

error is more than 5 pme (Figure 15-a). However, a plot of oC-13 vs. 

S.I. (dolanite) (Figure 15-b) may help define the actual evolution path, 

provided many chemical and carbon isotopic compositions of groolmd 

waters down the flow path are available. 

The single most significant lmcertainty in carbon-14 grolmd

water dating by using stable carbon isotopes as a reference is the 

OC-13 value of the soil C02 gas. Figure 16 shows that 20/00 

difference in the stable carbon isotopic composition of soil C02 gas 

may lmderestimate or overestimate the initial radiocarbon activity of 

the water by about 25 pmc. Considering all the factors that may change 

the carbon isotopic composition of soil C02 gas (section 3.4.1.2.), the 

fluctuation of OC-13 value of soil C02 gas over a few thousand years 

can be greater than 2 0/00. Therefore, stable carbon isotopic 

composition of the water alone is not a reliable tool for radiocarbon 

age correction of groound-water. 

5.5. Pressure And Kinetic Considerations. 

The p!"'evious discussions did not co!'.sider presst!!"e and ldnetic 

affects. It is generally assumed that pressure effect on thermodynamic 

data is so tr-iVial that it is negligible in groolmd-water systems. This 

assumption may be valid for shallow grolmd water, however, for deep 

confined aquifers where the pressure can be high enough to affect 

thermodynamic data signigicantly, the validity of this assumption has 

to be examined. Because it is difficult to incorporate and to evaluate 
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The reaction path is described in the text. The starting 
point of each curve is the onset of closed system 
condition. 
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kinetic effects in hydrogeochemical modeling, equilibriUm is always 

assuned to be established among aqueous species and between 

precipitat~s and the aqueous solution. This section discusses the 

pressure and Id.netic effects on hydrogeochemical reactions. 

5.5.1. Pressure Effect. 

At constant temperature (T, OK) and molality (m), Equation 36 

gi ves the relationship between the equilibrium constant (I) and the 

pressure (P). If the change of molal volume (tlV) over the range of 

pressure being considered is small, tlV can be regarded as a constant, 

and equation 36 can be integrated to equation 37. 

( alnKfC)P) = - (lIV1RT) (36) 

T,m 

log(K II ) = - lIV(P - P )/(2.3RT) 
1 2 2 1 

On the other hand, if tlV is not a constant, a compressibility 

term (tlI) is necessary to account for"the change of tlV with pressure. 

Lown, Thirsk, and Wynne-Jones (1968) showed that the effect of pressure 

on ionic equilibria at pressure below 1000 bars is estimated by : 

2 
In(K II = -tl VP IRT + O. 5t1KP IRT (38) 

P atm. 

The changes of molal volume (tlV) and molal compressibility (tIK) at one 

atm are defined as 

tlV = EV(products) - EV(reactants) 

tlK = Ef('(products) - EK(reactants) 

Tt1here if and K are partial molal vol Ulne and partial molal compressi-

bility of ions, respectively. 
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Ntmer-ous measurements of partial molal voltmes of ions in water 

at infinite dilution (VO) at 0, 25, and 50°C are available (Owen and 

Brinkley, 1941, Dunn, 1968, MUlero, 1969, 1970, 1971b, 1972, M1llero 

and Knox, 1973, Ward and MUlero, 1974, Perron, Fortier, and Desnoyers, 

1975). MUlero (1982) estimated the values at other temperatures by 

quadratic fitting the above measured values to equation 39. Table 15 

lists a portion of VO and the coefficients A and B compiled and 

estimated by MUlero (1982) = Similar compilatiOn!! of isothermal 

partial compressibility at infinite dilution, r<:<>, and quadratic-fit 

coefficients, A and B, for equation 40 were also made by MUlero 

(1982). Table 16 is part of this compilation. 

2 
VO(t) = VOCcfC) + At + Bt (39) 

2 
Ir'(t) = IC'(OoC) + At + Bt ( 40) 

Where t is temperature in °C. 

The {:Brtial molal voltme and partial molal compressibility are 

also functions of solution composition. The values can be quite 

differ-ent between pure water and sea water. However, it can be asstmed 

that these values in fresh ground water are identical to that at 

infinite dilution. Canparison of Tables 15 and 16 shows that the 

partial molal compressibility is generally less than 0.1% of the 

partial molal volume. Therefore, the compressibility term of equation 

38 is negligible, if the pressure is no more than about 100 bars. For 

total ionic reactions, such as ion pair formation, the molal 

compressibilities of reactants and products are of the same order of 

magnitude, hence, t.K (equation 38) is small and can be ignored. For 
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Table 15. Partial molal voltmes (VO) of selected ions in pure water at 
infinite dilution and the temperature coefficients A and B. 

3 
VO (em fmol) Temperature coefficients 

Ions A -Bxl000 

+ 
B 0 0 0 0 

+ 
Na -3.46 -1.21 0.1092 0.768 

+ 
K 7.26 9.03 0.0892 0.736 

++ 
Mg -22.32 -21. 15 0.0868 1.600 

++ 
Ca -19.69 -17.83 0.1058 1.256 

Cl 16.37 17.82 0.0896 1.264 

OB -7.58 -3.98 0.2324 3.536 

BC03 21.07 24.29 0.1850 2.248 

C03 -8.74 -3.78 0.3000 4.064 

504 9.26 13.98 0.2840 3.808 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 16. Isothermal partial molal compressib1lities (rr» of selected 
ions in water at infinite dilution and temperature 
coefficients A and B 

3 
-K"x:1000 (em Imol-bar) 

Ions 

+ 
H 0 0 

+ 
Na 5.13 3.94 

+ 
K 4.36 3.37 

++ 
Mg 7.83 8.01 

++ 
Ca 7.43 7.61 

Cl 2.51 0.74 

OR 6.41 3.86 

HC03 5.30 2.75 

C03 11.04 7.35 

S04 10.43 6.74 

Temperat ure coefficient 

0 

3 
Axl0 

0.0517 

0.0382 

-0.0284 

-0.0284 

0.1120 

o. 1310 

O. 1310 

0.2240 

0.2240 

6 
-Bxl0 

0 

0.156 

-0.056 

-0.844 

-0.844 

1.644 

1.160 

1.160 

3.056 

3.056 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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eJ<alllple, this author calculated the dissociation of bicaroonate to 

carbonate and hydrogen ions at 25 0 C and found the follo-wing A V and AK 

3 
AV = 24.29 - (-3.78) = 28.07 (em Imol) 

3 
AK = -(2.15 - 7.35)/1000 = 0.0046 (em Imol-bar) 

However, for the dissolution of minerals, the AK can be relatively 

large. At 25 °c, the AV and AK of calcite dissolution are calculated 

as following : 

3 
V(calcite) = 36.93 em !mol 

3 

(CRC Handrook, 1975) 

K(calcite) = 0 cm ! mol- bar (CR C Handroo k, 1975) 

AV = -17.83(Ca++) + (-3.78«C03)--» - 36.93(calcite) 
3 

= -58.54 (cm Imol) 
3 

AI = -0.00761 + (-0.00735) - 0 = -0.015 (em Imol-bar) 

Tables 17 and 18 list the equilibriun constants of calcite 

dissolution and bicarbonate dissociation, respectively, at various 

pressures, relative to the equilibriun constant at one atm. Because 

the pressures of most s;r-ound-water systems generally do not exceed 30 

3 
bars and that the IN I s of most acids are less than 30 cm Imol, the 

pressure effect on total ionic equilibria are negligible. Because each 

aqueous inorganic carbon species has a different carbon isotope 

fractionation factor, the pressure effect on speciation of solutes may 

affect the carbon fractionation factor of the solution. To the best of 

my knowledge, the pressure effect on the carbon isotopic fractionation 

factor of aqueous inorganic carbon species per se in ground-water 

systems has not been explored. However, judging from the extent of 



Table 17. Equililritm constant of calcite at · .... ar-iOllS pressur-es, 
relative to the equilibriun constant at one atm. 
Temperature = 25°C. 

-----------~--------------------------------------------------
P 1 atm 

log(K IK ) 
Pressure (bars) 

K included K neglected 

10 0.0102 0.0102 

30 0.0308 0.0307 

50 0.0512 0.0508 

100 0.1025 0.10?0 

500 0.5128 0.4800 

1000 1.0255 0.8946 
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Table 18. Equilibriun constant of bicarbonate dissociation to 
carbonate and hydrogen ions at various pressures, 
relative to the equllibriun constant at one atm. 
Temperature = 25 cc. 

P 1 atm 
log(K IK ) 

Pressure (bars) 
K included K neglected 

10 -0.0049 -0.0049 

20 -0.0098 -0.0098 

30 -0.0148 -0.0147 

50 -0.0246 -0.0245 

100 -0.0492 -0.0488 

500 -0.2459 -0.2358 

1000 -0.4918 -0.4514 

125 
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pr.essure effect on ionic equilibria, the pressure effect on carbon 

isotopic fractionation in ground-water systans is protably negliglble. 

On the other hand, the pressure effect on mineral solubility can be 

quite significant in deep aquifer (Table 17). The calculations show 

that the solubility of calcite increases with increasing pressure. A 

deep water in equilibriun with calcite can result in supersaturation, 

if' the pressure effect is not ccrrectad. The abo'Y--e caloulations imply 

that release of' pressure during sampling, in addition to trQ loss of 

C02 gas, may cause precipitation of calcite. Hence, to model hydro-

geochemistry of a deep aquifer, the pressure effect on mineral 

solubility, which may dilute the radiocarbon activity of the water, 

should be considered. 

5.5.2. Kinetic Effect. 

It is well known that carbon isotopes fractionate between the 

precipitating carbonate mineral and the solution. At 20 C and under 

equilibriun conditiOns, the calcite precipitated from the aqueous 

solution is about 2 0/00 heavier than bicarbonate ion. However, many 

field studies show that precipitated calcite has a carbon isotopic 

composition different from this equilibr1tm value. Turner (1979) 

report ed a€:C (HC03 )-1 cal ci te) of -4.0 0/00, whi ch was es timat ed from a 

low- magnesiun calcite precipitated from Blue Lake, southeastern 

Australia. The enrichment factor €: «HC03)-/calcite) is defined as 

e:C (HC03)-/calcite) = (R IR - 1)xl000 
(HC03)- calcite 

Turner et al (in prep.) estimated the E«HC03)-/calcite) of 

apprOximately -3 0/00 from the carron isotopic composition of low-Mg 
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calcite pr-ecipitated from fresh water lakes in southern Ontario. These 

observations were interpreted by Turner (1982) as kinetic effects. 

However, this interpretation is not satisfactory, because the kinetic 

effects tend to minimize, rather than enhance, the fractionation. At 

least for calcite pr-ecipitation, the more convincing evidence of 

kinetic fractionation is the work of Usdowski, Hoefs, and Menschel 

(1979). They studied the change of chemical and carbon isotopic 

compositions along the Westerhof stream, Germany, and found that the 

carbon isotopic compositions of the calcite precipitated fran the river 

are either indistinguishable or slightly heavier than the water, and 

are much lower then the value predicted from equilihriun fractionation. 

Turner (1982) conducted a series of experiments to investigate 

the relationship between kinetic fractionation and the precipitation 

rate of calcite. Figure 17 summarizes the results of the experiments. 

It clearly shows an inverse relationship between the apparent 

fractionation of carbon isotopes and the precipitation rate of calcite. 

Because 70 % aragonite was present in the run no. 1 (e:( (HC03)-/calci tel 

= -3.37 0/00), the author proposed a value of -2.26 .:!:. 0.32 0/00 as the 

equilihriun enrichment factor between (HC03)- and calcite at 25°C. As 

emphasized by the author, this value agrees well with Bottinga's 

theoretical equilihriun enrichment fact.or of -2.3 0/00. However, the 

corresponding experimental enrichment factor e:(C02 gas/calcite) is 

-9.170/00, which is about 1.2 0/00 heavier than Bottinga's theoretical 

equilibrium enrichment factor of -10.38 0/00. In any case, these 

experiments clearly demonstrate the influence of precipitation rate on 

the extent of carbon isotope fractionation during preCipitation of 
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carbonate minerals. Therefore, kinetic fractionation of carbon 

isotopes during precipitation should be considered, especially, when 

modeling re-equilibriun between calcite and water fran a highly 

calcite-supersaturated water, which may undergo rapid precipitation. 

Because the fractionation factor between precipitat·ing calcite and the 

water is external to the computer code of PHREEQE-CSOTOP ~ and has to be 

specified by the user, the kinetic fractionation of carbon isotopes can 

be modeled by adjusting the fractionation factor in the input data. 
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Figure 17. Plot of e:«HC03)- )/calcite) vs. precipitation rate constant 
(k,lit.-mol/min). (after Turner, 1982). 
Closed circles: calcite. stars: partly aragonite. 



CHAPTER 6 

APPLICATION OF PHREEQE-CSOTOP TO THE TUCSON BASIN 

Wallick (1973) collected and analyzed three water samples in 

the Tucson basin along a presuned ground-water flow path. Figure 18 

shows the contour lines of ground-water elevation and the locations of 

these three samples, labeled A1411, A1412, and A1418. Table 19 lists 

the chemical and carbon isotopic compositions of these three samples 

and the Santa Cruz River water. This author calculated the saturation 

indices of ealcite and dolan! te of these three samples with the 

computer Jrogram PHREEQE after adjusting to electrical neutrality. 

Although sample A 1412 is located upstream from samples A 1411 

and A1418, the carbon-14 activity of this sample is considerably lower, 

and the stable carbon isotopic composi t.ion is heavier than the other 

two samples. Also, the chemical characteristics of this sample are 

quite different from the other two samples : higher in Na and 

alkalinity, lower in Ca and Mg. Hence, sample A1412 does not seem to 

be hydrologically related to tr.e other two samples, at""ld it .,"'111 be 

discussed separately. Samples A1411 and A1418 are very likely to have 

parent-daughter relationship. They will be modeled together in the 

next section. 

6.1. Radiocarbon Age Of Samples A1411 And A1418. 

The concentrations of solutes decrease from the upstream sample 

A1411 to the downstream sample A1418 (Table 19). This is contrary to 
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Figure 18. Location of samples and gr'ound-water level contours of 
the Tucson basin. (after Wallick, 1973). 
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'l'able 19. Chemical and oarbon isotopio composi tiona of river al1ld we,ll waters from the 
Tucson bElsin. 

The units of alkalinity, dissolved solid, carbon-I). and carbon-14 are 
meq/I. mmole/l, per mil (PDB.). and PMC, respectively. 

Si02 Ca Mg Na K Cl- S04-- Alk. pll 60 C 140 S.I. 
Cal. Dol. 

Santarean 0.4 1.18 0.29 1.22 0.45 0.15 2.25 

Cruz Range 0.11.8 0.6) 0.08 0.51 0.2) 0.19 1.61 
Iliver 0·17 2.25 0.58 1.91 1.01 1.61 ).18 

Santa Cruz 
!liver. uaed 0 '.61 
in computer • 2.0 0.516 1.2'. 0.0'. 0.564 1.81 2.25 8.0 
simulation 

A1411 0.'.1 ).05 1.00 2.5) 0.01 0.10 ).20 ).60 1.5'. -10.) 12.1 0.)8 0.)6 
1\1412 0.41 0.16 0.4)6 5.0 0.05 0.13) 0.625 4.59 1.64 - 8.4 6.8 0.1 -0.01 
1\1418 0.41 2.22 0.19 1.91 0.06 0·51 2.29 ).)9 1·21 - 9.9 61 .. 0 0.02 -0.'0 

.... 
ld 
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what one would expect. A unit volume of water reacting with the 

aquifer while mOving downstream should increase the concentration of 

dissolved solids. However, if the chemical compositions of the 

recharge waters have fluctuated tlrough time, it is possible to have 

more dilute water downstream in the aquifer. Table 19 also srows the 

range and mean values of solute concentrations of the Santa Cruz River 

water (Laney, 1972). It clearly shows that the fluctuation of the 

chemical composition of water is quite significant. Therefore, it is 

possible that a downstream sample can be more dilute than the upstream 

water. The chemical composition of a hypothetical recharge water is 

also listed in Table 19. The concentrations of solutes of this water 

are somewhat arbitrary, but the chemical compositions of the Santa Cruz 

River water and samples A 1411 and A 1418 were used as guidelines to 

define the chemical compositon of the recharge water. The relative 

concentrations of the solutes were also adjusted to maintain electrical 

neutrality. 

The concentration of dissolved inorganic carbon at the onset of 

the closed system condition is controlled by the partial pressure of 

so11 C02 gas and the pH of the water (Chapter 5). Based on the 

clieiiiica.l compositions of samples A.li.+il and A1418, the p(pC02) and 

saturation index of calcite at the end of open system condi t10ns 

(designated as step I for the simulation) were chosen as 1.824 (i.e. 

1.5% of C02 gas in 1 atm. of soil air) and -0.4.:.. 0.1, respectively. 

After the water is isolated from soil air and beginning closed system 

conditions, calcite is dissolved to reach calcite saturation index of 

0.378 (step II). The water is then :oe-equilibrated with calcite (step 



nI). The temperature of the simulations is 20°C. The carbon 

isotopio compositions of the soil C02 gas and the oaloi te in the 

aquifer- are -11.5 0/00 and -3.6 0/00, respeotively. In these 

simulations, the results of step II and step III were intended to 

reproesent samples A 1411 and A 1418, respeoti vely. The results of the 

above simulations are listed in Table 20. 

By comparing the results of the simulations (Table 20) and 

samples A 1411 and A 1418, simulation B shows better agreement overall. 

Because of lower Mg content in the im tial water, the saturation index 

of dolan! te in every simulation is lower than samples A 1411 and A 1418. 

A discreJ:9.ncy in stable carbon isotopic composi tion is expected. As 

discussed in Chapter 3, the stable carbon isotopio composition of soil 

C02 gas fluctuates through time and space. The good agreements in 

stable carbon isotopic oomposition, pH, and alkaJ,inity between the 

simulation "B" and the samples indicate that the p(pC02) and oC-13(C02) 

of the reoharge area (Santa Cruz River) at the time of recharge wer-e in 

the !%"oximityof 1.824 and -11.5 0/00, respeotively. These values are 

still in the typical range of recent measurements (seotions 5.2 and 

5.4). 

As discussed in the last chapter, the rate of precipitation can 

affect the carbon isotope enrichment factor. A highly supersaturated 

solution tends to precipitate a carbonate mineral rapidly and decreases 

this enrichment factor. Because the sample A 1411 has a calcite satura

tion index of 0.38, kinetic effect (section 5.5.2.) on carbon isotope 

enri~~ent factor during precipitation of calcite may be significant. 

However, since the equilibritm fractionation only reduces carbon-14 
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Table 20. Summary of' computer simulations. The reaction path and 
the values of' variables along the reaction path 1s described 
in the text 

simulation step total C-14 13 S.I. S.I. 
or sample number pH alk. (water) C calcite dolan1te 

___ t... __ 

(meqil) (pmc) (oioo) UI..4I&I...IC'-

---------------------------------------------------------------------
T 7.05 3.08 101.37 •• po -0.30 -i.i9 ... -I'. ::> 

A II 7.58 3.86 91.63 -10.74 0.378 0.10 

III 7.27 3.47 91.60 - 1 o. 87 0.0 -0.62 
---------------------------------------------------------------------

I 7.01 2.81 101.3 -10.9 -0.40 -1.37 

B II 7.62 3.65 90.19 -10.10 0.378 0.117 

III 7.30 3.30 90.17 -10.22 0.0 -0.61 
---------------------------------------------------------------------

I 6.97 2.56 101. 32 -10.02 -0.50 -1.54 

C II 7.65 3.45 88.76 -10.10 0.378 0.13 

III 7.34 3.14 88.74 -10.22 0.0 -0.60 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
A1411 II 7.54 3.59 72.1 -10.3 0.38 0.36 

------------------------------------------------------------------~--
A1418 III 7.27 3.39 64.8 -9.9 0.0 -0.43 
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activity from 90 •. 19 pmc to 90.17 pInC, the ldnetic.effect, which would 

reduce the enrichment factor, can be ignored in this case. 

Therefor"e,it is concluded that the initial carbon-14 activities of 

samples A1411 a,'ld A1418 were 90.19 Pillc and 90.17 pInC, respectively. 

The carbon-14 ages of these two samples can be calculated from the 

decay law. For" the pul"pose of comparison, this author used the old 

half-life of carbon-14, 5568 years, for" the age calculation. The 

radiocarbon age of these two samples, A 1411 and A 1418, are 1780 and 

2640 years B.P. (befor"e 1950 ), respectively. The radiocarbon age of 

these two samples calculated by Wallick's model are 2630 and 3490 years 

B.P., respectively. The adjustment factor" Q calculated by Wallick's 

model for both samples are 1, which does not seem likely. 

6.2. Radiocarbon Age Of S~ple·A1412. 

As discussed earlier in this chapter, the chemical and isotopic 

characteristics and the location of this sample indicate that it is not 

hydrologically connected to samples A 1411 and A 1418. Therefore, it has 

to ba evaluated separately. 

Mor"e than one reaction path may attain the same chemical and 

carbon isotopic compositions as sample A 1412. This study will select 

three likely reaction paths to demonstrate how the reaction ~th 

affects the radiocarbon age of a ground-water sample. 

6.2.1. The Reaction Path I. 

Assuning that all sulfate ions came from the dissolution of 

gypsum and ignoring the role of non-carbonate minerals, the amount of 

Ca and Mg that originated from the dissolution of carbonate mineral (5) 
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would be equal to the difference between the total (Ca + Mg) and total 

sulfate: 

0.436 (total Mg) + 0.76 (total Cal - 0.625 (sulfate) 
= 0.571 mm~les/l 

The speciation calculation by the computer program WATEQF shows that 

this sample contains 0.224 mmoles/l of H2C03, 4.549 mmoles/l of total 

(H0)3)- (including ion pairs), an-d 0.014 moles/l of total (C03)--

(including ion pa:!.~), therefore, the total disscl ved inorga..~ic ca:"'Con 

(DIC) ia 4.787 !!ll!!olea/L The Q factor is found to be 0.88 ! 

Q = (DIC(total) - DIC(carbonate mineral) )/DIC(total) 
= (4.78; - 0.571)/4.787 = 0.88 

The above calculation asStmes that all the carbonate mineral (s) 

dissolved in the closed system condition. Because sane of the 

carbonate mineral(s) may dissolve in the open system condition, the Q 

factor can be higher than the value (0.88) calculated above. 

Suppose the Q factor is 0.88, then the initial total DIC (mCo) 

at the onset of closed system conditions and the final total DIC (mC) 

are 4.216 (= 4.787 - 0.571) mmoles/l and 4.787 mmoles/l, respectively. 

The stable carbon isotopic composition of the final solution (0) is 

-8.40/co. If the stable carbon isotopic composition of carbonate 

mineral(s) in the aquifer (o~) is -3.6 0/00 (section 5.4.), then the 

initial carbon isotopic composition of the solution (00) should be 

-9.05 0/00 : 

Q = (0 - 0*)/(60 - 6*) (Eqs. 17 and 18, section 3.4.1.2.) 
= mCo/mC = 4.216/4.787 = 0.88 

(-8.4 - (-3.6»/(60 - (-3.6» = 0.88 

00 = -9.05 (0/00) 
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Because the equilibrium f'ractionation f'actor a (solution/C02 gas) at 20 

C is about 1.007, the oC-13(C02 gas) should be about -16 0/00. 

Because the initial total DIC is 4.216 mmoles/l, if' the pH of' the 

initial solution is 7, then the partial pI"essure of' the so11 C02 gas 

slxluld t:e about 0.022 atm. The stable carbon isotopic composition and 

partial pI"essure of' the so11 C02 gas are not uncommon in the Tucson 

basin, although thsy are scmewhat mavie" and bigher than the recent 

me~ values of -20.2 0/00 and 1 % measured by Parada et al (1983) 

(section 5.2.). 

6.2.2. The Reaction Path II. 

One obvious characteristic of' sample A 1412 is its high 

bicarbonate content. Although it can be interpI"eted as due to high 

partial pressure of' soil C02 gas, the high Na and low Ca of' this sample 

strongly indicate the possibility of' ion exchange (Eq. 21, section 

3.4.2.1.) between the water and the aquif'er. The solution gains Ca and 

loses Na through this reaction. Other sources of' Na are the 

dissolution of' NaCl and incongr-uent dissolution of' alkali (Na + 10 

f'eldspar with the preCipitation of' kaolinite: 

+ 
(MaK )AISlO +H +O.SHO 

x 1-x 3 8 2 
f'eldspar 

-> O.5AI Si 0 (OH) 
2 2 5 4 

kaolinite 

+ 2310 
2{aq) 

+ + 
+ xNa + (1-x)K 

The amount of Ca and Mg originating from the dissolution of carbonate 

mineral (s) can be calculated as following: 



Total Na = Na(NaCl) + Na(feldspar) + Ma(ion exchange) 

= (total Cl) +" (O.5(Si02)-(K» + Na(ion exchange) 

5.0 = 0.733 + 0.5xO.47 -0.05 + Ma(ion exchange) 

Na(ion exchange) = 4.082 (mmoles/l) 

Ca(loss through ion exchange) = O.5x4.082 = 2.041 (mmoles/l) 

Ca(gypsum) = (S04) = 0.625 (mmoles/l) 
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(Ca+Mg){carb. min.) = (Ca+Mg)(total) + Ca(ion exch.) - Ca(gyp.) 

= (0.76+0.436) + (2.041) - (0.625) = 2.612 mmoles/l 

If all the carbonate mineral(s) dissolved in the closed system 

condition, then the Q factor and the stable carbon isotopic composition 

of the initial solution (00) can be calculated as follows: 

mC = 4.787 mmoles/l 

mCo = 4.787 - 2.612 = 2.175 (mmoles/l) 

0" (carbonate min.) = -3.60/00 (section 6.2.1.) 

o (final solution) = -8.4 0/00 

Q = (0 - 0")/(00 - 0*) = mCo/mC = 2.175/4.787 = 0.454 

cO = -14.16 0/00 (by substituting known values int.o last eq.) 

By asSuming equilibrium fractionation (section 6.2.1.), the oC-13(C02) 

value should be about -22.2 0/00. Because part of the carbonate 

mineral(s) may dissolve in the open system condition, the above 

calculated Q factor represents the lower limi t. If IICo equals 2.175 

mmoles/l, and ~ of the initial solution is 7, then the partial 

pressure of the soil C02 gas is about 0.01. The partial pressure and 

the stable carbon isotopic composi tion of the soil C02 gas deduced 

from the above calculations are well within the range measured by 



Parada et al (1983). However, the moderate pH (7.64) of the sample 

A1412 suggests that extensive caroonate dissolution in the closed 

system condition is unlikely. 

6.2.3. The Reaction ·Path III. 

Even with the same assunption that ion exchange reactions 

dominated the aquifer, a different approach may draw a different 
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concl~:!.on. Suppose that the water ;.;as in eq-u.11itwiuw wi.th calcite at 

t hA end of the open system cone!! tior..s • Subsaq-tlGnt ion 6A""Change 

reaction in the aquifer took up Ca from the water and forced more 

calcite to dissolve to maintain calcite equilibrit.m. Because aqueous 

carbonate built up through this process, less and less Ca was required 

to maintain calcite equilibrium. In addition, the dissolution of 

calcite contributes both Ca++ and (C03)--. Therefore, the amount of 

total Ca and Mg in the qnal solution should be less than that in the 

initial solution at the onset of closed system condition. Since the 

total Ca and Mg concentration in the final solution is 1.20 mmoles/l 

(0.76 + 0.44 = 1.20), the total Ca and Mg concentration in the initial 

solution should be higher than 1.20 mmoles/l. In the aquifer, 

simultaneous calcite dissolution and Na+/Ca++ exchange maintain calcite 

equilibrium. By the same reason (build-up of aqueous carbonate), the 

amount of calcite dissolved should be less than the amount of Ca lost 

through ion exchange, therefore, the Ca lost through ion exchange 

represents the maximtm amount of calcite that could dissolve in the 

closed system condition. Suppose the amount of Ca lost thr'ough ion 



exchange equals the amount of calcite dissol ved in the closed system 

condition, then 

mC = mCo + Ca(ion exchange) 

mCo = InC - Ca (ion exchange) 
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= 4.181 - 2.041 = 2.146 emmol./l) (indeed, > 1.2 mmol./l) 

Q = mCo/InC = 2.146/4.181 = 0.51Q 

00 = -11.96 0/00 (calculation method same as in section 

6.2.1.) 

At PI 1, the partial pressure and the CSC-13 of the soil C02 gas should 

be about O.Ot 45 % and -20 0/00, respectively. These values are in 

remarkable agreement with that measured bY Parada et al (1983). As 

discussed before, the amount of calcite dissolved in the closed system. 

condition is less than Ca(ion exchange), so meo may be hi~er than 

2.146 mmoles/l. Also, dissolution of gypstm in the closed system 

condition would reduce the amount of calcite dissolved in the closed 

system condition to maintain calcite equilibrium. Therefore, the above 

Q factor (0.514) represents the lowest value, and the radiocarbon age 

based on this Q factor represents the youngest estimation. 

6.2.4. Summaries And Concl usions • 

Table 2t lists the the Q factors and radiocarbon ages based on 

these Q factors of various reaction paths chosen to interpret the 

geochemistry of the sample A1412. Path I does not consider ion 

exchange reactions. Since the characteristics of this water strongly 

indicate the existence of ion exchange reaction, path I should be 

discarded. The goal of Path II is to find out the amount of calcite 



dissol ved in the whole system,. while the goal of path III is to 

1 II") 
, .. Co. 

estimate the calcite dissolved in the closed system. Path III seems to 

give tlle best estimation on the radiocarbon age of this sample. The Q 

factor estimated b¥ Wallick's model is close to unity and hence 

suggests that almost no calcite dissolved in the closed system 

condition. Because the Ca++/Na+ ion exchange reaction seems to exist 

and the water is in equilibrium with calcite, it does not seem likely 

that the Q factor can be this high. Table 21 soows that choice of 

reaction path can reaul t in an age difference of a few thousand years. 

Rigorous interpretation of carbon isotope geochemistry and reliable 

radiocarbon ground-water dating would require sufficient data to define 

the reaction path of an aquifer. A series of hydrologically related 

samples should help place constraints on the probable reaction paths 

that may actually have occurred in the aquifer. 
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Table 21. Q factors and radiocarbon ages or:' sample A 1412 estimated 
by choosing various reaction paths. The reaction paths are 
des cri bed in the text. 

reaction Q initial radj. o car bon 
path factor C-14 age (years )a 

(pmc) 

-----------------------------------------------~-I 0.88 88 20510 

II 0.454 45.4 15250 

III 0.514 51.4 11140 

Wallick's 0.986 98.9
b 

21500 
model 

a. The half-life of C-14 used in the age calculation is 5568 
years. 

b. Adjusted for the contribution of radiocarbon from soil 
calcite. 



CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Hydrogeochemical investigations are generally qualitative in 

natura. The goal of this study is to eJialiline the possibility of 

interpr-eting field data in a quantitative way. Geochemists have used 

speciation calculation and mineral stability diagrams to infer the 

minerals that are responsible for the chemical composition of water. 

However, other hydrogeochemical processes, such as mixing between 

waters of different sources, may also cause the apparent reaction path 

on a mineral stability diagram. Utilization of the conservative nat·ure 

of stable isotopic compositions of water can reveal the role of mixing, 

which is· a common mechanism in the ground-water environment. In most 

ground-water systems, it is likely that both water-rock interaction and 

mixing between different end members in the system take part in 

changing the chemical and isotopic compositions of the water, but to 

various degrees 0 Ccmputer simulations can verify or rej ect the 

validity of the conclusions drawn fro!!!. the!"!!!.odynamic and isotopic 

considerations. This study has successfully demonstrated this process 

of hydrogeochemical investiga.tion in the Canada del Oro valley. 

Thermodynamic considerations, i.e. speciation calculations and 

consideration of the water chemistry related to the mineral stability, 

indicate that dissolutions of calcite and al bite (incongruently), and 

CalMg montmorillonite equilibrium are responsible for the chemical 

144 
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composition of water in the valley. However, dual chemical and 

isotopic considerations indicate that the well waters in the study area· 

are mixtures of three end members. The proportion of each end member 

in each mixture was calculated from the stable isotopic compositions of 

oxygen and hydrogen in the water. Canputer simulations with the 

program PHREEQE ooncluded that both mixing and water-rock interaction 

take j:Elrt in the ground-water system, but to different extents for each 

mixture. The simulations adequately interpret both chemical and stable 

isotopic composition of water in each mixture. 

While stable isotopes of water are conservati va during 

water-rock interaction in the low-temperature environment, evaporation 

of open water can result in heavier isotopic composition in the 

residual water. Fortunately, the fractionation of stable isotopes of 

water during evaporation proceeds in a predictable way (section 2.6.). 

Therefore, the hydrogeochemistry of open water can also be 

quantitatively interpreted by chemical-isotopic consideration and 

computer simulation. Canada del Oro wash waters collected during 

spring snow melt show higher concentrations of dissolved solid and 

heavier water isotopic composition downstream. Both water-rock 

interaction and evaporation may increase the concentrations of 

dissol ved solids. It is possi hle to use the enric!lII1ent of heavier 

water isotopes from upstream to downstream samples to deduce the extent 

of evaporation. This study found that evaporation increases the 

concentration of dissolved solid from wash water a to wash water e by 

less then 3%, while the total increments of dissolving consti tuents are 

10% to 50%. Therefore, this author concluded that water-rock 
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interaction, rather than evaporation of the wash water, are responsible 

for increasing the concentrations of the dissolved constituents of the 

wash water downstream. 

The river bed of the Canada del Oro wash is a potential 

recharge area of the valley. The water isotopic composition of wash 

water a is almost identical to that of well water no. 19 which is 

within 50 feet of the river bed. Also, the chemical com pos i tion of 

these two waters are very similar, except that the well water contains 

a higher sulfate concentration and is more acidic than the wash water. 

Therefore, wash water! is considered as the recharge water of the well 

water no. 1. The pr'obable reaction dur-ing recharg1ng of the wash water 

is the oxidation of "pyrite, which will release sulfate and hydrogen 

ions. This study carried out A computer simulation to verify this 

reaction p9.th and foun.d that dissolution of 0.03 mmoles of NaCI, 0.033 

mmoles of albite, and oxidation of 0.015 mmoles of pyrite in one liter 

of wash water a will result in well water no. 1. 

Judging from the locations of wells, chemical-isotopic 

compositions of well waters, characteristics of soil mineralogy, and 

the geology of the valley (sections 2-8 and 2-9), the following sour-ces 

must have recharged the ground water of the study area: the 

preCipitation in the Santa Catalina Mountains percolates through the 

CDO river bed (end member !), local precipitation to the west of the 

CDO (end member f), and sur-face runoff from the west slope of the Santa 

Catalina Mountains to the eas t of the CDO (end member B) 

Carbon isotopic composition of the water may change as a result 

of water-rock interaction. Therefore, one can not use carbon isotopes 



in the same manner as the stable isotopes of water. However, by 

mass-transfer simulation between phases: it is possible to interpret 
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the chemical and isotopic compoistions of dissol ved carbon in a 

quantitativa way. Deines et al (1974) used a set of dual 

chemical-isotopic equations to calculate the carbon isotopic 

composition of water in a system open to a C02 gas reservoir. Wigley 

at al (i97S) formulated a mass balance-transfer equat10n to calculate 

the change of carbon isotopic composition of water under closed system 

conditions. These two models were implemented as a subroutine-CSOTOP 

to the computer program PHREEQE. This program-subroutine package 

allows one to s:i.mulate the evolution of the carbon isotopic 

composition, including carbon-14, in natural water. This simulation 

may interpret the hydrogeochemistry of carbon quant it ati vely and is 

tailored specifically for application to carbon-14 ground-water dating. 

The activity of carbon-14 in ground-water may change as a result of 

physiochemical processes in nature. A main task of carbon-14 

ground-water dating models is to find out the initial carbon-14 

activity in the water, i.e., before any radioactive decay. The choice 

of reaction path to int.erpret the chemical composition of water will 

affect the value of the calculated initial carbon-14 activity. The 

main lim! tation of most radiocarbon ground-Hater dating models lies in 

the restriction of react on path(s) presuned by the models. Most models 

also ignore the open system effect. The PHREECE-CSOTOP package allows 

the user to define the r-eaction path that best r-epresents the study 

ar-ea. With this PHREEQE-CSOTOP simulation, it is possible to model the 

evolution of chemical and isotopic compositions, including r-adiocar-bon, 
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of dissolved inorganic carbon in natural water from open system to 

closed system conditions. Therefore, one can account for the open 

system effects. A radiocarbon date of ground water deduced from this 

simulation should be more reliable than the earlier models. 

The effects of variables along the reaction path also influence 

the chemical and isotopic com pos i tions of dissolved inorganic carbon. 

This study discusses the effects of many vCir1able:s, stich as part.ial 

preSSl..!"e and carbon isotopic composition of' tha soil C02 gas, pH of 

water at the onset of the closed system condition, and chemical and 

carbon isotopic compositions of the reactants. It is found that the 

stable isotopic composition of the water alone is not a reliable tool 

for radiocarbon ground-water dating. Considerations of both chemical 

and isotopic data will help to find the r$action path that prevails in 

the ground-water system. This study also used the PHREEQE-CSOTOP . 

package to interpret the chemical and carbon isotopic compositions of 

radiocarbon-dated ground-water samples A 1411, A 1412, and A 1418 from the 

Tucson l::asin. The radiocarbon ages of samples A 1411 and A 1418 are 1780 

and 2640 years B.C., res pect! vely, and are much younger than the ages 

of 2630 and 3490 years B.C. as calculated by Wallick's model. This 

study selected tlll"e6 r-eact·iotl patl:"..s to calculate the radiocarbon age of 

the sample A 1412. These calculations show that the choice of reaction 

paths can result in an age difference of many t.housand years. The 

radiocarbon ages of this sample calculated from these three reaction 

paths a"ld from Wallick's model are 20570, 15250, 17'40, and 21050 j-ears 

B.C., respectively. This author considers the third value as the best 

radiocarbon age for this sample. 
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From the above studies, this author concludes that 

environmental isotopes are indispensable tools for rigorous 

hydrogeochemical investigation. The stable isotopes of oxygen and 

hydrogen can help to ·identify the mechanisms that were involved in a 

grotmd-water systE!l1. The PHREEQE-CSOTOP package provides the 

flexibility to allow the user to define a reaction path. Simulation of 

with this program-subroutine is t!:'l..e m0-9t rigorous method for 

radiocarbon grotmd-water dating. Dual chemical-isotopic consideration 

and computer simulation should make quantitative interpretation of' 

hydrogeochemical data possible. 

From the hydrogeochemistry of the Canada del Oro valley, it is 

clear that the isotopic and chemical compositions of a small area can 

be very complicated. The Tucson basin is surrounded by many small 

recharge areas similar to the CDO valley. In addition, recharge of 

ground water through river beds within tha basin contributes water of 

different .isotopic and chemical characteristics. Overpumping of 

ground-water in the Tucson basin would further complicate the 

hydrogeochemistry of the basin. Therefore, a systematic research 

project is required to define the hydrogeochemistry of the Tucson 

basin. Hydrogeochemistry of each of the recharge areas should be 

studied first. With sufficient measurements followed then by 

thermodynamic consideration, chemical-isotopic evaluation, and computer 

modeling, it is possible to interpret the hydrogeochemistry of the 

Tucson msin rigorously. Cooperation between hydrologists and 

geochemists should make the task easier. The amount of work required 
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for this type of investigation indicates ample opportunity for future 

research. 



APPENDIX A 

DERIVATION OF A GENERAL ECPATION FOR O-INPUT-M-OtlTPOT CASE * 

Eq. (7) of Wigley et al (1978) : 

N it M 
d (RIIC) = E (R dq ) - r (R dp) 

By definition: 

k=1 k k j=1 js j 
input out put 

M 
= 0 - r (Ra dp) 

j=1 js j 

o = dp /dp -> dp = 0 x dp 
j j 1 j j 1 

M 
a = L (a 0) 

j=1 js j 

M 
o = E (0 ) 

j=1 j 

Substituting Eqs. (B) and (C) into Eq. (A) ~ 

M M 
d(RIIC) = - r(Ra (0 dp » = -Rdp ( r (a x 0 » 

j=1 js j 1 j=1 js j 

d (RllC) = -R dp x a 
1 

(A) 

(B). 

(C) 

(D) 

(E) 

* The clefini tions of symboles of the equations are gi van on 
Fig. 10 of the text. 
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Eq. (6) of Wigley et al (1978) 

N M 
d(mC) = I: dq - I: dp 

k=1 k j=1 j 

M 
= 0 - I: dp 

j=1 j 

Substi tuting Eqs. (B) and (D) into Eq. (F) : 

M· 
d (mC) = - I: (0 x dp) = ~ x dp 

j=1 j 1 1 

Eq. (E) I Eq. (G) : 

d(RDC)/d(mC) = -(Rdp )a/(-O x dp ) , , 
= (ii/O) x R 

= k x R 

where k = 0./0 = constant 

d (RDC) = kR x dmC 

R(dmC) + mC(dR) = kR x dmC 

mC (dR) = (k-1)R x dmC 

dR/R = (k-1) x dmC/mC 

Integroation of the above equation g1 ves 

In(H/Ro ) = (k-1) x In(mClmCo) 

or, 
(k-l) 

R. DC 
-- = (----) 

Ro mCo 
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APPENDIX B 

DERIVATION OF CARBON ISOTOPES M!XING EaJATION 

Subscripts A, B, and M end manbers A, and B, and the mixture, 

R 
N 
f 

res pecti vely 
stable carbon isotopic ratio 
A vogadro i s nunber 
fraction of end manber A in the mixture 

m 
W 

c12, c13 

molal concentration of' carbon in the solution 
atomic weight of carbon in the solution 
nmber of atans of corresPonding carbon 
isotopes in one Avogadro's nunber of carbon 
atoms 

12 13 
Ab Ab isotopic abundances of carbon-12 and 

carbon-13, respectively 
12 13 

m C, m C molal concentrations of car bon- '-2 and 
carbon-13, respectively 

14 
A C activity of carbon-14 in the solution 

By definition: 

R = c13/c12 = (N-c12)/c12 

c12 = N/{l+R) 

W = (c12x12 + c13x13)/N 

= (c12x12 + c12xRx13)/N 

= c 12x( 12+ 1 3R)lN 

12 
Ab = c12IN = (N/(1+R»/N = 1/(1+R) 

13 
AS = C13IN = Rxc12IN = R!(1+R) 

By mass- balanc-e 

12 
(m C) 

M 

12 12 
= f(Ab xNx(m IW ) + (l-f) (Ab xNx(m IW » 

A A A 13 13 13 
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(A) 

(B) 

(C) 



13 13 13 
(m C) = f(Ab lNx(m /W ) + (1-f)(Ab J!Nx(m /W » (D) 

M A AA B BB 

13 12 
R = (m C) / (m C ) ( E) 
M M M 

Substituting Eqs. (C) and (D) into Eq. (E) : 

13 13 
f (Ab mx(m /W·) + (l-f )(Ab JlNx(m /W » 

A A A B B B 

R = ------------------------------------------ (F) 
M 12 12 

f(Ab J!Nx(m /W ) + (1-f)(Ab J!Nx(m /W » 
A A A B B B 

12 
If Ab and W are the same for end members A and B, then Eq. (F) can 

be reduced to : 

13 13 
fAb m + (1-f)Ab m 

A A B B 

R = -----------------------
M 12 12 

fAb m + (1-f)Ab m 
A A B B 

or 

f'R m + (1-f)R m 
A A B B 

R = -------------------
M fm + (1-f)m 

A B 

In case of carbon-14, Eq. (H) becomes 

14 
(A C) 

M 

14 14 
f(A C) xm + (1-f)(A C) xm 

A A B B 
= -------------------------------

fm + (1-f)m 
A B 

(G) 

(H) 

(I) 
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The above two equations can be combined by eliminating rtf" 

R = 
M 

R - R 
B A 

14 14 
(A C) ·-(A C) 

B A 

14 
x (A C) 

M 

14 14 
(A C) R -(A C) R 

A B B A 

14 14 
(A C) -(A C) 

B A 

The abo\'e equation shows that the stable alld im tial radiocarbon 

compositions in a mixture have a linear relationship; provided th::lt 

mixing is the only mechanism in the system. 
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APPErIDIX C 

USER'S MANUAL OF CARBON ISOTOPE SUBROUTINE - CSOTOP 

I. Objective. 

This manual deseri bes the input that is required to use the 

carbon isotope subroutine - CSOTOP. It is not intented to replace the 

manual of the main program - PHREEQE, rather, it is a supplement to the 

main manual. Only the additional input for CSOTOP will be given in 

this manual. 

II. Description of input for CSOTOP. 

The input for the main program - PHREEQE (Parkhttt"st et al, 

1980) is kept unchanged. However, the following modification of input 

or additional input is required, should the carbon isotope subroutine -

CSOTOP is to be utilized dttt"ing mass-transfer simulation. 

A. Title card : unchanged. 

B. Option card (IOPT(I), I =1,10), NSTEPS, NCOMPS, VO 

Format(10Il,2I2,6X,Fl0.5) 

IOPT(10) = 0, if CSOTOP is not to be called 

= 1, if CSOTOP is to ce called. In this case, IOPT(7) 

has to be 1. 

If IOPT( 3) equals 1 or 2, same solution 1 and solution 2 are used 

as the end members for each step in multi-step mixing/titration, 

and the result of the last mixing/titration step is to be used as 

the initial solution of the subsequent simulation. If 
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, 57 

carbon-bearing phase is to be included in MINERALS input and 

IOPT( 10) is 1, then only single-step mixI.ng/titration is allowed. 

C. Keyword data blocks : 

,. ELEMEMrS unchanged. 

2. SPECIES unchanged. 

3. SOLUTION n : 

4. MINERALS 

3a unchanged. 

3b unchanged. 

3c unchanged. 

3d DELTCS(n),A14S(n) 

Format (2F1 O. 4) 

DELTCS(n) and A14CS(n) are oC-13 (0/00) and 

carbon-14 activity (pmc) of solution n, 

respectively. Card 3d is required ONLY IF 

IOPT(10) = 1, i.e. CSOTOP is to be called. 

4a Unchanged. However, the mineral name 

'FIX PC02' is reserved to indicate an open 

system simlation, i.e. the system is open to 

a C02 reservoir. If degassing of C02 from 

the water in a closed system conditions 

(relative to a C02 reservoir) is to be 

modeled, a name other than 'FIX PC02', such 

as 'DEQ~SC02' 9 soould be used. 

4b Unchanged. 

4c Unchanged. 



4ca: AA(I), EB(I), CC(I), A14M(I) 

Format (4F1 o. 5) 

AMI) and EB(I) are coefficients of the 

following expression (section 4.3.1.) 

6 2 
1000 x lnll = A x 10 IT + B 

They are used to calculate the stable and 
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radioactive compositions of the precipitating 

carbon-bearing mineral. CC(I) and A1l.!M(I) are 

are oC-13 (0/00, POB) and carbon-14 activity 

of the mineral, res pect1 vely. Card 4ca 1s 

required ONLY if' IOPT( 10) = 1 AND if the 

mineral contains carbon species, i.e. 

(C03)-, (HC03)-, H2C03(aq), or CH4(aq). 

However, A141M(I) will be assuned = 0 pInC if 

card 4a 1s not 'FIX PC02'. 

4d : Unchanged. 

5. LOOK MIN Unchanged. 

6. TEMP Unchanged. 

7. STEPS Unchanged. 

8. REACTION 

8a : Unchanged. 

8b : IELTAI 

Format (F1 O. 5) 

8b is required ONt Y if IOPTe 10) = 1 AND the 

reactant as specified in card Sa contains 



9. NEUTRAL 

10. sum 

11. END 
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carbon. The index number of carbon MUST be 

15, i.e. LREAC(I) of card Sa is equal to 15. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

unchanged. 

III. Example OF Input File. 

The reaction path of the following input file is deseri bed in 

section 5.1 •• 



CDO WASH WATER A EQUILIBRATES WITH C02 GAS I PC 02 • -2.0 I 
0250001001 0 
ELEMENTS 
C 1S 61.017 

SOLUTION 1 
COO WASH WAHR A 

8 1~ 1 13.0 8.10 20.0 
"lit 0.169 6 0.422 5 0.267 

10 0.~9L 15 1.552 13 iI.3ll 
-10.0 &5.0 

~EUTUL 

0 llt 
I1!NERA!.S 
FIX PCOZ 2 10.0 -1."66 -1o.70a 

35 1.0 3 -1.0 
v.u .. .. -20.2 1.0C.O u.u 
CALCITE 2 1t.0 -8.107 

15 1.0 10 1.0 
13.5lt3 -0.01001 -3000.0 

1.194 -3.63 -3.b 

ENO 
TO REACH calcite EQUlL 18Rl UM 
0110000100110 
MINEULS 
KAOLIN IT 

10 

stells 
.0000258 
REACTION 

lt 
2.0 

7 0.250 
o 0.750 

-3.b 
ENO 

7 

0.0 
0.0 

3 
0.0 

1~ 
10 

1.0 
5.70& 

7.500 
1.0 

1 

TO REACH dolo~ite 
01't000100llO 7 

EQUILIBRIUM 

MINERALS 
KAOLIN IT " 2.0 

2 

0.0 
3 

10.0 
10 1.0 

-0.Olt01 

1.0 
5.708 

1 
-8.107 

-3000.0 

-2.~ti 

0.0 

-35.30b 
-b.O 

0.0 
0.0 

10 
13 

-3!J.300 
-0.0 

-2.58 
10 

CALCITE 
15 1.0 

13.543 
1.19ft -3.63 -3.b i).O 

steps 
.000250 
REACTION 

7 0.?50 
b 0.75\) 

-3.6 
ENO 

0.0 
0.0 

15 
10 

5.000 
1.0 

0.0 
0.0 " 13 

1.0 
16 0.229 

0 

0 
13 2.0 

5.000 
3.0 

o 
13 2.0 

1 

2.;00 
3.0 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

'60 

7 O.O.Oc; 

-2.000 

-0.5 

5 

5 2.,00 0.0 
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IV. OUtput File. 

The entire simulation is d1 vided into simulation blocks. Each 

simulation block is ended with the keyw?rd END as shown in the input 

file. Each simulation block may consist of many simulation steps. At 

the end of each simulation step, data related to carbon isotopes, such 

as fractionation factor 2nd mass-transfer, are printed in addition to 

the output of the main program. At the end of the entire simulation, 

data that sunmarizes the simulation are also printed. Many terms of 

these outputs are self-explanatory. However, sane of them require 

explanation. The input file of the examples of output files in this 

section is the same as that in the previous section. 

A. Explanation Of output FUe Of CSOTOP. 

ALPHA PIHC03 : carbon-13 fractionation factor of preciP.itating 

mineral relative to bicarbonate ion. 

ALPHA PIS: carbon-13 fractionation factor of precipitating mineral 

relative to the solution. 

ALPHSG carbon-13 fractionation factor of the solution relative 

to C02 gas. 

ALPH.~H composite fractionation factor of tr..e total output phases 

C14S 

DELTCS 

relati ~ to the solution. 

carbon-14 activity (pmc) of the solution. 

delta carbon-13 (0/00, PDB) of the solution. 

GAMIN (or GAMMA(nI) : total carbon input rate relative to reference 

output rate Pl. 

GAmUT (or GAMMA(OUT)) : total carbon output rate relative to 



MCTOT 

MHC03 

ret'erenceoutpl.lt ra.te p • 
1 

total dissolved inorganic carbon of the solution 

(molality) • 

162 

total bicarbonate concentration of the solul::ion (molality). 

REACTANT : moles of reactant added to the solution since the 

beginning of the current simulation block. 

B. Example Of Output File Of CSOTOP At The End Of One Simulation Step. 
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FRACTIONATlON FACTORS Of CARSON ISOTOPES -----

CAR30N-IJ C AKSON-14 

H2C!l3/C02 GAS 
HCOJ-/C02 GAS 
CO 3"';'/CO~ GA ~ 
01C/C02 GAS(FlN~L) 
orC/C02 G~S(MEA~) 
CA~CIT~ IC02 ~A~:(FlNAL) 

Ica2 GA~:(i1eA~) 
ISuLUrION~(FIN4L) 
Isat.UTIJ~: (l1EAN) 

,,~991tJ4 
1. QQoz'9 3 
1.uQ674 6 
1.000\)11 
1.00d056 
1.010317 
1.010317 
1.:Hl222a 
1.002243 

.996326 
l.Olbb54 
1.013536 
1.1l1~20a 
1.01a17a 
1.020740 
1.0207'+0 
1.0J4400 
1.C044a9 

----- MASS TRANSFeR OF CARaON IN/OUT OF SOLUTION -----

!RIfIA~ fafA~ CARSON(i10LA~.) 
HN~L far.u. CARIHlN(MOI.AI..) 
fINAl. TOTAL HlC03 p'aLA~.) 
~INAL TOTAl. Heal- (~OLAL.) 
FINAL TOTAl. C03-- (MOLAI..) 
GA:1MA( iN) 
~A;-t." A '0 U f) 
OElofA C-ll (INPUT) 
o flo TA C - ~J ( IN IT. S OLU ) 
OELfA C-ll (FINAL SOLU.) 
C-lft ACTIVlfY (INlT. SOLU.) 
C-14 AcrIVITY (fI~AL SOLU.) 

.lCz'·H2E-02 

.301~37E-v2 

.a'i202oE-04 
• Z~2't<;9 E-JZ 
.Z!)11oCE-04 
.92.76,,4 

1.000\)00 
-l.6000~a 

-li) .00;001 
-10.4950(;0 

6!).930410 
63. ,,4olL7 

----- ~lNE~Ab AND ~!SC~l6ANegyS DATA -----
SYSTE~ CLJSED 
THETAl -.13~75JE-u3 
~~I.C.tTe 

r~cT~i c.13475JE-03 
DELTA C-13* -a.21~~70 
C-lt, ~CTlVrTY. 03.532159 

• IF THIS ~INERAL PRECIPLTlTES FRJM THE SOLUTION 
• ~EGAfI~E THETA INDICATES PK~ClyITATlaN ANO 

POSITI~~ THETA INDICATES DISSULUTION 
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C. Example Of Output File Of CSOTOP At The End Of All Simulations. 

SUII1IARY OF friE AoOVE SIMULATIONS 

Heil • jilt TEIIP • /tCTOT rtHC03 HACTAIIT 

1 8.0000 'iI.OOOO .J.5708e-02 .J.S2lt3E-a2 .oooooe+oo 
Z 7.l.OJ~ Zo.OOOO .l9it3~e-0' .25 "08e-o, .OOOOOE+OO 
.3 7.l:jlj lO.Ouui) .Z9iJZge-OZ .Z;893I:-o, .aHOO~-O; .. 7.lZU 20.0000 .'98z,e-0, .zoZ97e-o, .Sl000e-05 
5 7.":U ZO .0000 .30010E-02 .20700E-o, • 77itOOe-05 
b 7.2939 20.0000 .302;;ge-02 .,nOZE-az .10'320E-o it 
7 7.3313 20.0000 .JOltOle-02 .2750ZI":-oZ .1290 01":.-0 it 
tJ 7.37)Y Zo.OOOO .3J:l90£-OZ .279001i-OZ .15it80E-Olt 
~ 7.lt1Z~ 20.0l00 .30790e-02 .za2<;,e-oz • 16000e-Oit 

103 7.,,·:318 20. 0000 .30':;8.H-02 .28007e-02 .zooltoe-Oit 
11 7.)0:;13 ZJ .'lOOO • .3UnE-02 .Z9075e-02 .Z3220e-olo 
12 7.:1)17 20.0000 • .3131~e-02 .Z9itSSE-OZ .25800e-04 
j,J 7.j~7' 20.0000 .JlZltyt-OZ .Z9it4iE-a2 .2SIi00E-04 
.l.lt 7.:;, 11 0 20.0000 .~l1Z.Le-oz .291o'7E-02 • ~00aJE-il4 
.u 7.oitaa 20.000i) .3C"95E-OZ .Z9itIl5c-o, .75000e-Oit 
If! 1.Qd1 Zo.OOOO .30«31oe-0, .Z93d3e-oz .10000E-03 
17 7.7ZH ,0.0000 .lOHse-02 .293blE-02 .12500e-03 
101 7.lbll 20.0000 .30027E-02 .Z933ge-02 .15000e-03 
19 7. a O!lO 2l.00JJ .30; 10e-02 .2931bE-u2 .17500e-03 
ZO 7.8:;:"1 Zo.COOO .3ol39d£-02 .Z929ite-02 .zooooe-03 
Z-l 7.~038 ZO.OOOO .30Z9lE~OZ .Z9'72E-J' .22500e-03 
ZZ 7.97Jo zo.OOOlO .3a 9ite-OZ .29" .. e-02 .2,oooe-03 
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STep , ~Alll.N GA":lUT AI.Pt1SG ALPHAH eHS lEI. res 

J. •• lUJIl .0000 1.0081 .0000 85.0000 -lJ.OOOO 
Z .0000 .0000 J..J071 .0000 101.4Zl5 -ll. Z"05" 
3 .00Ou .0000 1.0014 .0000 100.7SH -13 .ZOZZ 
't .JOOO • 0000 1.0014 .0000 100.105ft -13.1399 
; • :l0,J0 .0000 1.0073 .JOOO of~. 'tOOO -13.07I3"ft 
a .JOJO .0000 1.0.l7ft .0000 9S .8'Z 9 -13. 0177 
7 .0000 .OOJO 1.01)7. .UOOO 91:1.1940 -lZ.9576 
~ .0000 .oeoo 1.J"75 .OCOO 97 .5730 -lZ.8980 
~ • ilOOO .00UO 1.0070 .0000 90.95YS -lZ.8ftO' 

lli .~QQQ • \I"''''' ' "' .... "'L I'\nn" ~(;; .3~!wZ e lZ. 7SZ" •• """1IiI ."'vwv 

1.1. • OOOU .OOUO 1.0077 .0000 95.750' -1Z .1ZSS 1, .JOOO .0000 1.0070 .0000 95.111" -lZ.069Z 
J.J • y1l3 1.0000 .l. 001a 1.002, 91 ... ,09 -lZ."'Q3 
1 .. .901~ 1.0000 1.0078 1.00Z; 87.8096 -lZ.1801 
1:i .YOH 1.0000 1.0" 79 1 .OJZ5 8ft. nn -11.9't71 
1~ .90,"3 1.0000 .... 0079 1.CO'ft 00.9701 -11.7409 
11 • YlJ5 1.0000 1. 0079 J. .002t, 77.73H -11.501" 
H .91~Z 1. OOCO 1.0079 1.CO'" 7ft.0150 ell. ,6tf3 
U .Y11t" I. .OOOJ I.. OOtiO 1.00,3 71.6110 -ll. .0"813 
ZO .911't ... 0000 1.0080 1.CO'3 1113.7170 -10. S"S03 
Zl d,L; 1.0000 1.00dO 1.00,3 65.930ft -10.6850 
ZZ .9'lb 1. yC"lO 1.0081 1.ilO" ~3. ,t,d Z -10."950 

ISOTOPIC OATA 0;::. CAil.50N-;aHASES 
STEP • CELT A :-13* e-llt ~"T •• ALPHA filS ALPHA P/He03 
CALCLTe: I 

1 .olJOOO .00UOO 1."0", 1.00'Ol 
~ .OJJJO .00000 1 ... ulZ' 1.')0,)1 
.3 .uO';'JO .00000 .olOOOO .0"OOil .. .0';'0..1;) .00000 ."00,,0 .JOOlO 
5 .000uu .00000 .';'OilOO .00000 
;, • uJOJol .00000 .olOOOO ,';)OJJO 
7 .ilOOOO .olOJilO .0" ... 00 .OOCOO 
d .Oi/OuO .00000 .00000 .OJOOO 
"I .0.1000 .0uOOO .JOIlOO .OOOUO 

1..1 • ':'00:)0 .OOOJO .~OOOO .JOilOO 
II .00;)00 .oluJOO .00000 .00000 
lZ • 00 il;,) 0 .001l00 .00000 ,JOOJO 
1.3 -~. "It 91, 91.~ 7130' 1.00,;;0 l.OO'Ol 
lit -9.723311 ci8.Z~05Q 1.002lt7 1.00,:11 
15 -9.5190d &It.lftHl 1.ilO,itit 1.00,01 
1~ -9.34342 81.J~313 1.00'Itl 1.00'll 
17 -9.1Hl1 78.1000 .. 1.00Z38 1.00,01 
10 -~. -15.0lt7 7t,.~Qcib.L 1.CO'35 1.002:11 
1-1 -ij.77339 71.14545 l.ilO'3' 1.00201 
~U -~" QOZl~ f:9.JH?c 1'()O229 1.JOZJ 1. 
Zl -d.'dg3J flo.':;uJ.32 1.;)044b 1.00,01 
2~ -d. ~75itl b3 .53~10 1.00223 1.;)0,') 1 

• .. 4EiW IJAL.UE .'IAY iJ~LY INO.l:AiES THAT THIS PHASE DOES NOT 
?II.EC.l? HAre ~ROl'l THE SOLUTIO'" Ar THIS HEP 



APPENDIX D 

PROGRAM CODES OF CARBON ISOTOPE SUBROtrrINE - CSOTOP 
AND RELATED MAIN PRROGRAM AND SUBROUTINE 
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PRilGRAIt PriRCl::QE 

D.L. PA~KHURST. D.C. THOKSTENSilN, L.~. PLUMI'IER 

VERSLO~ CURKE~T - J4NU.~t ll, 19&1 

SUSRourINE csaTOP 

s. CHENG 

eii aRAC Hi( nnariS iao ;$0 
CJI'I"O~ ICHARll /'IHAI'IE 
CHUCTER TNAIiEUO).S 
CJ"/'ION IT~I T~AI'IE 
RE AL L/'I.lbL.A,LIi.L:(SP .S~ A/'IE. TOT, AR, AS,CR,es. 

1 . L.~lUN, THOR,ELEe T, THS.JLI'hPH,PE, Ala,,'tu. TOTAL 
'O/'l/'lOH IREAL.al L./'IlZ~~I.~l2~01'~Al2S01,LG'Z~0I,LKSPl'SOI,· 

1 So'UI1E lZSOI,Ton 50llila TAl501 ,DELrOT (50),AiU50.50r, 
z ASl50.~O).CRlSO).CS'SO), L.4ltl~l201, 
3 THoR,eLiCT.THsaLN.PH,PE,A,a,~u,TOTAL!2.30), 

" DAL.KT,ilALKS,OIFFZl21,olZUFF 
~EAL LKTOSP,OHSP,L~TO/'l,L~ItINO,JH"LN,DHA 
CJ/'I/'ION IREAL'" CSP(2S0,ol,ZS?(ZSJI,THSP(aSOI,LKTOSP(ZSOI, 

1 JriSPI2~OI'ASP(ZSO,~I,AOH)p(250,al,TH(al, 
a TillP (Z,lIHEAO (z, 21l)' C!tIN "0,10 I, THItIN( 20 I, L.4 TO/'l l 201, 
3 IlH/'I! NClJ I, AIiI~ (20,S I,'; MCON(20, 51, CI11~0( ZO ,10 I, 
~ L£I1INOl201,VO,TITRPH(501,TITRI'ILISOI,TK,TC,XSTEP(SOI, 
~ TSTEP(50),CREACI301,THREAC,TITLEl201, 
~ THI1E~~l~ul,ilHA(Z501,AL~SPl2S0)JSuENSl21.GFWl301 

INTEGER GFLAG,SFLAG 
COIt/'lON ILNTal NSP(a~OI,LSPl250,ol,~FLAGl,~01,GFLAG(Z50I, 

1 SFLAa(Z501,~ASTT,~~STS,IL~l5al,IOUT(501,IFe,lLe, 
Z IFTH,IL rH.1FT, ILT,lFI1,J.LI'IINcQ, Nc;ll, Ii:SPEC, ISCLV I all 
l H I.H 201 ,LI'IINI 20, 1,) II ~ FL"G (20 I, LI1C uN (20, S)' NItCON I ZOI , 
" • LltlNOlZO, 10 '-.i.'\I.iO (201, LIlP H10 I , Nit 10" S,oHT E?S.NCOI1PS. 
5 .. e~rs,NSPECS,ISTEP,~KEAC'301,I1AXT,I1AXT1,~AXIi,/1AXEQ, 
Q MAXS, ItRMLi'I S, IT ER,lSOL, lASPE C, lALKI 211 IuNITS 12 I 
C~ARACTEK SUN4ItE(101*8 
~0/1110N ISUI SUNAHE 
COHltON IN Eu TI 
IN TEGER IFlLf 
HHE~ EK l;Ul'blNOeXC, l'Hr ,lSYS T M.~AS Te .. POIN Til. 120 I, PRES EIH ZO I 
CHARACTER LASTlZOI*a,ICUMULIlOI*& 
REAL AA(201,ATllOI,ALPHAO,ALPHAl,ALPHA2,ALPHAC(ZOI,ALPhAH, 

* ALPHAP(201,~LPHArIZOI,ALPHPS(201,ALPHSG,ALPHSp,reactn, 
41 4.LPHST, 1:18(20I,oT I1J l,aETA,Cee ZOI ,CHl;) 1.,CAItBON IZOllC14H, 
* ~COEF,OEL~OZ,ilELTA;(ZOI,deltcs,GAHlL,GAltlN,GAHOUT. 
4< K A, c\&' .'1C 0, He 03,,'IC Til T ,/1 HZ CO 3 , 111'1 C 03, riA Tl 00, ~A TI 0 S, OEL TAL, 
* ~ATIOIIRSTil.TC~2.rHerA"01,THETA1,THeTAP(201.X1LST, 
• R~T lOT, I'IC Ton 

* I< 

• 

eOMItON lisot1/AT.6T,eT,CARouN,CCOEf,utLCOZ.GAI1LN,GA/'IuUT,INoexC, 

COMMON 

ICU~,INlr.ISYSTH'LASTC,MCO,MCTOT(21,MCu3,MH~C03,MHCQ3, 
POLNTR,P~ES~N,T~eTA,rHeTA1,THeTAP,X1LST, 
OELT Ar,RATiOI, rIA TIO S 121, j(eac to~' RATIOT, ItC TO Tl 
ICHArI'" LAST,lC~ItUL 



~EA~ OcLrCr,~E~T~O 
coaaon JoeltJQ8ItcsIZI,vtLTbT,QEbTSO 
re a I a IHO,; 11'tl. allltZ. a 11ltt IZIJI , all'tsg,,; Hs, C1 'teo Z, 

• ;1't~inIZO),all'tst.all'tsP,all'tpstZOI,aI1'tn,k1't,Cl'tT, 
• Cl'tSO,ALlitC 

Common Iclltl Cl'tcoZ.Cl'ts'ZI,Cl'tT.Cl'tSO,A~1'tC'ZOI,C1'tK'ZOI 
real PLaTA~'40'QOI,PLTSI''t0,lOI 
integer nUII1.nuIIz,nulllk,nu.plt,stepct,XA~RAY'ZO)~YARRAY(ZO) 
cnaracter pltnall'lll.S,loOksitlO).S 
common Iplotl nUlllk,plotar.stepct,nuIIPlt,xarray,yarray,PLTSl 
~OMKQN ISll LJOKSI 
MAlI.T-30 
:1Al(S-Z!iO 
I'!AXn-U 
f'lAJU\e,O 
i'1AXel-:SO 
liD 1 I-l,lO 

ICU.'tUL I.t I • I I 

AT I II - 0.0 
B T I.t) • 0.0 
~TI II - ... J 

1 :JNTloH;c 
Ou Z 1-1, Z~ 

LASH!) • I I 

PKc5ttH I I - I) 

THc:TAP II I • 0.0 
a :OhT 4","'E 

uu 3 1-1,'t0 
00 't .1-1,00 

PLOTARtI,JI - 0.0 
't Cui'6T liiIJE 
3 CJ~Tl .. HiE 

stepct • 1 
numpl t - il 
.'iUI'ILI< - 0 
LeUI'! • ~ 

L.AST~ - J 
I~H T • ;) 
OJ lO I-L./'IAX;i 
NSj)(l)-J 

10 .:~ ... T ~NU I; 
rFILE-10 
'A~L ROATAIIFILE) 

ZO CJNTIl'IliC 
lSVSTI'!. - 1 
X1LST - J.O 
ciel tai • 0.0 
IUllin - 0.0 
ga 1lI0U t • 0.0 
tnetl!l - ilea 
ccoet • 0.0 
ratio i - 0.0 
KS AC Tii • 0.0 
ALj)HSG a ;).0 
ALPri Arl .. J.J 

C SIiGLE SIMULATION LOOP 
CA~~ K~AJ 'lFlL~) 
OJ Z; l-l,."KI1INS 

TritUP! II - J.J 
2; CJNTI~UC 

~.H eP-O 
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SOL~E IN!TIAL SOLuTIONS 
00 Itu ISOL-l,z 
IF (l SolI. ~ 11 SOLI. e Q. III GoJ TJ ~ 0 
IF (iSOL.cQ.a) LNIT·~ 
CALI. SilL,'i (ISOLI 
IeSPeC-IOPT IZ I 
IF UilPTCZI.GE.Z) IfSPEC-Q 
CALL P1;K1 
CALI. PTOT(Q;DPHPe) 
CA!.L K.Ti:i'lP 
i.ALL ItODEL 
~F (IOPT(Z).I.T.ZI GJ TO 30 
I es? I;CaL,'icG 
IF (eLE:T.LT.JOOI I~SrEC-LPOS 
CALL PIC.U 
CALL KiEnr 
CALL :iODE&. 
TOTALI IS OI.l IESpec I-TilTlleSPE: I 

30 'JNTlNuc 
IF (USPS: .lOT.J I TJTAL( lS0L,USPE;). TOTlIASPEC) 
'ALI. THOIU f( T) 
r,H lSOL)-T 
TH,JR- T 
UIFFZI lSilL) 8tLECT 
CA!.1. ~ spec 
CALL i>LOilK. 
IF IISJL.~;j.1 .AND. 10PTtI0).,'it.o '.AND. INlT.Eg.l) CALL CSOTOP 
1111£ - Z 

itO :JtHlt.UE 
IF (J:OPH31.':~.J I G.J TO ZO 

C TA4E ReACTION STeps 
If INsrEPS.Le.J) NSTEPS-l 
IF IIIJPf(JI.e~.l .OR. 10PHll.':w.Z) INIT-1 
~O ~o I5TEP-l,NsrE;:S 
5 t e PC t • 5 t ep c t + l 
~AU. STEP 
li' II LJH (3) .eQ.l • O~. i.olP 1(3) .EJ.Z). ANDdS Tt:? .EQ .NSiE;> SITHE,'! 

UHr • 3 
OEI.TSO • OELT~S(l) 
CHSO • :1 .. 5(1) • 
!;hStl) • CHT 
~~I.T;SJ1) • ~eLTCT 

eND IF 
'ALI. PT~TIJ,OPHPE) 
':ALI. rIC"'Z 
CALI. KTEMP 
;;AI.I. M1l'l 
.. ;.\U. i'\uJeL 
CALI. PPHASE 
~ALL PLilOK 
CALI. PTJTID,QPHPt) 
CALI. f'Sf'e: 
1 F \L STEP .E!J •• is TEPS .AND. THE TA IdE. a. 0) TliEr. 

"dTSa-OEL Te. T 
C14SU .C14T 

;)tu .r 
IF tlJPT (10) •.• t. 0) :ALL. :SOTJi' 

; 0 C~l'tTll'tUE 
':ALL SAVe 
..... TO ZO 
ENO 
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)UDKOUT,NE ~cA~ (IFLL~1 
~HAKA~TeK ~~AHe(ZOI~o 
~~AKA'T~R ~c~~TE.6 
~~AKA~TER rNA~E(301.o 
CJI111JK I HI T .• AIIE 
~iAL LM.llt~A,~G,L~SP,S~Alle, TJT,AK,AS,CR,CS, 

1 LAM Iii, THCR, flo EC T, TriSilI.K,PH,Pf, A,ih I1U, TOTAL 
COll110N I~HARll ItKAI1E 
CJlIlIlM IREALel LII(Z~OI,II(25~IILA(2~OI,LG(,50),LKSP(2S0I, 

1 SNA"E (250 I, Tl Tl5iU "lEt. T A( ~o I, DEL TOT(50 I ,AR (50,50 I, 
2 .\S(50,~0ItCiH 501,;;S (Sl h LKII1N(201, 
3 THO R, ELECT ,TIiS'lLN, PH, PE, A, Q,I1U, TOT AI. 12,301, 
~ OAL~r#~AbKs,ylFFZlZI,OZIJFF 
~eAt. LKTOSP,~HSP'L~TOII~~KI1!NOI~riI1IN,DliA 
;~MlIlN IREAL;I CSPIZ50,bl,ZSPI2S0I,THSP(250),I.KTOSPIZSOI, 

1 O~S? !23Q!.!'4SP( Z5{1,;;),AQHSP (,:;O,ZI ,T,t( ZI, 
Z TEI1PIZI,riEADl2,ZO) ,;"UU20,10h TH111'1 (20 I,"LKTOI1( ZO), 
3 DH"I~(201'AIIIN'ZO,51,~I1C~'I(20t51'~"INOlZO,101, 
4 :':(-MINQ CZO! .. VIl. T lTRP~ !50!, TI TR.!-!L (SO!: lK: Te :~ST tP (SO)! 
5 ISjilP(;~itCitE"C t30), THREolIC,HTLIHZCh 
~ Tri"cA N( 301, IlHAIZSil), ALKS I' (Z5 0)' SOc;'! SIZI ,GFiI (30 I 
I~TEGER ~FLAGISFLAG 
Cu""JN 'I~T" ~SP(Z~OI,LSP(Z50.ol,~FLAG(Z;O),~r~AG(~50), 

1 SrL~G('~Jl,L~STT,LA~TS,irN'501,LJUT(5al,LFc,LL~. 
Z iFTri,ILTH'IFT.LLT.LFI1,ILM,~~~,NtQl,IESPE;.ISOLV(Z), 
3 N~I~(ZJ).LMI~(ZO,lOI,MF~Aij(ZOI,LM~J~'ZO,jl,NMCON(201, 
~ L~1~O(Zil,lOI.NHINa(ZOI,IJPT'101,NI11NS.NSTc~S,NCuHPS, 
; N~~TS,~SPECS.ISTcP,~REA~llil),HAXT,1AXT1,HAX~,I1AXE~, 
o ~AXS,N~"INS,ITER,lSQL,IASPE~,LAL'(2111U~LTS(ZI 

CHARACTER SUBStS,sua.d,TNAH.S,NAI1EL'(401.S 
IllI1Ei'iSlC.N LSiJiH 12 I, SUIlSU31 ,~TllOI ,OTOHlO) 
~EA~ L~LQUK,L'OLK 
C~11110N I;;HAR21 NAHELA 
~JHMJN ILOOKI L~aL~(~JI,L'LO~~(~O),JHLOOK(~OI, 

1 ALJOK'~O.lQl,'LOO'(~O'lJI'LLUOK(~O.LJ).NLuOK(~O). 
Z ~JJ~FL(4ul,NLOOKS 
~riA~ACTc~ SuNA"E(!JI.o 
CJI1I1J~ ISUI SUNAME 
~Ui11101~ "'iEIITI ONEU[ ,NSuM(lOI,"'SU"1S.LSUII(10.:l""~PCiS,Li'lEG, 
INTEGeR lFILE 
COHMON IUFFSETI SII1'~(ZOI 
INTEuER lCUI1,INOEAC,lNlT,rSY~TII,LA~TC,POINT~(2DI,~RcSEN(2CI 
'~AKACTc. ~AST(ZJI.ij,LCu~iJL(lO).~ . 
?EAL AA(ZOI'AT(10IiAL~HAO,ALPHAl,ALP~A2.At.PIiA~(ZOI,ALPHAH. 

• AlPHAP(Z~I,ALPiAT(ZOI,ALPHPS(201,ALPHSG,ALPHSp,reactn. 
• ALP~ST,Qd(Zal,~T(lOI,~tTA,CC(ZO),~T(101.~AKaON(20).Cl~II, 
• :;O~F,uELCJ2,uE~rAC(ZOI,deltC$'~AI1Iu.GAMIN,GAHO~T. 
• ~A,~ail1~0,I1C03.MCTOT,~riZC03.HHCJ3,RATICO,KATIOS,uELTAr. 
II KAT 101. RSTilt TC'" THfTA I2Q I, rHH AI, THETAi' ''0 It AlLST, 

* .. 

cOl1lmon 
real 

COilllllon 

~A TIOT.MCT:lTl 
I i so til AT, aT, C T, CAI\t)uN, CCuE F ,DEL; 02., GAHIN, GAMlJ loT; IN OEXC I 

i. ;1.1"', iiH T, ~s YSTIh l..AST';' J tlCJ. l'ICTil T (2 I ,i'lC.::i3, ~H2.C 03,,1HC Ci3, 
POI~TR,PRfSEN,THETA,THETA1.THETAP,AIL5T, 
.lea. h4, KATIJI,jUr 10S121 ,ileact:i, KAT LOT ,,'1crOTl 
l~riAR41 ~AST,r;~~U~ 
J t;~ TC T, O~USO 
Idelt/deltcs(ZI,JE",TCT,OELTSC 
all't,j, aU~j,. all't2,a I l .. tlZO), al l'tsg,Cl'ts.~l~coZI 
'~~min'ZOI.all~st,all~sP,all~ps(ZO),all~n,kj,~.C14r, 

;;HS'JJ~LHC 
I cJ.'t1 ~ l~c oZ, ~l ~s,,),; IH .CH.iO. AI. HC 120 I, C!'tH( ,0) 
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real P~OTAR(~O.Qal.PLTSI(~O,lOI 
in tagar nUlll, nulIZ, nU1II1 K.n uaapl t, st epct. XARRAY 1201,'1' ARRAYI ZO) 
enaraceer pltnall(331.I:b!004Si 110ue 
eOlilion Ipllatl nUlllilJlplotar ,stapct,nlllllP It, xarray,),arra),. PLTSI 
;J""OK ISII L~OKSI 
!tcAL "'"I:"X"AX,YfUli,t"~ 
'J""J~ IPLOTZI ISTARTIZ~I,XKI~(ZOI,X"AXIZOI,Y"IN(ZOI,Y"AXIZOI 
DATA SU~S /'TiKP "'~IieRALS"'SOLUTIJ~"'KEACTIDN" 

1. 'STEPS ','ELEME.'tTS','SPECIES ','END " 
Z 'LuOK "IN', 'SIUtS ','NEUTkAL', 'ploe " 'IooKsi ., 

JATA "L~S,~S"S 10,01 
uArA IlELETi: /'OE",Hc·'/ 
~ATA ~STO /llZ3e72E-O~! 

10 CONTLNUE 
lERR-O 

lSJLlltZI·O 
:tRIUNS-O 
HLliHS-'iL.,S 
"iSUI'IS .. NSns 
JJ Z:l I-l,e 
ISUiH U-O 

20 CJNTINUE 
C REAw riTLE CAaO 

~cAO (,.~ZO.c~D=~lOI TITLE 
, REAU OPTION 'A~D 

il.EAO ~30, (lilPTI I1,I-j"lOI,NSTEPS,.iCOI1PS.IIO 
LF (LOPTI1'.Ew.ll CALL POATA 
?RL~T ~~O, TITLE 
PR LM ~5'h lluP T II I. 1-1,101 •• iST EPS. NCO/tP 5, '10 
IF IIJPTl71.EQ.0 .ANO. LJ?T('1.0).EQ.1) THEN 

PRIM" 
Z:i FORMAT I.I.X,· ••• IF laPTUJI IS 1, IaPT(7) HAS TJ SE 1 ".'1 

~ol TO ~L:i 
aND IF 
li\':Au-u 
IFILE-, 
30 TO 30 c.·.·. 
:.'tTRY K.lArAlIFiL':) 

(; ..... 
PRINT ~6il 
IltEAo)-j, 

30 CONT II'hlE 
C ~':AO SUoltOUTINE :AKJ ANJ oRAiCH 

C 

"c;, i:olNf il"tJE 
~eAO (IFILE,~70) Suo.ISOL~ 
Oil ,0 i-I., II 
IF Isua.~c.suoSIL» Gu TO 50 
~u TO (bu,iO,llO,l50,l70,lac;,.Z~O,~~O.ZgO.350.390l. 

,0 CJNTINu.: 
i'l(l.H ~~U. SUo 
GJ TJ ~y 

C KEAO TEnp DATA 
c 

bO ';J,HI:-.UE 
i'fdiH 4yu 
iF (riJPr(~I.':~.OI iiu TO ~u 
Hti'lP-luPT!~) 
IF (~TE.'1P.t~.31 ItTEI1P"NSTEjlS 



C 
C 
C 

C 

"sAD ~OO, tTSTEPllhX-l."Hi;l'IPJ 
P"LNT ;J.O,. lTSTepUh 1-1, ,'HE,'1PJ 
ISl.IcHl)al 
GJ TJ'tol 

REAl) ~ l'iERAL DATA 

7Q :JNTI,iUE 
PRlrtT 5,0 
1-0 

C INITIALIZE CARdON'II,AA'IJ,B8'IJ,A~O CClII TO ZE~O 
IF ILOPTllllJ .EO. 0) GLi TO 80 
O~ 71 L-.I.,ZO 

POIHTiUI. I • J 
i:ARBtl~ IL) • 0.0 
AAI L) - O.oJ 
oil I ... I - O. Q 
CO: II.I - O.oJ 

11 CJNTUOE 
INuEX; - 0 

dO CJNT!Mue 
1-1+.1. 

C IlEAIl 'Ulte ETC. fUR ItINE~AL 
Ile AO 53,), /tNAi'!!: II ),iUIlNOIl), TriltINU" LKTOI1U J, OHKIN lIb I1fLAGI I II SI 

.I.ltlNIIJ 
PRINr 5't0, /tNA~E(II,NKINOII).TH/tlN(1)'L~T011,),uriK~N'1),KFLAGIlI,S 

1l1\1,iU I 
IF 'NKlNO'II.i~.QI GO TO 100 
f'lR!1H!S-! 

C ~~Au ;O~fFI'Ii~TS fOR I1INERAL 
z( -N,'\INO II I 
~cAO 550, ILItINOIl,JI,Cl1UOIl,.i),·J-L,iO 
iliUNT 5bu, I L111,iO( I,JIICI1INOU,J),J -l,K) 

C r1NO OUT if THe KINERAL i:OiTAIHS ;AllaaN ANO TYPe ~f SYST~M 
IFIlJPTl101 .fw. 01 GJ TO B1 
If I ,'!NAl1ell) .fO. 'FIX pcazl) THEN 

IS Y STi! - Z 
I.iIiS'<; - I 

END if 
U~ g, J-l,z( 

IF (llDinulI,JI .EO. 15 .o~. 1,1Ii nOI 1,.11 .~Q. l4 .JR. 
IJlinOU,JI .':.l.35 .aR. IlDinOII,JI .,: ... 3b) THeN 
CARBOlilL) - :lIinOII,JI + CAK&JNIlI 

ENu If 
", ::JNTIrH,e 
0.1 CaNT Uil.lE 

c REA~ A~ALYTIC ~XPRESSIO;t COifFIClENrs 
If- !l1F!.AG!!!.sQ.JI (;J TO~O 
!lEAD 570, (AMUH I,JI, J-l,;) 
PRllH ~i3v. IAI1L~Il,JI,J-l,~1 

~o :JNT!i'tIJE 
c 
C IF ~I~ERAL~'I) CONTAINS CARSJN THEN READ A4II),00l1I, ANC CCII) 

.i:F I IOPTll;j) .cQ. J .Jt(. ;Alla~~'.I.) .':Q. J.JI THEN 
P~t;SE~Il) • 0 
.oJ TO yO 

EHO r F 
if 'ilUPT(31.~~.~.JR.IOPTI3).iQ.'1 .ANO. ~ST~PS.ii;.ZI THEN 

i'iU.H ;7, 
~75 Fu'(l'IAf Il.(,· ..... ,5.<,· :-\';LTI-~H.f' MIXII;(O JR TLTRATIuN CANNOT I, 
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C 

• I se ',SA,' ••• I" 
• 'A;;~MPlNI=O BY CARSaN.,El~ING ~I~ERAL ,a MINERALS INPUT') 

GJ TJ 1tl5 
ENu Lf 
REAO ~a1,AA(I),8a(L),"(I),C1~M(I) 
PklNr ~31,'AA H II tlDCL) ,Cc( II,: HIH 11 
If (I .E~.I. INuEXC) THEN . 

OEL;O, • ~c UI 
CHCll .. Cl~ItC 1) 

END 1f 
5al FORKATI~Fl0.01 
56l FOK"ATC1A,' CARDO~ ISOTOPIC OATA I ",3X,~(fl0.~,lXI) 

C I:.;':'K 11' ';U"'''ENi 'ARDON iH~li.iUI. p"EseiHS 1.~ C-ilc:ARlNIi MINeRAi. i.IST 
IF l)iNA,iEUI o':Q. 'Fu p'JZ'1 GoJ TO 90 

~ 

IF I leU" '.t:Q. J I Iia TO 95 
~J 91 I C-1. leUii 

P R':Hit U I-a 
IF (,'!~Altt:III .Eg. ICUMULUCII T"EN 

PuJ:lHiUlI • Ie 
If (LAST; .Eg. QI r.u TJ 9,. 
00 93, ~ el;LASTC 

IF (LASTCLI .eQ. ,'!NAHEU') THEN 
puselt U 1 .. 1 
Gil TO i't 

SHIl i.F 
B CJ.HI:4UE 
9~ ;QNTLNY= 

CTlle) • cecIl 
:;0 TO 90 

E~u IF 
91 CONTINuE 
95 CJNTL~u.: 

C ~EGISTeR ~EW C-BEARING HINERAL I~ CUMULATIV': ;-rtINERAI. LIST 
If.U" - L;U" + 1 

c 
C 
C 

PRESEN 11,. • 0 
POllHiH,) • L';UIt 
ICu~UL(iCUMI • KHAItE'I) 
ATlI';",ft) • u (i. 1 
Hiley,'! I • !SilU) 
CTlleUIt) • .:; (L1 

90 C:HHINUE 
~Ci TO =0 

100 CJNTI.~UE 
CAI.I. Ina; ON 
CALI. CH~~I~(IERRI 
ISUalZ)el 
Gil TJ itO 

READ A SOL.JT ION 

110 CJNil,'luE 
PR1NT 5~0, tSilLN 

C K':AO SOL~TION rIT~e 
RIiAii ouO, II1ElIlILSJ~:",J"J.l,"H 
?KINf olO, (HEAOIlSJLN,JI,J 3 1,2u) 

C KEHJ NTaTS,~H,~n 

~eAu oZO. ~TuTS,IAL~IISOL~I,LU~ITS(!SQ~~II?H,PE.T~MPllS0LNI,SDENSI 
i.I::iCii.al 

IF ISUEHIISOL;~).E~.J.i» sue.'lSIlSOL,'lI.l.O 

, .... 
J./J 
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PklNT 6J~, NT~TS,lA~~(ISOL~),IJN4TS(ISOLNI,PH,P~,TEMP(ISOLNI,SO~NS 
1 (! SJI.,il 

, W,i:Ail r or AL~ 
.. 0 1Z0 1-1 ,"A~ T 
TJ TAL USilL,i, II "Ool 0 

lZ 0 <:Olt TINU .: 
IF liHOTs.eQ.OI GO TO litO 
IlEAD 640. (LTtJ),OTOT(JI,Jel,NTOTSl 
~RIiiT 650, (LT(Jl,OTOT(JI,J=~,NiaTSl 
if(lopUl01 .ne. 01 tnen 

read 1Z;;,oaltcs( Isolnl,<:lftsllsolnl 
1Z5 ror~at(ZtlJ.ftl 

print 1Zo,isoln,del tes( is;linl,ISOL.lhClfts (isolnl 
LZb for~at'l ... ,' delta c-13 ot initial solution " il,' - ',fS.ft, 

• 'O/OO,Pil6'/,' ~ARBO~-l't OF INITIAL SJLUTIOii ',11,' - '. f8 •• , 
.. ; Fri,;; 

end it 
C ZEaO TOTAL AHO INSERT VAL~E~ 

c 
c 
C 

OJ l30 I-l,NrOTS 
TilTAL(ISOLN,LT( Ill-OTOTI1 1 

l30 ';OtHINuf 
;ALI. uNITS(ISuLNl 

litO ;;ONT 4NiJE 
TJTAI. "SJL,,.,U .. 1I)l •• ( -PHI 
TOTAL(I~OLN,ZI·10l··(-PEl 
ISJLHISolL,il"l, 
ISUB(31-1, 
~ T:1 'to 

READ REACTION DATA 

LSO :JNTINuE 
IF I NC~"PS .c:w.J I (OJ TO Ita 
PRINT bilO 

C REAil ;OEFFICle~TS OF ~EA:T'ON 
HAD b7C" (LREAC( IJ,i;REA: u: II THtt~AN( Il.I-i.N:OMPS I 
PIUi'H bclv, '",~cACil I,Cilt:A'( U,TI111EA1Hl hI-l, •• CJI1PSI 
T"ilEAC-vOv 

C FINO Tric STOIC~IOMfTRI: :JcF. JF CARb~~ SPc:lES IN K~ACTANT 

C 

CCCEF - O.V 
JJ l6~ I-l,N<:OMPS 
TiKc:A'.TriRt:AC+ThrtfA.'4' ll-CIioEA: (11 
IF ILRc:AC (11 .EQ. 1;;1 CCOEF " 'RCA" 11 

.LbO CONTl.'toJ': 

C KtAO .l.NPI.IT ;A~a.:JN ISilTOPI' ~AT lLJ, 0\$, OK DELTA ClJ 
If I(IJPTllOI.C:OEF) .cQ. J.Jl G.:J TO lel 

C 
C 
C 

KtAQ lb"ilEL TAL 
lbZ FJRMATIFlO.SI 

KATluI • ~ST~.,ucLTAI-uaOO.l. + 1.) 
~~lNT iQ~,uELTAI,RATICI 

l:a4 ;:0 1\11 AT I 1110, , JEt-TAl C-13 OF .(EACTANT ',FlO.51,' C UIl2 " 
.'!uno JF KEACTANT· ',Gl'.';') 

U l 'iJtH INUE 
ISUalftl-l 
iiCi Ta ftO 

170 CONT !NUE 



c 

IF I'lST~jlS.Ew.O.iJR.IIlPTUI.Ew .51 GC TO 1r0 
PlUtH b'iil 
i\-NSTEPS 
IF IIQPT(3).cJ.1t1 K-,I, 
~EAD 700, IXSTEP(ll,I-l,~1 
PRINT 710, lXSTEPI£I,I-l,i\1 
ISUaiSI-l 
GO TO itO 

~ REAil I;/,. cHEttY '~ROS 
C 

100 CONTINUi: 
jI~1tH no 

C REAJ cl.EnfNTS ~~TII. QL~K CA~O 

C 
C 
C 

BO ;JNTI;iUE 

IF I1READ.Ew.~1 PRINT 71t0, TNAM'''ELT,TGF~ 
IF 1~i;LT.EQ.JI GJ TJ UIJ 
IF ("ie1.i."r.a.anUoN.;;.r.LE.,'1A~T: 
PR1HT 7~0, NE/,.T,THAI1,SUBSlb) 
STilP 

Z:lO ~uNT.l.riuE 
Tf'4Al'tc (,'lEI. T I .. TNAit 
.. Fill Nti.T i -iGF" 
GJ TJ 190 

a 10 ,"uNT .I.N"'I: 
ISUoible.l. 
.. 0 TO 'to 

R~AJ SPc~LES CARDS 

ZZ 0 'CNT lNUE 
PiUNT 7~il 

C ~iAJ SP~;'ES CA~~S utr.l./,. QI.ANK ~A~O 
,30 ;JtHlIolUE 

?-EAu IIFlLc"nO) 1 
IF I1KcAO.':Q • .l1 j)RlIH 7ay, I 

~ ~iAJ SPEC'E) ~A~e eTC. 
IF U • .:J.OI Gil TO Z50 
IF IL.~T.J.~Nu.I.Lc.MAXS) ~O TO Z40 
KEAu IIFILc,7~0) TNAI1 
PKLNT 750, L,TN~I't,SuaSI7) 
iT:!? 

Z4\1 CuNTIr.JE 
UAO 11 FI I.': , HO) SNAMEI! I. NS? I II ,,uL.AG I II ,iiFLAGlL), ,SP (1), THSPI I I, 

101AIII,IAJHSP(1.JI,J-1,ZI,AI.KSPII) 
iF IIREAuocQ.OI PRINT ijOO, SNAI'tElll,NSPIII,KFL.AiiIII,GFLAGIII"SPII 

,1,1 ,THSPU),JHA(Ih I AutiSPI I,J "J-l,ZI, ALKSPI II 
IF 1..SP(U.i:Q.JI GJ TO 23u 

C it.:A&) LLl .. K uAiA Fa" S? ECIi:S 
~!:Ail (IFLLE"ol:' I L:\TOSPI II ,O:lSPI I), IASPII"J I'v·l,~ I 
Ii' lIRcJII).E~.al PRlt-H szo. L:' .. TOSi!II),OHSPlHIlASPlI,JI,J-l,51 

C iteA&) ;a=FFLC!c~rS 
~-NSP II I 
KcAO l'IFIL:,Cl301 (L.Sj)II"JI,CSPII,JI,Jel,,{) 
iF I1I<':AO.':".OI PRINT 1340. (l..SPII,J),CSPll,JI,J-l".<.1 
Gu TO 23il 

Z50 .:J .... TI.'Iuc: 
ISuli1 71 -1 
CALI. ~H,SPEllcRRI 
~ij TO 'to 
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C 
C 
C 

~cAIl MINtKALS Til LOOr( AT 

a~o ';O~f1N\JE 
PiUi'4T 850 
L-NLKS 

Z70 CJNTINue 
j.-l+l 
IF (I.LT.~ll ~O TO ZSO 
PIHNT 80;) 
I-itO 

~ eo CIlNf A;NuE 
C REAIl ~A"~ ETC. 

RS AD (IFIbE. d70 I NA.1E LIH II ,NLDilKI I1,LKOL&< II I, CHLUOKI II, LDOKFL I 11 
IF (lftEAO.EQ.wl PRINT d80, i'4AMeL~ll',NLOOKII),Lr(OLK(II,OHLOuK(I),L 

!,gOKFb! t, 
IF (~A"ELA(II.NE.OELETE) GJ TO Z90 
I-u 

~o TO Z70 
Z90 ;JNn.~Uf 

IF (NLuOK(II.E~.OI ~J TO 3~O 
C C"EC~ TO SEE IF KINe~AL IS AL~EADY IN THE LIST 

1~ (1.1.1:.11 (jJ TJ llJ 
1.-1-l 
00 300 N-l,L 
IF (~AMELr(III.NE.NA"ELK(NII GO TJ 300 
"LOO~INl·NLQuK(ll 
1.'<'01.' Ii I-L~OLr«( II 
Ul'! LuOKI (U -uHLJilK I II 
I.J~~Fl.lil-LOO~FLIII 
l·L-l 
~J TJ 3,J 

300 C~NTINul: 
310 i:JNTLMUE 

.. -! 
i'4LilO'<' S. I 

t i'4 I~ TH~ NU"&E~ FJ~ T~I: M1NE~AL aEl~~ READ. 
~lO CJNTI."UE 

C ~EAJ ;OEFFiCIENTS 
" .... LJJ.<. I." I 
~EAO IIFILE,55Jl ILLilOKIN,JI,CLQOKIN'.I1'.I·1,~1 
IF llREAD.IHi.Jl PRINT ;00, (LLJiJ:«~,JI,CLO!lj(lI'bJ"J.l,'(1 

C KEAu ANALYTIC ~XP~ESSION 

C 
(; 

C 

IF IL.JOKFLIIU.':Q.OI GJ TO 33J 
KE Ail (IFtL.:,;70 I I ALJO~ I:hJ ".1-1,51 
IF llf<EAO.EQ.JI PRINT ;80, (ALIlUI<. 11-1,.1 I ,J-l, 51 

l30 CO.H .L1'IuE 
Gil TJ 27;) 

HO =c.:~r INJf 
.iL,(S·'''L.Ju~S 
~1Io~L ;rI~~i<. 
r Su.H 91al 
:oc. TO ~o 

KcAJ L.lSTS Fu~ SUi1S OF S PE: J:ES 

3:1 a Cu.H Hlu': 
n.I.H ij~O 

La.'1~M:S 

~o(j ':J,HI ~uc 
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C 

lal+l 
~tAO liFILS,9001 SJNAME(II,~ 
IF 11~cAa.c~.~1 PRl~T 91u, )JN~nEIl"K 
IF I)UiAIlIH 1) .NE.OELeTEl GJ TO 370 
laO 
NSUItS-O 
;00 TO 100 

170 :Jl'Hl~Ue 
IF 1~.eQ.OI GO TO ldO 
HSuMII )-~ 
.. SUitS -1 
~EAO IIFILi:,9Z01 lLSUIt(I,J),Jal,~1 
If IIREAO.e~.Jl PRINT 930, ILS~ltl1,J),J-l,'1 
GiJ T:I 300 

HO ~ilNfIKUe 
HSItS·1iSUltS 
lSUiH 101-l 
GJ Tl itu 

C ~eAD SPECIES TO ADJUST FiJR ELECTRICAL NE~T~ALITY 
C 

c 

HO CJNTINUE 
PlUtH HO 
~EAO 950, LPOS,LNE~ 
PRINT ioO. LP~S.LNEG 
ISUalll)-l 
:ill Ta it .. 

C EHu JATA c:NTRY FOR THIS SIItJLATlON 
C 

c 

'tOO CONT L"UE 
IF II~cAD.ew.l) ~ETJRN 
if Ilc~R.~T.JI STOP 
IF IIilPf(it,.;oT.O.ANO.ISUiilll.Ew.Jl IERRal 
Li IIuPTlll.GT.J.ANu.rilPTI11.LT.S.ANJ.ISU6(SI.eQ.01 IE~Ka5 
IF IIIlPT(~I."C:.3.AN.J.Iilpn~ I.Lf.'.A:'{O.ISUal'tI.E>l.OI tERR-it 
if (lOPTIll.Sw.S.ANO.ISUaIZ).Eg.OI Ie~R-Z 
IF ILJPTtl,.E~.O.ANO.ISU8").i:Q.u) IERR-2 
~f IIQPTlll.tw.b.A.iO.ISU8(itl.C:Q.01 UKR-" 
IF (IilPT" ).C.4. Z. ANIl. I.iua Il.I.) • .:~.O) IE RR-ll 
IF IIERR.e~.O) RETURM 
PRINT 970, SUDSIIE~R' 
IF I IOPTl7) .cw • .) 1 .oil TO 10 

.. 10 :JtHI.iUC: 
i f( ioptll.O) .ne.O I then 

call printF 
ena if 

.. l.~ :JNTUlJc 
STI.iP 

~ZO FORMAT la04" 
'30 ~J~MAT IlJL1,!Z,I2~oX,F10.~) 
,itO FOkllAT 11Hl,2JA') 
'50 FiliUIAT ILXllull,U,IZ,oX,Flll.5) 
_00 FORMAT 110X.'~ATA ~eA~ fRilM ulSK'/) 
'70 FJRrlAT IAd,121 
'dO F~~rlAT (lX.' •• ',Ad.' •• INP~T JN~NO~~') 
't90 FJKHAT 11X,'Ti:MP') 
;1.10 fUkMAT I~Flu.l) 

510 FJK~AT 11X,o~~u.~) 
;20 fC.i\HAT IlX,'iHNtRALS') 

in 



!I;)U rJiHIAT 
; itO Fil~ltAT 

,50 FJ~"AT 
;00 FOiUtAT 
; 70 FilKI'lAT 
,ao FJllltAT 
HO FOIUtAT 
bClO FilRltA T 
!! 10 FORMAT 
020 FJRI1AT 
~30 FORIIAl 
bitO FJRItAT 
~;O Fu~AT 
060 FJRI'IU 
~ 7(; FORfiAT 
000 FJRIIAT 

IAO,lX,Il,~X.3F10.Z,~~.Il,9X,F10.31 
I1X •• ij.ZX.1Z.3X.3Gl0.l.;X.Ll.~X,F10.3) "'U1.,Fll.3))) 
( ( lJI. ~ II I" G11 .3) ) ) 
15e12.j) 
ClX,l.P:;.Ul.It, 
llX,ISil~UT10~ 1.11) 
12.0AIt) 
O.A, ZOA.It ) 
(IZ,Il,IZ,3X,4Fl0.~) 
I1X.IZ.13.IZ.3X.It~lO.3) 
((:il I",Oll.3) II 
"lX, HL4,l? 011.3111 
(U.,IR~ACTI0r4'1 
I (41IIt,'U:S.J) II 
lllX.4(I4,ZFo.3))) 
, I ow _ • ~ ?eD ~ • , 
• ,. ... , ... ' lir.".·. 

700 FJRltAT 18F10.)) 
110 F~KIIAT IIx.8GIJ.3) 
120 FJRn4i ilX.;~LEne"iS;i 
73u FUKI'lAT c.o.ZX,1Z.3X,F10.0) 
71t0 FJRItAT (lX,Aa.ZX.Iz.lX,F10.~) 
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7'0 ~ORItAr IU.h.zx.Aa,;X.A~.' INoex NiJltllE,t l'~ aur uF I<ANGi:.'1/1X,'CA 
lLtULATlJ~ TERItINATEil.') 

7~~ FOl\l'l4T IlX.'SPECIES') 
170 FJRItAT (13) 
730 FORHAT IIX,I31 
190 FORItAT lAa. 'X, 13. H. H, aHO.3 ) 
duO FOk~Ar 11x.Aa,zx.13,Il,11.oflO.~) 
dlO FJRItAT IlFIO.l,SEIZ.') 
azo FaRHAT I1X.ZF1J.l,'~lZ.s) 
330 FJRItAT lOl13.f7.3)1 
dltu FUld1AT IIU.oll:3.F7.J))) 
~so FJRItAT IIX.'LuOK HIN') 
obO FOkltAT 11'1..' ••••• LJJ~ ~l~ AR~AY lL~eAOY ~AS 40 MINERALS •••••• '1 
~70 ~JRKAT IAa,'X,I2.13X.ZF1Y.Z.~X,ll) 
ijdO FORMAT Ilx.Ad,ax,L,.13x,a~10.~,5X,Ll) 
~~o FJ~~AT I1X,I~JhSII 
~OO Fa~H4T IAd.ZX,IZ) 
';.i.O FJKItAT lu,A8.ax.1Z) 
~au FOKM4T I,OI~) 
~30 ~QRM4r 11x.a0141 
y~O FUKltAT (lx.'NeuTKA~I) 
~;o FJRI1A 1 1Z1~) 
Y:'O FOiCi'lIlT (lX,Zl3) 
i70 FJ~~AT II11X.l1t".'l/lx.'TE~~I~AL ERROR I~PUT LACKED ',Ad,' CARDS 

l'/IX,14(1$' )) 
END 



SUaitOUTlNc:; HEiI 
;HAkACTeR ,'INIL'lI:! lOI*1; 
Cn Ail.A'; r ell T NA :1idlO 1* 8 
C~M"~N IT~I TNAHE 
k':AL L",It".A,L .. ,L.<SP,S'IAI'It, TilT,AR,AS,CK,CS, 

1 1..<.11:-1, THOR, ~LEC T, THSilLi'i,PH,PE, A.to,KU, TOTAl. 
CO""OM I;HAIUI ItMAI1E 
CJ""JN IREALal L.,,(a50),It(l'~I,LA(a501,LG('~O),LKSP(a501, 

1 SNA"E'ZS~),TJT'5QI,uELTA'jO),~ELTOT(50),AR(50,50I, 
, AS(jQ,jOI,CR(5Q),CS(~JI, LKMI~(ZO), 
3 THOR,cLEC r, rH~ilLN, ilH, PE, AllhllU, TOTAL la, 301, 
~ OA~T,~ALKS,wIFFZIZ),OZOfF 

REAL LKTOSP,YHSP,L~TOM,LKIt~NO,JHItIN.OHA 
';JItKu~ IReAL~1 ;SPIZ50,ol,ZSPIZ;01~rHSP(Z501,L~rOSPIZ50I, 

1 DiiSilIZSOI,ASPIZ50,51,ADHSPI,SO,ZI,rnIZI, 
2 T t:ItP (Z h HeAI)(,,, 20) ';''IN,,g,l'')' THIt I'IIZO "LK TOIt( 20), 
3 DHltIN(ZOI,A"LN(ZO,51,';~CJ~(ZO,5),C"lNO(,O,lOI, 
~ 1.~ItINQ(ZJI,~J,TITRPiI501,T1TRItLI50),r~,TC,XSiEP(50), 
5 TSTEP(SO),CKEAC(lO).THKCAC,TITLc(ZOI, 
~ THItCAN(301,UHA(Z501,AI.KSP(Z501,SOciS(ZI,GFw(30) 

{,HEGER GFLAG,SFLAG 
COIt"J~ II~TZI NSPI2501,LSjlIZ;0,bl,~FLAGIZ501,GFLAG(Z50), 

1 SFLAG(ZSOI,I.ASTT'LASTS,lLNI~OI,I~UT(501,IFE,lLc, 
Z IFTii, ILTH, 1FT, II. T, IF''\, IL;'I,.'lEwINEQ1, U;SPE:;, 1SOL ~ (Zl, 
3 N~IN(ZOI'LHlri(ZO,lOI,MfLAG(iO),I.~CJ~(ZO,jl,~"CON(ZOI, 
4 L~liO(ZO,lOI,NHINQIZOI,I~PT(10),N~INS,NSTE~S,NC~MPS, 
; NeI.TS,NSpeCS,ISTEP'LAeA;130),ltAXT,~AXT1,"AXH,MAXEQ, 
b ItAXS,NKl'IINS,LTER, ISJL.r USpeC,LAI.I< (Z II iUN ITSIZ) 

INTEGaR l'UM,INOEX;,LNIT,lSY~TIt,LASTC,PULNTRI4~I,PRESENIZOI 
CrlAKA;r~1l LASTIZO)*S,ICUMUI.(lOI*a 
~EAL AAIZOI,ATIlYI,AI.PHAJ,ALPHA1,ALilHAZ,ALPHACIZOI,ALPHAH, 

, ALPHAP(lal,Al.p~ATIZOI,ALPHPS(ZOI,AI.PHSG,AI.PHSp,reactn, 
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$ ALPHST,BoIZO),aT(101.aETA,CC(Zu).CT(10),CAKaON(ZOI,C1~It, 

• ;CJEF,.lEL'OZ,.lELTAC(ZO),ael tC$,~AItI~,GAM[N,GAMOUT, 
* KA,~a,MCO,~C03,ItCT~T,"HZC~3,HHCJ3,~Arl00,KATlOS,JEI.TAI, 
• RArIOl,RST~,rCKz,THeTAIZOI,THeTA1,TherAPIZO),X1LST, 
, ~ATiJT,MCTJrl 

CJItKJN li$ot1/AT,aT,~T,~A~~JN,CC~eF,uEI.;OZ,GAMIN,GAltaLT,INCEXC, 
• I:Urh ItH T, 1 SYSTIt, !.AS T;, 11~0, I1CT:1 TlZ I ,ItC i:i3 ,HHZC 03, I1hC OJ, 
* PO I.if K, P~ES EN, ThE TA, THE TAl. rHtT A~, XUST, 
• J EI. TAI, KA TiiJ I,KAT lOS (Zl ,~eac to'l,.l. .. HOT ,MC r on 
';JI1ItJ~ ICliAR41 LAST;ICUMUL 
j(i:A1. .l eL TC T, DEI. T S'O 
COIDlion loel t/ael tC$(Z),uEI. TCT,DELTSC 
real all't,h a 1141, a Il'tZ,a l.l~ tllO" aI1~$g,i:l 'ts.C 14e oZ, 

* C.l4IDin(ZOI,aI14st,aI14sP,aI14ps(ZOI,aI14h'K.l~,C14T, 

• :14S0,AL1'tC 
co~~on Ic141 Cl~co~,';14s(ZI.';1~T,';1~SO,"l.l'tCIZO).C1~K(ZOI 

real PLIlTAR'4Q,oOI,P!.TSll't(1I1") 
integer nUII.l,numZ,numIK,nUDPlt,stepct,XAKRAYIZOI,YARRAY(ZOI 
char act er 131 tnalll( 33) .&, 1 00< si (10 )'8 
COillIDon 113lotl nUllllk,p lotar .ste13ct, nWlp 1 t. xarray,yarray. PLTSI 
;:lI1foIJN I S II L.OOKS I 
KE AI. HOl'lw HZ" AIINTl" ZI ,ASNTl3 I z.) 
~STO • O.041Z37Z 
IF ,rOPT , 3) .~.;j.J I GJ TO 1,0 
L-lJilTI3) 
i'K!rH HO, iSTEP 
IF IIJPf(J.JI.~Q.1 '''NO. (!.E~.4 .JR. I.EQ.,I ."NO. ISTEP.~~.llTl1cN 
,,0 5 is -I., Z 

~ATlu~'lSI a IOEL.TCS(ISI/I.~uJ.+l.).RSTu 



C 

AclrH1Zt IS I .. J../(l.~RArl(;s'ISI) 
A8.Hl~(U) - iUUIlSlI')I"l.+R~ril.IS'IS)l 
ArOH~T(lS) • 'lZ.+l~ •• ~ArI~~'ISII/'l.+KATLO~'LSII 

(;ili't Tlt.uE 
END IF 
~O T~ (la,30,5~I=u,lJO,1001, I 
GJ Til l~') 

I1IX SDLUTlilH 1 ~ITH SuLJTIDN Z 
10 CJt.TIiiUE 

Xl=.1(STEP( ISTEi' I 
XZ-l.O-Xl 
FRA(;TN •. <1 
IF (LilPT(lOI.~Q.ul GO TO 25 
1..I.3i'1 .. x " ;;~A~TtI"'(A6.H13(l1e.t1:TOTl/UOM\;Irnll ~ 

~ (l.oFUCn~1 ;!(AGNTll (Z )~'1CTiJf( ZII ATOt-lWn", I 
C1ZftIX • FRA'TN$(AaNTIZ(1).";TiJT1/ATOft~T(111 + 

(1.~faACT~:~(Aa~T1Z'~:~~CTJT'Z:IArcr.~T(Z)) 
KAT lOT • :ll"IX/CIZ~IX \ 

aaLTCT • (RATLOT/RSTD - 1.1.100~. 
C1.. • iF~A'in.Cl.Silj."CiOil+il.-FRACi~j.Cl.SiZI."CiOiiZjil 

* (FRACTN*I1CTOT1+(1.-FRACTN)*I1CTOTIZI) 
'1CTOT(ll • F~4CTN."CTOTl + Il.-F~ACTNI*"~TOT'ZI 
~J1HI."U': 
GAl1l ..... 0.0 
iJil ZO I-1,HUT 
TJT(II·xl.r~TALI1,II+XZ$TaTALIZ,II 

ZO CCitiT INwE 
THORa TH I .l.I*Xl+TH( Z) .XZ 
Tt-.1(1·TcHP(1)+X2·Tc~P'Z' 
OZ.lH-X.L*OIFFLU)+XZ*OLFFZ IZI 
PIUNT .1.:;0. Xl,XZ 
Gil TJ l.2a 

TlT.u.TE 
30 CJiHI.~UE 

U-XHI:91 1ST.:" I 
VTlT- vO+xl 
FKACTii a .<1/VTilT 
IF (iuPT\liJl.~w.OI ~O TO 35 
C.3HLX • ;;,U~TN.(AclIH13111"!1;raTl/AT0I1"'rllI) + 

• I l.-FKAC TN) *(AdN TJ.J IZ '.i1CTOT I ZI I Ar 01110/ T (ZI , 
C1ZI1U • ;;UCTN.U~Hl"1).I1;TOn/ATOM"H11' to 

* Il.-':iU;TN) *UI3NTlZ"I*'1CTLlT (z11 ATOI1.TIZI I 
~ArlOT • ;llHIXJC1ZMIX 
il~I.TCT a IKAfIOT/R.STO - 1.I*LOOO. 
Cl~T ~ (F~A~TN.Cl~S'1'*~;TOT1+(1.-FKACT~).C1~SIZI.I1CTOT'ZIII 

• (;:KACTI'~.HC TIlTl+U .-FKACTN I.HC TOT IZ ) I 
~CTOf(l) e F~ACT~.~CT~Tl .. (l.DF~ACTN'~CTOT(ZI 

i:JI'4Tl,"uE 
GAlHl'! - O.oJ 
ao ~o l-L,HAXT 
i:J ill )e lior AL( 1, II *VO+iOTAI. ", 1)")(1) I HOT 

ItO CilNTINUc 
T;·(Tc~P\l)*~O.TeHP(Z)*Xl)/VT~T 
T -i "K-( T rI (J. , *Vv+ TH IZ I. Xlll 'JT OT 
JZJFF-COIFFZI1I*VO+OIFFZ(Z'*XlI/vTOT 
i'RIl'!T 1bO~ Xl 
GJ TJ 1Zi) 

A~~ ~~ACTIO~ 1~ INCi=XE~TS 
;0 ':jl'4TLNue 

Xl-/(S rE:P( l.::i TEP) 
Gil TJ 7il 

10n 
.LOU 



10' 
.l.OJ. 

c ~UU ~EA'TIQN ~~NaA~~1 

C 
C 
C 

C 

c 

00 CilNTl~UE 
Xl-' ~S r ':P*XSTI;P Il)) 1·'1 S Ti:PS 

70 ;lNT.[iiUe 
(I,OFF"!H:;HIl ) 
IF (ISTEP- .liT. 1) THEN 

DO iZ N"·l,NRMI~S 
IF'CAR8QN'N",.NE.0.~1 ~R~Se'l(~K)-l 

~Z CONTIi'4Ue 
END IF 
00 oU I-l.KAXT 
TJTU)-TilTAI.(l;I) 

00 CQNrIl\wE 
L)J 90 ,-l, .. tCOIiPS 
,(-I.REA~( 1) 
IF (~.e~.w) D~DFF-OIFFZ(l)+Xl.Cai:AC(I) 

iF 'K.Li.~.QK.~.Gr.n.Aii ~u iO iO 
TJTI<I-TOTI,()+Xl*CREAClI) 

YO COlt T IN"'E 
T:iuR- THU) +T Hit i:AC "'X 1 
TC -TE!IP 11 I 
IF IISTl:p.Gr.ll TDTIl)-lOl"'~AlU 

FIND A"JU~T OF REACTANT ADDED AT CURkENT STEP FaR IJPTIll-a OR 4 
reactn • xl 
Ii".'Ili " (Xl - ULsn~CDEF 
;(lLSr • )(1 
PRIiiT 170. Xl 
CALI. PRe~; 
GJ Tl 120 

Hu.1.0 .. PHASi: iUUi'lOARLES ONL1 
LolO CltHINI.oi: 

1F I LOPH3) .C:J. 5 I ~AlH.'" a ".J 
ill 110 I-l,I'IA.(T 
T~T(l)-TDTAL(l,II 

HO ClNTI: .. Ue 
T:iQR-Ttilll 
TC - TE.'U" 11 I 
DZufF -u U:;: Z 11 J 
PiU ...... 1110 

1., 0 CJN T Ii'!'" t: 

iF (lu~T(~I.cw.OI Gil TO 130 
IF IIJt·TI'tI.i:~.ll T;;.TSTEillll 
IF 'luPH't1 • .:~." TC-' ISTci''''lTSTEPIZ) -THe? (lIII/NSTcPS+TSH.P (11 
IF lLJPTIltloeQ.3) TCaTSTE? ILSTEPI 
PRINT 1301> TC 

LJO CJNn~Ue 
U a r:+i.73.J.o 
iH:TUlii'i 

L4U FJliMAT Ilrll,'STEP NuM~eR',IJ,/~HJ,l't('-')1 
.i.50 Fuid~~T (l.nO,ZItX,FlJ.l,' .. ri<.A,:rlON JF SJ~UT1IJ~ l.'"X,f10.l,' " Fit 

lACTIJ~ JF S~LuriON 2.'11) 
lbO rOKMAT (J.Hu,Z~X,FlJ.3,' vuLUME UNITS JF SJ~UTla~ 2 MAVE DccN ','Au 

!JeD.'111 
1.70 Fu;u'lAT llHO"'tX,lPillJ.3,' MOLtS JF RoEA~TIl.~ HAVe ~c~N ACOEil.' III 
l.;jil FJaMA T (II) 

190 FOi<MAT (Z5A,FlJ.Z,' • NEr; ft:MPEa.HJRoE !Cl.'111 
ENil 
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~U6KJuTl~e PTQr(O,DP~P~) 
~~AKA,r~~ JAL~$7,O~l$"w~,~Z,uN3$o 
CI1AIlA'; r aK IItiArlE' "Ol.ij 
~:i AI(A~ T 1:1\ T NAi1~ (30 '.1:1 
CJ""J~ IT~I T~AKE 
REAL LK'"'LA,LG,L~SP,S~AK~, TJT,AR,AS,CR,CS, 

1 L~~I~,T"aR,~LECT,THsaL~,PH,p~,A,a,"U,TaTAL 
COK"ON I;HAill KMAKE 
CJKKJN IREAL~I Ln{Z501,K(ZSOI'LA(Z;~I,LG(Z501,L~SP(Z5u), 

1 ·SNAK~(Z5D),TJT(~O),DeLTA(SOI,~EI.TaT';O)'AR(SO,~0), 
Z AS"O,;OI,C~( 50),:S (SO), LJ(I1Itt{ZO), 
3 THilR,~ L~' T, TIiSOLN, P H, PE, A, 6,t'lU, raul. IZ, 30), 
~ OAL~r~uALKS#g!FFZIZ},OZOFF 
~eAL L~TOSP;~HSP;~<TO"';LKI1~MO,uHK!H,OrlA 
Cil/1/1J~ IReAL~1 C~P(ZSO.oIJZSP'Z~OI,rHSP(ZSQ),I.~rQSP(Z50), 

l !l~SP {2Sa!:, AS!»! 2.!i!bS! :.\QHS!» !llS!}' 2.!!' iii! 2h 
, T EIIP ,,), ~EAu(Z ,ZO) ,.; 111NI ZO, 1 Qb TH/1l'! tZJ ) , I.KTOI1( ZO), 
3 DH~1NIZu),AIIIN'ZD,SI,C/1CJ~'ZO,,),C~lN~Iza,lOI, 
~ L~Klt~'Z~);~CjTIT~PH'~O~;TIT~"L'SO}jTKiTC,XSTep(50); 
S TSTEP';OI,CREACI3ul,THREAC,TITLe,ZO), 
~ riiKEAIH30),DHAI ,SO),AI,KSPCZ;O), ~il~:iS(Z) ,GFW (30 I 

I:iTEGER i~LAG,SFI.A~ . 
:uKI1J~ IliTZI NSP'Z5QI,LS~IZ;O,bl,~FLAG'Z501,GFLAGI,'OI, 

L SrI.AGIZ;O),LASTT,LASTS,IIN(SOI,lJUrl;QI,LFE,!l,c, 
Z IFTIt, 1l.TiiJ 1FT, 11. T, 1 FK, U.rI,~tQ ,NEwl, IESP E:, I SJL VI Z), 
3 H"INIZJI.LHIKIZO,lQI,"FI.AG'ZOI.I.HCil~(ZO,51,N"CON'ZO), 
~ L~I~O'ZQI~OI,HI1INOIZOI,IaPTI10I,H~IHS,NSTcPS,HCQI1PS, 

NELrS.NSPECS,LSTEP.I.~EA~130),I1AXT,~AXT1,I1A~I1,I1A~EQ, 
b 1AXS,NK~INS,ITEK.lS~L,IASPEC,LAL~'ZI,luNITS'ZI 

C"AMACTEK NAl1cLK(~OI.a 
C:iAAACTE~ aNAI1E.o 
CHAltACTcR ON.'; 
RtAL L~LuaK.LKQI.K 
CJKI1JN ICriAR" NAI1ELK 
~uK"uN ILuOKI L~OI.K(~OI'L~I.OJ«~Q),OMLOOK(~O), 

1 • ALJiJK (~O, 101' ,; LOiJK I"O.lJ) ,LLJa~ ,~O, lO), NL auK( 40 I, 
Z LOu~FI.(40).~I.~JKS 

II 

• • 

.. 

CHARACTER SVNAItE( 101.cI 
COHI1UN ISJI SUNAItE 
.;JKHJN INEJTI 
ul/1ENSlu~ ;AKOIZOI 
iNTEGtK lCJIt.INilEAC,lNIT,ISYST~,I.A~TC,PQ!NT~IZO),PRtSEN(201 
~~AKA;T~~ LAST(ZJI.a.lC~1UI.(lOI.~ 
~eAL AAIZ~),AT(lOI,AL~H40,AL~HA1/ALPHAZ,ALPHAC(ZQ),ALPHAH, 

ALPHA? I ZOI , ALPHAC "0 II ALPliP S 1201, ALPhSi,i, Ai. P HSP ,r e Be tn, 
ALPHST.Da'ZO).Dr'lQI,otTA.CC(2~1,';T(lJI.CAKbON'ZO),Cl~It, 
~CucF/OEL~02,DELTA:('DI,delte$.GAI11uIGAMINIGAI10UTI 
~A"a,rtC~,1C03,ItCrOr,KHZCJ3,"HCJ3,RArIQO,RATlaS,O~LTAl, 
RATIOI,RSTD,TCK2.TH~TAIZO),THeTA1,THETAP('0),X1LST, 
iU ilJT,iiCT.JTl 

• 
I I $0 tll AT, a T ,: T. CA~ 01..1,'" CCJc F .utl'; oz. GA 1'\1 H, GAI10 uT. iN OI:X~. 
l;u~.INlr.ISYST~,LAir~,x.;o,MCTaT(ZI,XCa3,~Hzca3,Mhca3, 
~OI~T~,P~ESEri,TH~TA,THcTA1.THETA~,X1L3T. 

41 

CJMMJN 
ittAL 
C ,,,ulan 
real 

common 

HI. TAL, KA TIul. itAT laS tzl ,Keae tilt KA T l,:;r ,ItC TOT 1 
I~HAR41 I.AST,ICUMU~ 
~ tl. T; T, o~ i.T SO 
I Q e I t I Q e I t C 5 IOn , J cl. T C T , DE I. T S Q 
all~J,aI14L,aI14'JaI14tIZO),all~59/~1~5.';1~eoZ, 
~ !4l11i nl .i.0), a 11 ~ s t. a 114 5P , a 114Ps IZ G). a I 14n, k14, Cl4T , 
;14.iO,ALhC 
Icl~1 'l4co',';14si'l,C14r,~14S0.A~14~lZOJ,C14M{'OJ 



real i~aTA~140,oOI,~LTSlI4~,10) 

in teger nUllA.. nuiIZ,nui8ll(,n wapi t,stepct, )(ARRAYlZO I,YAkRAYIZOI 
cnaracter pltnalll 1ll'lla,looICsi 1.1.,)1418 
cOII.on Iplotl nViilk,Plotar,stepct,nuaplt,xarray"array,PLTSI 
';Ji1ItJN I S II LOOa<S 1 
OATA IOATA 10/, DAL~/'TOT ALK'I 
ilA TA 0,'IJ./'02" ,ONZI' riZ' I,ON3/' CHARGe' I 
PUNT ZZO 
jaUNT Z30 
11.1(-0 
OJ J.J lalultAJlT 
if ITOTlIJ...:w.O.JOOI lill TO 10 
1<1<-1 
OLr-ALD~lOITaTIl)) 
ONAl'le-HAltE 1 1) 
IF 1 USP':: .eQ • .\) D.'4Alle-OALK 
?KliH Z'tol, OiUlte.lTOTlI"O~ T 

10 CONTINUe 
IF I<I<.E~.O) PRINT 2~0 
iRIIH ZoO 
HTlJil.'4 

C ...... 
EIiTRY tlSpeC , ." .. " 
?iU.H 270 
P ihlH Z30, PH,i' e, TOT(3) ,ItU, T:, EL e,; T, TIiSJL,'4.1 OALKS, HI:R 
IF I1ASpeC.Le.01 GO TO 20 
PRINT 2;0, TOTALIlSJL,.\ASPECI 

20 :JtHI~IJE 
i.F I IC:Spc: ... e.l 1 Gil TO 30 
J- TJ TIlE SPI:C) -IlNeUT 
PRINT 3~O. TNAltellcSpeCI,O 

30 :JNTl·'Hjc 
PRI.'tT 310 
iol1 UleLA (.l.)-L~I 11 
1.~")-U.\jJO 
.i1l'l a I.A(Z1 
I.GI~I-C.,jOO 
1.1'II31-I.AI31 ,j" 4i1 i-L,LAS TS 
lr ISFI.A~ll).cQ.OI GO TO ~o 

OA-"OO 
,)11-000 
H 11.,'1(1) .LT.-~OUO.A,iO.i • .ir.30) GO TO It.) 

IF IL~II).~e.-~OOOI 01t.lJl •• ~1I111 
ill.Ae l.I'IUI +LGIII 
IF lOLA.GE.-oOOO) ,)A-lOl".OLA 
u~-LUl"·LIi(L) 
?RI~T 3Z0, 1,SNAltell),LSPlll,OIt,I.IIIII,OA',)LA,JG,~Gll) 

'to bgNrX~YE 
IF I!JPH.l.O I .~e. 0 .ANil. U41 T .E:1. 0) THEN 

1'1,; ,,: 03 a .I. dJ. •• 1.;-1 (3S 1 
,1HC03 - ld.l. •• LMI.3ltl + .l,U-'I'VH771 + Id.lnLM(67)+.lalhLMI9b) 
l'Ie03 • 104".1.11 US )+ lCl.i.H 1.,'1( 7b)+lrH".L.1I 8g) +.lal.*LMI9S I 
I'ICTJTIISC. .. 1 :: Mrl2CJ3 + :1HC03 + :1C03 
INLT • 1 
?Kl'H 3S,ISiJL, I1':TJTU.)JLI 

H t=IJMIATlll1lJ,7X, IHJTAL CAiI,£lOI'i I'IGI.ALlTY JF i,HirAL :i"L.UTION I.Il, 
• I aI, lP012.jl 

lF I ISO ... cQ.l) ;1CTO na,'\CTOTlll 
cNu iF 
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c ...... 
~~nn PSUI'I 

c , •••• 
rF I~SUI'IS.~Q.~1 GO TO aa 
j(K-O 
i)~ 7l l-J.,IlSU/'lS 
L .. -O 
~SU/'l-ODa 
j(-"SIJIt( U 
OJ SO Ja.l.,,( 
If 'SFLAG'LSUI'I'I.JII.Lf.~1 ~O TO ,a 
LL.-J. 
OSu/'l-uSU/'l+"'L.~IJ/'l(I,JI) 

so CJ~n:IHJ; 
1r I LL. ':Q.~ I Gol TQ 70 
IF (~~.cQ.O.QR.KK.NE.O! GJ TJ bO 
PRINT 330 
j(~·l 

~RIIlT 3~O, SUNAl'lelII,OSU/'l 
70 CONf 11'1101': 
&0 ClNT1:4ue 

j(cTuli.N c····· ~NTRY P~u~'O,OPHPEI 
C ••••• 

PRINT 350, i),CAI~I,DPHPe 
C PiUllT CHAN .. iS IN PH Ao,~D PE 

if IIIN(ll.L.':.OI GO TO 90 
~PH--ALJGla(lEa+OEL.TA(lll 
PRINT 3bO. PH,QPH 

~O CJi'4TVHJe 
IF ! rlN( ~I .Le.J I GO TO 100 
lPE·-AoLJ~lO(lEO+uELTA(IINIZI)1 
PKlNT 370. P':,i)PE,C~(ZI 

laO CJIHVtUE 
C PKLNT TOTAi.S AoiiO ACT III IT Ic.) 

J~ lla ,-4,LASTT 
I·1~N!K) 
IF !I.Lt • .)) .;,u TO 110 
~Kr·uE~rOT(I)/TOT(K) 
OA-U.~u';RH.A(J'.1 ) 
Oi\A-aELTA( I I .at. 
~RINT 3al, CR(J'.I,TNAMe(K),TJT('I,~ELT~T(II,ORT,5~AME(~I,CA,DELTA(I 

.I.),I)II.A 
.. J.O .. JNUNuE 

C PR.l.NT MINcKAL TJTAL.S ANu ~E~rAoS 
if ,,.MI'IS.LE.oll .. 0 TO lolO 
ao l~a l-l,NtlINS 
(.=MA)(Hl 
J-ILT+1 
i'it.l. ... T ~'1ol, CRlt<.I.ItNAl'IEIU.rUT(:{I.u;:L.TAIJ,. 

.l.'0 COrH LNU ~ 
1]0 C.JNU,'1Ut 

Iii: Tu,lt''! 
C , ..... 

':NTiH PPHASE 
C ....... 

IF (,'IIUNS oI;Q.J I ~cruR,,. 

~:<~NT :'Oll 
ue. l!Hj ~ai., Ni11NS 
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C 
C 

~"I'I.'H~O 11) 
yj,AP-".OJoJ 
ilJ lttJ .I"l,~ 
o lAP.ilIAP +h. (j 11.111 Nil II,J ) )+ Lrli LIIlNO II, .I II I.Ci'! HC I 1,.1 ) 

l'tO CJN TlI4 UC 
il;i I"O.i.AP-LKIU.iJ U) 
K-I1AXT+I' 
Dl-rOTlK) 
IF tluPTI31.eg.b.ANo.l.eQ.l1 01-QOO 
PR~~r ~10# nNAHEll),Ol,QIAP,LKI1INOCI),DSI 

C CALCULAfE ~UANTITY OF PPT. FJR ~ACH OUT~OlNG ;-aEARING PHAse, 
~ T~eTA'l), ANoJ ~~Fl~E THE TAl 

LF 'CAl1.aO~(11 .~Q. ".~ • .JIt. 1NAl'llilI) .EQ. 'FIX pCIlZ., THEM 
Tri';UI U - oJ.O 

:;'Ui IF 
IF ILaPTI31 • .;~.1.OR.IOPTI31.a~.Z.O~.lOPT(3).E~.l.JR.IOPTI3).aQ.4) 

• frli:N 
THETAII) .101 - T"~TAPII)).CAKaONIII 
TriEUjI I 11 - 01 

t~SE 
Ti~TAlll .Ol.CARBON(I) 

aNIl IF 
lH CO~T INIJE 

IF UaPT(3).EQ.b.ANO.l.EQ.l) P~I.1T ItZO 
lj a ;ONT UtlJ E 

?RJ.NT 1t30 
~F I10PTtl,.';Q.b) PRI.H ItItO, TaTlI1AXT+l),l1~Al1ell) 

if lioptIJI.eq.ol reactn - t:Jtlma~t~l) 
iF I IOPT(3) .i:~.b) GAiU:' - r or I I'IA,1( T+l).tCOEF 
IF (iSYST~.~E.11 Gu TO IItZ 
TritT .. .!. - o.1l 
lJ 1~3 ~.l,HRI1I:'S 

Ii'!Trl!:rAIN) .I.T. \l.1l .ANIl. N .I'I~. INUcXCI THEi .. 
Th';TAl - rHETAIN) 
~u TQ hZ 

EloIiI LF 
14 j :;&:'1'Ir il'l..! t 

c if no c-~earlng min. ppt, tnen cneCK it c-oearing :lIin aissolves. 
OU l~~ N-t,N~~iNS 

IFITHi:rAIi'II .~T. Q.O .~NO. ;~ .~E. INO';X:) THEN 
THi:T~l - THETAI~) 
iOJ TO HZ 

EIoIO 1F 
hit :J;HI.'Hu: 
litZ Ci~''ITINUt 

lF I1J~T(31.d~.~) ~ETJRN 
C ••••• 

EIHRr PKEAC 
C ••••• 

i'iClI'H .. ,Il 
AU lou I-t,N;JMPS 
l.-LREA('IL) 
iF IL.t~.OI u~.ON3 
IF IL.I.T.J.l.1 uN-rNAME!l.) 
~F 11..~r.3ul IN-uNl 
IF II..iOT.30.U..l.THI1EANILI ... T.OI "~-O)j2 
p ru.M 'toO. ,:i\EAC II II Oi ... H,'Itll,'l1 I I 

1 bu i: J 1'1 TJ. .'1 U.; 

iSS 



Re TUKr. 
(; ..... 

~~TRY PLuCiK 
C ••••• 

IF INLOCiK5.Ew.J) RETuRN 
:(:(:;0 

uQ 1~0 1.1~NLuD~S 
K-NLlQ:< 11' 
OUP"ODO 
00 110 J-l;K 
L.L.I.LQQKlI~ .u 
IF ISFLAGIL~l.LE.O' GO TO 19J 
OIAP-OIAP+I~ijlLL.'+I.~ILLI)·CLuOKII~Jl 

L70 CJNiUIJE 
IF '~K.~c.O) Gw TO ISO 
KK-1 
Fti.lni :'." 

"ao ';JItTl:iIJ': 
OSI-uIA~-LKL~JK'II 
do 1Q~ II-l,nu~IM 

it Ina.aelKli,.eq.IClClKslliill pluilstepct,li) - osi 
1;15 continue 

PR1Nr ~ao, NAKEL~III,OIAP'L.KL.OOK'II,OSI 
190 CJNTI~IJE 

.tHURN 
C ...... 

ENTRY PDATA 
I: , •••• 

IF IIuPTlll.NE.11 RETURN 
IF CIOArA.~T.JI RETURN 
IDATA-1 
REliIND 10 
PiUltT lto;ll 

ZOO :ChTIltlJ': 
~EAO IIJ,500,eNO.ZIOI CAKU 
PRiNT 51:l. ;;'~~O 
iOil TJ ,UQ 

a 10 CON r LN.iE 
~ tTllIl~ 

,ZO FJRKAT IIII~OX,ITOTAL. MOL.AL.ITleS JF CL.eKENTSI/,.~X,'----- --------
L-- -- _--I) 

,30 FJR.'IAT 113ZX,IELt:KENT',lOX.I'10L.Al.ITYI,9X,ILQG KOLALITYI/) 
,itO FORKAT '3ZX'Aa,OX,lP013.b,ax,~PF~.It) 
Z~O FJRi'lAT 13Zx,IpURe ~ATERII 
ZoO i'ORKAT (III 
Z70 FJRI'IAT (1I'''O.(,I-OESCHPTIu,'l JF SilLuTlCN--'1 
zao FO~I1AT (lp55X p IPH II I,F8.~/55X.IPt: • ',Fa.It/~;X,IACTlVLTY HZO • I, 

lF8.H~3X.1 IONte STReNGTH. I, Fo.lt/ltoX, ITEI'IPI:RATJRc: • '. F6.H39X, 'I; 
ZL.cCrRICAL. ~ALANCE • l,lPOlZ •• /j3~.ITHDR .. I,OlZ.lt/ltlX,ITOTAL ALKAL 
UNITY. I.Dl,.1tI47X,IUEiUTlJ1I5 .. i, Hi 

Z~O FuRKAr Ilt3x. 1 rOTAL :AR6ul'l • l,lPD12.~1 
lOCi FOKIIAT (:illtA,'l'IuLcS IF ',Ad,' AUL1c:) a ',uiZ.to) 
no FJRI1AT (/1I.lt't.(.Z~"-IIIHX,IDlSTRlaUTlON OF speCIESI/44X,23(1-111 

l/9X, I ~1.3X. I SPeCIes I, ltx. Ii; I .ox. I MOLA.L.I TY I, to X, I LUG MOLALi TYI, 'oX, 'AC 
zn "I TY I ,ltX, I LU:O ACTI'I1 TY', 5 x, I GAi'iA' ,ISX,' LOii GAMMA I II 

~Z~ FUKI1AT (ax.I3.~A,A6,lX,F~.!,~X.~(i~Ol,.~,4X.OPF6.1t,~X)1 
~30 FJRMAT (111~6~.I)UI1S OF s~eCl=SI/I 
litO Fuli.I1AT (It:iX,A,h I .. 1.1POB.ol 
~~o F:JRi1AT UIJX,Irt,cJuCTIJN FA:Tl~: l.lPOlZ.5.10X,'r:LcCT: 1.1:1l2.:i,lJX, 

llt:;ilHPE; l,ilU.S) 

, nr" 
LOO 



l~J ~uAMAT (lOX,'Pri • ',Fd.lt,jX,'Opn • ',F8.~1 

~70 rJK~~T 'l~A"PE • ',Fo.It,'X,'O~~ • ',Fa.It,5X,'JTHOK • ',lPO!.Z.51 
HO FUKMAT ,lX, lPOl Z.;, ZX, Alh3 (3X ,012.; I, ZX. A8, 3 (3X ,01Z .S II 
390 FJIl.1AT (U,J.PulZ.~IZX,Ad,J(3X'laZ.:))1 
Itao FORHAT (~ZX"----PriAS~ ~~U~OA~l~S----'IIZltXI'PhA~f',SX,'CCLTA PHAS 

J.c*I,6X,I~Ub I~P',6X"~OG ~r',oX,'baG lAP/~T"1 
~lO FJRMAT 'ZJX,Ao,ZX,lP013.b,3'.X,uPF9.~11 
~ZO FORHAT (lri+,ZJX,' •• '1 
~30 FJRMAT ",~X,'. NeGATiVe JeLTA PHASE INDI;ATES PKeCIPITATION ','AN 

10 POSITIVE OELfA PHASE I.'HHCATES J1SSo.lLU!lJN.'1 
~~o rJ~MAT !!,~X;' •• "1~OlZ.Q,, ~QL;S JF ReA~TION'" xAVc 8EEN AOOEO 

lTD ri~ SaLJT1~N'" TJ R~A~ri rH~ ',AS.' ~HASE aCUN,)A~T.') 
.;u FJRMAT (/,,'X,'R':ACTICN IS:'I 
~!:a FORMA! (3~!;!=!: .. 2.;' r!O!.ES JF ';A!!;' ~A!,,=~Ce ~ ';Ff;.3l 
lt70 FORMAT (1I~5X,,- 1.0tl~ Itl11 UP --'1I3olX,'PrtASc',oX,'l.OG LA,H,b 

...... 
lt~O 
,00 
510 

lX,'LJG ~T',ox,II.OG LAP/KT'/I 
FORnAl 
FilaKA T 
FIlRKAT 
FJRMAT 
ettO 

'2'X.~Q.3(4X,F9.~;; 
(lIU,30X,'OATAl ;UO 'IItAGES FRC/1 HSK' /I 
(ZOA~I 
(lX,2041t1 
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SwaRJUTI~E CSuTJP 
lo:iAk"~ Tt:1\ rtNA,'IE IZO I*a 
;J/tl1J... I 'nAR 1I I1NAl'IE 
K~AL L.I"I"i.A'L.G, .. ~S'>,S·UIU:, TJT,AR,AS,CR,CS, 

.1. L.~itll.,rrtUll,cLt:CT; HtSill.rhPH,PE,·A,o,I1U, rarA! .. 
CO~"QN I~EA .. ol l.A"5wl,~IZ~OI'i.A(Z501,LGIZ;0ItL~SP('501, 

1 SNA.'IiH'S 01, Toli( ;01, il Ei. TA (SO I, DE U or I !iOI. Ait I SCi,!iO" 
2 ASI!i4100 hCIUs.o"CSISO I, l.:<./tI:UZOI, 
l THilih c:L~C T~ TH·SDL.'4 I>P HI>PEI>AI> Bl>itUI> TOT ALI 2,301, 
~ ilALIHgtlAIJ(SgtllFFZtZlgtlZOFF 
R~AL L.KTJSP,tlHSP'I.~T~"'I.K"INtl,OH"IN,OnA 
CJItI1J~ /RCAL~I CSP(ZSO,ol,ZSP(2S01.T~SP(Z!iOI,LKTOSP(Z~0), 

1 il~SP(Z~tll.ASPIZ!i0,SI,AOHSP(Z!iO.2).Tn(Z), 
Z Te:'iP IZ) .riUIl( 2. ZOI, Clit" IZJ, 101, TiiliIN IZU), LK TO I'll 20), 
3 urtiiUHZJ I, AiU.H 20, SI ,; iiCCiii(ZG, S I, CiUI;O(ZJ ,10 I. 
~ 1.~ItI~O(ZOI,Vo,TITRPH'SOI,rITR"L'''OI,TK,TC.XSTEP(SOI, 
~ TSiEPtSOi,CRE4C,30i,inREAC,iIiLe'ZOi, 
a TH"EAN'301.0HA'Z'OI,AL.KSP(ZSOI,SDc~SIZI,~F.'301 

INTEGER GFLAG,SFLAG 
CJI1110N IINTZI ~SP(Z501'I.SP(ZSO,OI,~~~AG'Z;J),~FL.AG(Z;Oll 

1 SFLAGIZ50I,LASTT,LAST5,Il~I;OI,IOUT(SOI.IFE,II.E, 
2 lFlIi, Ll. TH, 1FT, .. LT, IF 11,11.11, ",EQ, NEU, iE SPE' ,ISuLV' ZII 
3 '4I111 IZIl J , LltIN( ZO, 11l J..'\FLAG IZO' • I.l'IC ON 1ZIl, S I, "'1'1 tili" ZO II 
~ L.rtlN41'ZJ,10I,~~'~O(ZOI.IOPTI10I,~~'~SI~ST~~SINCOHPS, 
, ~ELrS.NSPECS.ISTEP.~KeAC(301.~AXr./tAXT1,~AX/t,MAXE', 
~ I1US,NKltII'4S,LTER,lSilL,USPEC, 1A~' ZJ, luNLTS IZ I 

... 

* II 

ItHc~ cit L':Ul'hINOeX', l'f IT, ISY ST M,LAS TC, ,>OlIHR (ZO I. PReS E/II120 I 
;HA~ACTcR l.ASTIZQI.9.ICU/tU~(10).ij 
~EAL AAI2JI,AT'lQI.ALPHAO,ALPHA1,ALPHAZ.ALPHA~'ZOJ,ALPhAH, 

ALP1APIZOI,ALPHATIZOI,ALPHPSIZOI,ALPHSG,ALPHSP,reactn, 
AI.PHST,Qa'ZO),ar(lJI,aETA,CCIZOI,CTI1JI,CARaONIZOI,Cl~11, 
eeoe;: .IlELCJZ,il':l. TA': IZO I ,oe I tcs, "A,'UO, G Alt 4I'hGAi'lGU T, 
«A, r<.B ,I1CO. /1e03,.1C TJ r ,,~ HZC03, t1IiC 03, RA TIUi), RA Tl os, DE L T AI. 
~ATlil"TC~Z,Tn.:rA'ZOJ,rHcTA1,THcTAP(ZJI,X1LST, 

• C:J11110N 
RATl~TsMCTQT1,Detal~'Kal~,kbl~ 
lisot1/AT,DT,CT.;AKdilN,t,:u~F,ucI.CuZ,GAI11N,GA/tuUT,l/liOEXC, 
ICUl1,lN IT, [5 YS TI1, LA STC,i1Cil .l1eTaT!Z ), 1'11.;:;3, I1H':': 03,I1H':03 I * ... ~(ll,"H~, P RcSCN, r 1'1':1-', T nc: TAl. THe rAP, .(lL.iT, 

* C0I111)N 
lliLrAI.RATlilL~ATlOS'ZI,~eactN.~Arl~T,MCTCTl 
I ':HAR~I LA.iT, lCUI1 UI. 
hi. T~T, Di:LTSIl 
Ide I t/l1e I tc s (Z I , J EI. T C T , Dc L T S C 
ena"s, alpnpn 

common 
real 
CJMI1JN I ALP"'AI Ai.PHSG. ALPHAH 
cnaracter system*& 
rea I all~O, a 11 't1, a 1HZ, a l.l~ tlZ 01. al14sg,;14 s, Cl~caZ, 

• ':14~in(Zill,all~5t,all~sP,aI14psIZOI,aI1~n'K14,C14T, 

... 

co,lI;Jon 
real 
integer 
en ar acter 
common 
':OI'lMON 
UAL 
Cul1MON 
:HAjl.A~T':R 
.n teger 
oata 

C14S0,ALHe 
Icl~1 Cl~COZ,C14s'ZI,':14T,;1~~il,AI.14C(lOllCl~MIZOI 
.. LuT A~( ~O, bOI, PI. TSI 140,10 I 
nu~.l.nu.Z,nYmlk,numplt,stepct,XARRAYIZOI,YAKRAYIZCI 

pltnam(3,lI*S.looKsHlJI.a . 
Iplotl nUIIIIK,plotar'~tepct.nwaplt'AarraYlyarraY,PI.TSl 
If.r! ~OOr<.SI 
AI11~.'(~AX,YI1IN.rMAX 
IPL.JT21 IST.RTIZ~I.XI11NIZOI.XMAX(lO),'~I~IZOI,'I1AXI201 
L~L.;(Y(Z'tI'l'l 

steplt 
(pltnamILlIIal.lll/' pn ,,, TEMP. ,,, m.:tot', 

;1HC03 '.'R~A';;TA~T'I' gamin 'I' .a,nout ,,, alPhSI/ " 
• ALPHAH ,,, ;j, .. ~ ',' aeltcs 'I 
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(; 

~ArA ~~TJ/~!Zl.72~-'/ 
.allc .... t • O.il 
~aoll ia • 0.0 
alpnan. 0.0 
ratio4 • 0.0 
ailltl'l • ~.J 
j)O H Kal.ZO 

ALPHA!; 'K I • 0.0 
AI.PriAHIO • Q.O 
al I tIC II( I • 0.0 

99 ,"uMiNUa: 
IFllluPTI1I.a:Q.1 .OR. LOPTI31.Ew.ZI.AND.INIT.GQ.lI GO TO 50 
OHTS O-il £L T(;S III 
CHSJ"C1':St 1! 

~J ~ONT J.NIJc 
~ATIJS(1) a RSTO.I4altcslll*O.OOl • 1.1 

" 'ALi:.ULATE ALPHAll - 'OZ(~AS'1 

" , 
" 

r;~z a 'le~~~/"TC • Z13.!'!~~ZJ 
ALPriAy • (-o.~l • J.~OQl • T:KZI/IOOO. 
4LPhAL • I-~.;~ • 1.099 .. T(;<21/10JO. 
ALPnAZ • I-~.~ • 0.a7 .T(;I(ZI/IO~O. 
4LPHAO • EXPIALPHAOI 
A~PriAl • e~p(ALPHA1I 
4L~HAZ a ~XPIALPHAZI 
alllt\) • alphaJ**a 
al J.ltl.' • alpnal •• Z 
all.ltZ • al~na'.*Z 
IF I~~~!~S .EQ. 01 GO TO 105 
JO 100 1 • 11~~Hl.NS 

IF I"AKiHIlHII .EQ. 0.01 GJ TJ lOy 
ALPnA:l!) • IbTli'O!.-.TR(1)) • aHjI~INTiULI)H~I<Z"lOOC. 
ALPHA(;ll) • e.(p(AI.PHA~ 11) I 
AL1'~lll • ALPHACI11"'''', 
1F IPi\i:Sc,HLl .EQ. 1,)1 "I.Pr1ATlII • ALPHA;l!) 
IF IPi\cSi.i .. U) .':0. II ALP'-!ATIIl • O.5"'IALi'HACII) + 

" ALP HAP IPuHTiH 11) I 
allHlil • alpnatli)"Z 
ALPr1AP(PuI~TRIIII • ~L?HACli) 

100 ;OkT Itt.)': 
IJ5 ;JliHNUE 

C i:ALCULATE CONCEIHRATI&JNS IF I.'lQRGA,'HC AQ. :ARilON SPEClES 
IF "IOPH3) .;~.1.JK.iJPTlll.cQ.ZI.~NO.Ti1cTA1.c'".O.QI THeN 

.1CO • IICTuTl 

.. 0 TIj l15 
.;~u iF 
1'H.O • Ii: iLH \1 i 

4b ::JiHINU~ 
~~l'03 • Ldl$.(LK'3~1) 
MnCJ3 • .i.41"(I.M(~It)) + l~.ln(L;H77)) + 101*-(LI1(6711 + 

l' 141" I L~ I 9b 1 ) 
liC,j~ • J.dl4't;:lL.111511 + 1:11 •• II..'H7b)1 + 1011'$(L.'1I8bll + 

• 1dlul LMl95!) 
MCIlT(1) • 11",::03 + 1HCOi + li:03 
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, ~AL'ULAT~ ALPHA(SQLUTIU~-C02(~.S)1 
ALPhSG e (KH2C03.ALPHAO+KH~03.ALPHA1+~C03.ALPHAZ)/MCTOi'1) 
all.sg .. (~nZ~o3.all~w+cnco3.all~1~~~o3.all~Z)/c~tot(1) 
IF (1,-.1 T .tw. 1) liJ TO lS3 

c cal~ulata alpln(ppt.-solution) 
~J llQ !.ll~R~!NS 

C 

IF (cARBOIi(!) .~Q. 0.0) GJ TIl IZI) 
IF (PR::SEtHIl .GQ. 0) tnen 

.IpIIst • alpnsg 
a Il~s t • alIttsg 

al se 
aipAst·O.Sf(alpnsg+alplIsP) 
all~st • O.5.(all~sg+aU~spl 

Ino it 
ALPHPS(ll • ALPHAT(lI/ALPHST 
ailltpslil. allltt(llIallltst 

LZO I:J~T1:HJE 
ALPHSP • AI.PHSG 
ailitsp • aillts; 

~ ;ALI:ULATi: CARaOli ISOTOPE U nil U. ... OER OPEN :i'tSTEI1 
Lf (ISYSTIt .Ne. 21 GJ TO 1I0 
IF(IJPT'31.G~.1 .O~. 10PT(JI.~Q.Z) THEN 

OcLr~T • AI.PHSTfUcL'OZ+lOOO.9ALPnST-1JJJ. 
~ATIar • RSTD$'DcLTCT*O.OJl+l.1 
C~ItT • :l~CQZ.ALl~ST 

ELSE 
Galtcs(l) e ALPHST*D~L:OZ + lOOO.*ALpnST - IJuu. 
~ATIJS(l) • ~STw.(Jeltcs(l).O.OOl + 1.1 
'l~s'l) e ~1Itco~.AL1~ST 

END IF 
Du lltu 1 • 1,N~/11NS 

LF (CARa~iHl1 .~Q. 0.0 • .:J~. rHeiTA(l) .G';. u.O) tnen 
oelta~'il • l.O • 
ChiH:H II • I).W 
go to l'tJ 

en~ If 
D~LTAC(11 a ALP~AT(II.)EL;JZ + lOOu.*ALPHAT(ll - l~uO. 
Cl'tlllinti) .. Cl~coZ.alht(i) 

,LItO CJNTI~u!; 
l't; ~utHII~uf 

Ii':' TO l!ill 
Ull ~JNTI,"'l,,~ 

c calculate cargon isotopic co~position ~oer closed system 
c 
I: 
c calculate alpnan(alpna natl,ga~ln, anO ~a~out 

00 l~~ i.llnr~ins 

if 'tnetati I • gee Il.O) tnen 
~1 • (CT(paI~TRtI)).Q.JQl • l.OI*~ST~ 
ratioo a tneta'i I'I'Rl + ratioo 
gall i a • t ne ta ( i I + \I a,1I1 0 

else 
011 p nan • a 1 "nan • (tn et a( i) It ne t al I *a i pn p s Ii ) 
a i .lith • all 4n + 't net a ( i II tn eta 11 * a 1.1.4 p s ( I ) 

ga,uout • ,jalllout + t:'letal i) Itnetal 
end If 

100 continue 
if (~aiDjn.eq.J.O .and. gamio.eq.O.O) go to ~b~ 
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~ATl~I ~ (:GA~lN.RAT'Jll + RATiOJI/IGA"iN+~AK1DI 
GAltl~ • ',"·~;11.~ + GAiUill/AdS !THETAll 
Dc:LTU • t.~AHuLlKSTD-ll.1000. 

10:;1 ~ontin.,e 

~ wltnout ~pt._ or c-oearing ain.rals 
i' (tnetal.~e.O.OI tnen 

C 

GA/H.i • il.J 
IFIIIQPT(ll.~Q.l .aR. IOPT(3loeQ.ZI.AHD.THtTA1.EQ.O.Ol THEN 

:;0 TO 1JS 
;: .. SE 

~ATIOS(ll • RATIOI + (~ATIO~(ll - KATIOll.'''CO/KCTOT(lll 
aoltes!,) G (RArlaS(l)/~STO - 1.I~lOOu. 
;.4.i1J,l • 'l.ItSnl~'i\!;O/I'tCTOT(UI 

eil.l IF 
':.,0 .F 

~ witn Ppc. 0' ~-o.Irin9 .Inerlls 
it (tnetal .it. 0.0; then 

~ 

~ 

C 

C 
C 

C 

witn alssolutlon or ~-oearing lJI.inerais 
it (.IlIi4 .ne. O.Q .ar. c~oer .no. 0.01 then 

'AI-CUI-AT i: clEr.. 
BErA • 1. + (AI-PHAH - GAM;:;:IITI/GAttlN 
becu4 • 1.O+(.'l'tn-gallouCl/galii n 

CAL':.,I!.AT!: FI.UL. ISCTOjll~ ~ATli:1 (SJI.UTIO~I 
IF IGAI1iliJT .ew. GAttlN I THE.'! 

~ • ~KIN.AgS(T~ETAll 
~A • (SETA*Q/KCOI.(-l.l 
Kd • EXP (KAl 
~Allt • (8ETA14.Q/~COI.(-1.1 
~H4 • c Xii HAlItI 

eLSe 
KA • GAttlN.aET~":;MIUI.IT-GAI11NI 
~8 • 'ItCTOT(11/M':JI.*~A 
Ka1't • ,.alllin*oetal'ti '~aiDo'"t-glJlinl 
Kollt • (l1I~cot'.I.111IcJI"kal't 

ENJ iF 
RATIOS'll II "at:TA*IUTlOSI.lI - ilATlilll*Kd + :UTluII/BETA 
aelt~sUI a 'AATIiJ~I.lIlt(H.J -l.).lol.:l~. 
Cllts(ll • ':14s(ll*I(;)11t 

~ ",ithout aissolution of ~-oearing minerals 
I:LS e 

Kl a l~?HAri/GAMOUT 
Kd • 'MCTiJT(~L/MCOI.*(~A - l.ol) 
RlTlaS(ll • ~ATluS'll.{D 
Gelt~s(ll • 'RATIOS(lI/K~Tu - 1.).1000. 
k.l.'t • 'all~n/~amoutl-l. 
:14s(11 • Cl'ts(l)f"mctoC(LI/mcOI*.kl'tl 

E:i.J IF 
ena If 
~~ l~o i=1~N~ri4~S 

IF (CAR8');-HII .cw. Il.u .J~. THcTAlJ.).;ic:.o.':'1 then 
ael ta~(i) .. J.O 
CJ.'t!UN' 11 • 0.0 
~g to lito 

e1 Q if 
KArIGP • A~~HPS(rl.R~Tr05'11 
u';LTACI~1 '" (~ArI.jnKHO - 1.I*lOuO. 
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, , , 

C1~~jn'l) • aI1~ps(.).:1~s'1) 
Ho (alNTll'4vf: 
l3u \;,JIHIIIUE 

lSo 
155 

RtCORD ~JR~~MT '-BeARING ~!NtRALS IK "INE~ALS LlST 
I.ASTi: - 0 
l.f 'UIHNS .ell. 0) Gol TO 155 
DJ 150 1.1,N~~lNS 

IF ':A~aaIHl) .i:~. <l.O diR. 1.EQ.INDEX') GJ TO 150 
I.ASTe a LAST' + 1 
IoAS T( I.ASTi:) a f1NAo,\E (U 

';JIHIo'tUE 
CONTINUc 
U lIsystll .eq. Z) tnan 

51sta .. a'opan' 
else 

systoll a'elosea' 
end it 

1H , 'uNf lNUc , , 
(, 

C 
e , ~c'JRO Tnc Rt5ULTS OF THE :URRENT SIMULATION STEP 

j • • 
00 l~O jalZ,nu.aIK+ll 

pi tn all Ii) al ooks I I j) 
,jaJ+l 

continue 

nUIlI.i.-nu.aIK.1Z 
n .. GlZan"GI.-l + j CUll 
Ja.l. 
ilO ,00 janu;a.l.,nulIIl 

pi tn a,1I (.) • i c umu I I j I 
J a J.+l 

"Oil ;;ont.nue 

c 

I " 5tepee 
plotarlj,l) .. pn 
pi Citar Ii,,,) • te 
plotar,.,3) • ;aetotll) 
plotarli,~) .. ;aneo3 
?I.JTAiI,l I,~) • ~cAeTN 
plotarlj,o) a 'laiDin 
;;II otar' i ,n a galllo .. t 
plotar,j,o) a alPhsg 
pi ourl i ,-1) • a Iphah 
IF (IlJPTl3). c.J.1. OR.LIlPTlJ) .E;j.Z). AND. ST EileT ./'Ie.I.AND. THET AI. E~. 

~O. 0) TriEi'l 
~LJTARli,IO) .. ;l~T 
~1.~TA~ll,111 .. ~~I.TeT 

o!lse 
PLJTAK'l,lJ) • ~l~Stl) 
PLJT.~(L.ll) .. uCIoTeS'l) 

ena if 

I • j, 

00 ~uo ,jal.,nUolIIK 
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c: 

c 

plotar(i,\i·.L.l.) .. pltsili,J) 
I II I+l 

ll.lil c:ontinuc 

I • nU1II1 k + 11 
00 ~OU J-l,.iRMIKS 

IF(CAaaC~IJ).fQ.Q.Q .C~. ~.~~.I~DEXC) ~u TO '00 
plotarll,l+l). uaLTAClJ) 
plotarli,I+Z) • Cl'"lK(JI 
plotarlj,I+3) • ALPHACIJ)/ALPHSG 
plotarli,I~' • aLPHACIJ)/A~~HAl 
I - 1+10 

~()O contin,,_ 

, P~I~T T~~ ~~SU~T OF CURKE~T STEP 
r; 

C 

PRIMT 'tIl 
'lO FJR~Ar(l~O,'IIZ'X,. F~AcrIONATION FACTO~S uf CARBON I, 

~'lSQrQP~S 11153X,ICAK~ON-L31,lJX,I;AR&aN-l~'/) 
~~,~r 'tZ~,A~PiAO,A~1~0'~L?HAL,ALl'tl,ALPriAZ,ALl~i,ALPHSG,ALl4SG, 

.ALPriST,AL1~iT . 
~lO FUKKATI~X.Z5X,'HZCC3/COZ GAS.,l3X,F~O.b,lZX,fLO.o 

./'OA,IM;C3-/~JZ ~AS',l3x,FIO.b'lZX,Flu.b 

./ZbX, ICJ~--/COZ ~AS',l3X,Fl().o,~ZX,FlO.b 

.'ZbX,'DI:/~OZ GASIFI~A~)I,~X,FlO.o,lZA,Fl().o 
*/ZoX, '01 CI Cil, "AS I MEAtU I, 'iX, FlO.a, lZX,FlO. b) 

uO 4,S l-L,N~HINS 
IF(CAKaO~(II.~Q.O.O) GJ TJ 'tZ~ 

~~OP~=A~~H4C(I)JALPHS~ 
~ i ilP Sot. ALl~ClI)1 AL Hi '" 

. ~~lNT 4Z1,~NAM~(L),ALPiACI",AL1~C(I).ALPHArII)'AL14TII). 
• ~ i OPS, c;'~DPS 4, AI."H" StI I, ALL loP Sill 

ItZ7 FOKKATIIX,zsx,Aa,'/CilZ ~Ai:IFINA~I',ZX,FIO.u,lZX,FIO.Q/34X, 
• r/CJZ ~A~',':IK~ANI',3X,FLO.o,lZX,flO.~/33X,'/SJLUrlaNllfINA~l' 
• ,ZX,flO.~,.ZX,F10.QJl3X,·/SOLUTION:IMEANI',3~.Flu.o,lZx,F1C.ol 

It.!S CJNT!NLc 

., 1!.l.l'H 4.3,) 
'dO fJRMATI.i.rll,IIlSX, ,---- .'\A~;i TiU.'~Sf=R OF ';A~aill'l HHOIJT OF SuLU' 

.,'TIilN ---'II 
?iINT ~4~,~C~,~CTOTIll,MHZCo3,~HCil3,MC03,~AK!N.iAKO~T~0~LTAI, 

• j~LTS~,"LJTA~(STEPCT,ll),~l4~u'~LJTAK(STEPCT.IOI 
't'tv I'Jil.t1A TlLX,~ZX,' INITIAL TOUI. CAK~iliiIKOLA~.I',jX,clZ. bl33X, 'FINAL I, 

.1 TOTAL :;Ail.;iOM010LAI..I',5X,C:lZ.bJ]3x,'FINAL TOTAL HZCJ3 1110LAI..I " 
*~X,~lZ.o/33X"FINA~ TOTAL ~ca3- IKaI.AL.)I,~X,~lZ.b/33X"FINAL I • 
• 'TJTAL ';il~-- IKaLA~.I',~X,=lZ.Q/3~X,'GAM~AIIN)',l8~,FIZ.g/33X, 
*I~AK"AI aUTI',i7X, HZ.b/33)" 'DELTA :;-l3 IlNPUn', ,"X,FlZ.t:/33X, 
tiDELTA C-13 (l.Hf • .iaLul',"X,Fl".b/3~X,IOELTA C·13 IF!:iAL SCLli.I' 
.,3X,FlZ.b/33X"~-l4 ACTilJl.TY IINIT. SOLU.I',FlZ.blnx, 
.>!!'C-l~ ACT!nn- !F!t'!AL ~iJ!.U.I'IFlZ.bl 

?i1.lNr It!iQ 
It;O FO",I1ATllHO,/HJX,' MlN~"AL Alii) :1ISCcU .. NcOUS uATA ____ I) 

PKLNT '~J,SYST=t1,Tri=TAl 
'toO Fil~MATllriO.3aA.'SYST~M',lbX,Ao/39~.'ThETAl·.lbX,elZ.bl 

OJ ~lC I a l,NRMlNS 
!r(:A~auNIII.~Q.J.QI ~Q TO ~70 

elK!iT 4~0,~NAKE(1),TH=TA('),OELTA'(II,C14KIN(11 
IodO Fuil.MATllXddX,Ao.': '/3~X,' THETA,',1311,clZ.b/38x, 

• OELTA C-13t','tX,FlZ.g/3eX,' '-14 ACTIVITY.', 
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C 

to U,Fl,.o I 
.. 70 '::i.'iTl.-.Uc 

jlKI~T 1t __ 1l 
1t90 FJRMATI1HO,31~,'. IF THIS ~I~ERAL PRECIPITATES FRa~ THE SOL~TIQN'1 

PRiNT Ita~ 
ltd; FIlK~AH.l.riO,31X," NEGATIVI: THiHA IIIOICATES PRECIPITATION ANCi 'I, 

.3ItX,'PCSITI~1: T.HcTA I:HJICArtS IlISSul.UTIOlI1) 
~ E TuR:' 

C •••••••••••• 
tNTli.l' PiHNTF 

C •••••••••••• 
c 

PRl.'lT SuO 
~OO FOkMATIIH1,ZdX,' SUMtlAil' aF The ABaVi: SII'IULATIONS 

PRINT 510,'PLTNAM'11,I.l,~t 
;10 FjK~AT'lX,~OX,ISTEP • ',3X,,'ZX,A6,ZXI/I 

DO ,ZO I.l,~T~PCT 
jlRlir '30,I,'PLOTARII,JI,J.~,51 :1, u ~ ON T ihu t 

,30 FJK~ATI~~,'IlX,11t,aX,Fa.It.~X,Fo.It,'X,3'ElO.;,'XII 
PKl~f S~0,IPI.TNAMILI,1.o,111 

,itO FJR"ATI~HO,ZOX,ISTcP • 1,ItX,QIZX,A8,ZXI/1 
Oil ;;0 1.1,ST;~CT 

PRliT ;oO,I,'PLJTAR'I,JI,J.~,.I.11 
; 50 CON T INoJ ~ 
500 FJKMATI~X,ZJX,14,4X,014X.Fa.~11 

IF (:tUMLI\ .Ii~. l I GJ TO ;~S 
NlJi'lL<T • ~Ul'lLr( 
:<-L 
PRINT HO 

;70 Fuk~ATILriO,'I~ZX,I--- SATUKAfiON IhlltX ---I/~ 
500 ';;J.HI:.uc 

IF (NUMLKT .t~. 11 Trit;" 
PKI .. T 50S,?LTNA~lll+:<1 

ja5 t'iJj(i'lAT(ll\,~o;l\, ';)Ti:P J I,Z.< ,Ao/l 
oJJ ;00 I-lISTerer 

P~LNT ,9J,1,PLJTARII,11+KI 
~90 FJiMATIIX,39X,IIt,It~,F&.41 

;dd ;;ONTINuE 
GJ Til ;~j 

Ii LSt 
PRliT ;91,PLTNAM'11+:<I,PLTNA~11Z+~1 

;'H FOIUIAT(l'(.~9l\,ISTi:P 1',Z.(,,,"d,4X.ASIl 
IlJ j~2 I-l,STEP:T 
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